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15-25 Below
Tonight; Continued

MILYHWS MS -

Cold Friday

Germans Begin Trip
Through Berlin Wall

BERLIN (AP)-The first West
Berliners crossed through the
wall today with newly issued
Communist passes to meet relatives in East Berlin for the
first time in more than two
years.
Official West Berlin police reports said six persons, three
adults and three children.

crossed in the early afternoon. A West Berlin government
A police guard at one crossing spokesman said it was possible
point said 22 persons crossed. the East Germans made some
exception. They added that the
The fact that persons were al- big rush would start Friday.
ready crossing today came as Thousands are expected to
a surprise, .since officially, no pour through the crossing points
passes issued today were to for Christmas holiday reunions
have been valid until 5 a.m. Fri- with relatives.
Communist officials appeared
day*

to be doing their utmost to avoid
traffic jams at the five crossing
points in the . wall, which was
built 28 months ago to prevent
the escape of East Germans and
to isolate West Berlin.
The Reds felt large lineups at
the wall might lead to trouble.
The East. Germans knocked
an additional door - sized hole
into the concrete barrier at the
pedestrian crossing at Oberbaumbruecke. They also enlarged the vehicle crossing in
the Neukoelln district by re
moving several concrete slabs.
The Communist regime took
the unusual step of assigning
mostly officers to the work . Apparently they can be more relied upon not to make a break
for the West .
Under the agreement between
the East German regime arid
the West Berlin administration
of Mayor Willy Brandt , an estimated 800,000 West Berliners
will be allowed to visit close relatives on the other side of the
wall on one-day passes until
Jan . 5.
The Communists have refused
to admit most West Berliners to
East Berlin since the wall was
started in A.ugust, 1961. The restriction has not applied to Allied military personnel and nonGerman civilians.

CHRISTMAS RUSH . . . Merchants in
Muskegon, Mich., had little to do but shovel
snow Wednesday as the Christmas shopping
rush ground to a halt under 30 inches of snow.
Lake Michigan was one of the reasons the

Port City was buried in snow as less than
20 miles inland there was only five inches of
snow on the ground. A downtown , movie theater has the spirit of the season but no customers. (AP Photofax)

A mass of frigid air enveloped
the North from the Rockies to
the Atlantic Coast, forcing temperatures under the zero level
in at least 13 states. Readings

U.S. to Fire
Christmas Star
By RALPH IMGHTON
POINT ARGUELLO , Calif.
(AP )—The U .S. space agency
plans to give the world a new
"Christmas star " today — a
polka-dot satellite that could
yield rich gifts in hel ping scientists predict I he awesome explosions on the sun called solar
flares.
The 12-font -diameter balloon
satellite , called Air Density Explore r , is lo he aimed at an orbit passing close lo the earth' s
poles . A solid fuel Scout rocket
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By JOHN M. HIGHTOWER
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson evidently has decided to make full use of personal diplomacy to carry out his
announced policy of seeking improved relations with the Soviet
Union and an eventual end to
the cold war.
This raises the possibility of
an active period in U.S.-Soviet
relations next year , although at
the moment officials say no plan
for negotiation or meetings has
been developed .
The means of personal diplomacy open to the new President
include periodic exchange of
messages with Soviet Premier
Khrushchev, public statements
by Johnson specifically designed
to influence the course of policies East and West and a meeting with Khrushchev.
The President Wednesday
kept the way open for a meeting
in a brief news conference statement that also had diplomatic
implications in relation to
the administration 's developing
view of the cold war and its interest in the struggle between
the Soviet Union and Red China.

Senate Nears
AidShowdown
Military Plane
Crashes in N.D.
FLASHER, N.D. (AP ) — A
plane which exploded and
crashed on a farm near Flasher
in south - central North Dakota
was identified by the state highway patrol at noon today as an
F-106 Delta Dart jet interceptor
from the Minot , N.D., Air Force
Base.
Farmer Clarence Erickson
said a jet passed over his house

and exploded in the air.
"We saw it blow up in a big
ball of fire," Erickson said.
Wreckage was scattered over
a wide area. There was no sign
of survivors.
The Air Force 's F-106 carries
only the pilot. The Minot base
said one of its craft had lost
radio contact. A search mission
was launched by the Air Force.

Johnson was asked what he
thought about the prospects for
an early meeting with Khrushchev. He replied :
"I am ready and willing to
meet with any of the world leaders at any time there is any indication a meeting would be
fruitful and productive. When
there are such indications, I will
bt glad to make a decision and
inform you of it."
From other sources , it is
known that , like the late President John F. Kennedy, Johnson
is favorably disposed to carry
on a . private correspondence
with Khrushchev whenever he
thinks it is useful .

McNamara in
Viet Nam for
New Inspection

Humphrey Says
U.S. Prestige
Is 'On Line'

WASHINGTON CAP) — The
Senate beat back -today two attempts to reduce the $3,299,500,000 foreign aid money bill,
apparently heeding President
Johnson's plea against further
cuts in funds "needed for our
own security and -well being."
. It rejected 55 to 28 an amendment by Sen. Wayne Morse, DOre., to reduce funds for supporting economic assistance to
defense pact allies from $380
million to the $300 million voted
by the House.
It next defeated 53 to 34 an
amendment by Sen. Allen J. Ellender, D-La., to cut these funds
from $380 to $350 million. Supporting assistance is used to aid
the economies of nations on
the borders of the Sino-Soviet
bloc to enable them to maintain
larger military forces than their'
own resources will allow.
On the Morse amendment the
party breakdown was 39 Democrats and 16 Republicans opposed, 18 Democrats and 10 Republicans in favor.

By JACK BELL
Morse contended "hundreds of
FARM PROBLEMS DISCUSSED . . . President JohnAssociated Press Staff Writer
millions
of dollars" are being
son discussed farm problems during a conference with Secrewasted
on
such assistance to
)
(AP
WASHINGTON
- Contary of Agriculture Orville Freeman at the White House.
Formosa,
South
Korea and othgressional Republicans are loadFreeman later told newsmen that the Chief Executive directer countries. He said the miliing their elephant guns for an
ed him to work with farm leaders on programs to attack ' tary forces of most of them
assault on the spending budget
rural poverty and help avert a possible sharp drop in farm
could be "licked by ten Boy
which President Johnson will
income. (AP Photofax )
Scout troops" and their real desubmit to Congress in January.
fenses rest with U.S. military
Johnson told a news confertroops.
ence Wednesday he intends to
Sen. John O. Pastore, D- R. I.,
cut every possible dime of
floor manager for the bill, arSAIGON, Viet Nam (AP ) waste out of the new budget but
gued that the funds enable coundoesn 't know yet v/hat the ex- Defense Secretary Robert S.
tries on the periphery of comMcNamara arrived today for his
penditures total will be.
munism to provide soldiers ,
second on-the-spot survey in
Informed members of Con- three months of the war in
who, should the program be
gress think the total is certain South Viet Nam.
eliminated, would have to be reto
go
over
a
record
$100
billioif
placed *y Americans.
,
,
S.D.
souri
River
near
Kennebec
"I
am
here
to
discuss
the
ranged down to -24 at Bemidji
The cattle — reported standing despite Johnson 's efforts to keep progress of the United States
Minn.
The Morse amendment was
Only southern Florida and the chest deep in the icy stream- the amount down in an election program in Viet j Nam, the prob- KENNEBEC, S.D. (AP) - ance, S.D. , said the cattle were the first to come up as the
Senyear.
lems we are facing and solu- Workmen struggling in subzero standing belly-deep in water but
Lower Rio Grande Valley es- apparently had wandered to an
At best the new budget will be tions ," McNamara said in a temperatures said today there refused to swim to shore ate reached the showdown stage
island-like sand bar and had
caped the spreading freeze.
on the badly battered bill.
The -12 in Rockford , 111., shat- been trapped by rising water. only an estimate of how much brief airport statement. He appeared little hope of saving through an alley chopped and Assistant Senate Democratic
A 5-month-old child was found revenue the government will ie- leaves for Washington late Fri- 120 head of cattle trapped on blasted in the ice.
tered a record for the date that
Leader Hubert H. Humphrey
had been set 39 years ago and froze n to death in a home in ceive and pay out in the fiscal day.
an island in the Missouri River.
said that with the President's
the -11 in Peori a, 111., broke a Cherokee County, Ala. Coroner year beginning next July 1.
The cattle were stranded after prestige "on the line," he felt
Fire Chief Joe Hieb of ReliSeptember,
Since
his
visit
In
Bill Perry said the baby appar- While spending can be estimat62-year-old record .
walking onto a sandbar when there are sufficient votes to reChicagoans shivered through ently kicked off the blankets in ed fairly accuratel y, it is more the governments of both the
the U.S. Corps of Engineers shut ject a series of amendments
United States and South Viet
their seventh consecutive day of the unheated house in 5 above difficult to forecast revenue.
off
water releases at Big Bend aimed at reducing the $3,299,500
N am have changed hands. Preszero or lower readings , a rec- cold.
Dam
because of an icing con- 000 measure to the $2,810,700,000
overord run for December. The ther- Snow drifting over back roads With a report in hand that the ident Ngo Dinh Diem was
dition.
voted by the House.
mometer registered -6 at Mid- meant a day off from school for gross national product is pass- thrown by a military coup Nov .
The cattle are owned by the
"It will be struggle and a tight
way Airport early in the day about 3,800 children in Erie ing the $600 billion mark , John- 1 and killed. President Kennedy
Johnson Cattle Co., of near Re- squeeze ," the Minnesota!, told a
Nov.
22.
son
conceivably
could
shave
the
was
assassinated
and -11 at O'Hare Airport.
I County, Pa.
liance. Manager Eelbert Loomis reporter, "but I think we can
projected deficit with nn optiU.S. military sources said the
said he had moved the herd make it."
Snow
squalls
persisted
from
The arctic blasts caused sufmistic revenue estimate.
two changes and an increase in
Tuesday after being informed of
Senate Republican Leader Ev- Communist guerrilla activities
ferings by animals and humans ' the Great Lakes eastward to
the situation by the engineers , Senate Republican L e a d e r
New
England,
erett M. Dirksen of Illinois in the last three months promptalike. More than 120 head of [
but that the cattle wandered Everett M. Dirksen predicted ,
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
cattle were stranded in the Mis- i The mercury di pped to freez- made it. clear Republicans are ed McNamara 's return.
however, that the Senate would
back to the river shore.
ing—32—in Tampa , Fla., and going to watch this process
AP Military Writer
bulls
are
Some
top-grade
herd
whack more money from the bill
to 27 in Jacksonville.
carefully and be ready to
WASHINGTON (AP ) — Na- included in the stranded herd. before passage late today. The
Readings ir the frozen north pounce on anything they believe
tive thieves pillaged U.S. air It appeared the cattle might be Senate was called in three hours
included : Indianapolis -10; Mil- they can characterize as excess
bases in Morocco before the Air shot rather than be left to drown early for final debate on the
waukee, Wis,, and Limeston , spending.
Force turned over the bases to or freeze.
controversial bill.
Maine . -9; Cincinnati , Ohio , -7;
that country, it was learned toHumphrey said he was confiCrossville, T«nn., -4; St. Louis
day.
dent
the Senate would uphold an
GOODFELLOWS
The bases were picked clean
appropriations committee proviThe snowstorm toppled Musof. everything from latrines to
sion knocking out a H o u s e
Previously listed $3,059.
kegon 's 1962 month ot Decern ber
electric motors. At least one
amendment banning export-imfrom this naval missile facility record of 54.2 inches. The rec- The Merchants NaArab was electrocuted accidenport bank guarantees for priord so far this month is 69.4
is Ihe booster.
tional Dank of Wivate bank financing of sales of
MOSCOW fAP ) - .Soviet po- tally .
inches .
nona, officers and
"These actions are rendering
Inflated in space, the alumili-ce sealed off approaches to the
, N.D. <AP ) — Harry wheat and other surplus comWING
120,4(1 Ghanaian embassy today in the all facilities now closed useless
employ es
num-and-plastie sphere was ex- The Weather Bureau measured
Johnson , dazed when his loaded modities to Communist counI>orothy
and
Adolph
.
5
15.7
inches
in
the
24
hours
endwake of Wednesday 's demon- to anyone ," said an Air Force coal truck tipped into a ditch , tries,
pected lo be visible only at twiNeville Lein Post No.
stration by 500 Ghanaian and report from Morocco.
light , illuminated against the ing at 7 p.m . Wednesday and a
managed to crawl 25 feet from
12H7, Veterans of
other African students.
dark sky by rays from the sun record 17.9 inches in the 24
the wreck before collapsing and Dirksen said lie had been .told
,
2,
beThe
report
dated
Dec.
that if the Senate does not go
Foreign Warn
R
hours ending 12 hours earlier .
just below the horizon .
Half a dozen African students enmc available to The Associat- freezing 'to death in sub-zero along with the House amend.1. Frederiksena
to
Snowplow
crews
in
suburban
and about 100 curious Russians ed Press today, three days after cold WednesdayBecause of its height , ranging
Rotary Club
50
Highway patrolmen said evi- ment on a roll call vote today
gathered on the narrow street the last of n trio of bases once
from about 37f> miles to l ,fi75 Muskegon Heights gave up
about
noon
Wednesday
a
fter
Diocese
<if
Winona
loading to the embassy. Police used by the Strategic Air Com- dence indicated Johnson, 59 and "there will be no bill" since both
miles , it was to be just a pin- lowing all streets t hree times
Chancery
employes
25
chased the Russians away and mand wns handed to the Moroc- from Pettibone , N.D ., had tried houses will have to agree on a
point of light hut. discernible be- pin 24 hours with scant progress.
Drag-On
s
Motor
to reach the shelter of an unoc- final version of the measure.
prevented male African students can government.
cause of its movement against Muskegon main roads were
Dirksen added , however , that
Vehicle
Club
5
from approaching the embassy.
fixed stars as it circled the passable , but few side streets
The United States stopped fly- cupied farmhouse 1,000 yards he had heard such threats but
Northern
States
Towfrom
the
wreck
but
failed
to
globe every 122 minutes.
Two girl students were al- ing bombers from those bases
"they sometimes fade away in
were touched hy ploivs. County
er Co. and employes IH
make it.
lowed throu gh the street barrier earlier this year.
White polka dots , 3,400 of schools could not send buses for
the shadow of the Christmas
Terry nnd Robert
Officers
said
tracks
showed
but found tlie embassy closed ,
By the time the $3flfi-million
them 2!>_ inches wide and 400 rural pupils.
tree." Leaders are preparing a
Kramer, flnyward.
with no one answering the bell. complex was evacuated by U.S. the truck had slithered into the resolution under which Congress
just 1 ',1 inches wide , were paint- "Muskegon public schools reWis.
5
ditch
and
while
Johnson
had
,
forces this month , the rear
ed on the silvery skin to block mained open , but Sujit. Richard
Several newsmen nlso> were guard was down to 150 men and sought to maneuver it back onto would adjourn Friday and reLocal 855, Winona
some of the sun 's rays and thus B. Warren left it to the discreBarbers ' Union
10
allowed to pass but were blocked all the equipment the Air Force the highway, had shifted its load turn to work for its second seskeep radio gear inside from get- tion of parents whetlier to send
sion Jan. 7,
Susan. BUI , Kate. Jim,
by police, at the embassy en- wished to keep had been and tipped over.
ting too hot.
pup ils back to class after the
Pete Steffcn
7.35 trance.
Pnssersby discovered the acci- Johnson 's letter, addressed
shipped out.
,
Joe Btflspck
3
Primary mission of the sat- noon recess
dent nnd Johnson 's body short- Tuesday to Chairman Carl
Ambassador J. R . Klliott 's
In Memory of
In addition to the runways and ly before noon Wednesday.
secretary said over the teleellite was to help scientists Thickening ice trnpped *ix
Hayden, D-Ariz., of tho Senate
Marilynn
5
phone thnt approaches to the real estate , the Moroccans fell
mensure density of the atmos- freifihters in or near the Detroit
Appropriations Committee, waa
Ruth and Joan
embassy were closed in order heir to warehouses, administraphere at high altitudes. Plans River , which links Lake St. Clair
read to tho Senate Wednesday
WEATHER
Tnshner
5
lo permit repairs to doors and tion buildings , barracks and
called for a worldwide network with Lake Eric.
by Sen, John O. Pastore , DFriends from (Joodlocks (hat were broken during other facilities that went to
IT.nKHAL FORECAST
to track its radio beacon and
R.I., floor manager for the bill.
make up the bases used by the
vlew
2
the demonstration.
WINONA AND VICINITY - It appealed to tho committee
note the "drag " exerted by
Winona Fire. Fighters
Mostly fair tonight and colder. to recommend the full $3.6 bil.sparsely scattered molecules of
When they are repaired , she United States for a decade.
The long list of items stolen Increasing cloudiness and con- lion voted in the previous auAssociation, Local
nir.
said , the embassy will reopen.
t inued cold Friday. I,ow to- thorization bill. While the com575
-12
A previous 12-foot balloon satOutside doors, however , seemed included :
All wooden doors , doorlocks , night 15 to 25 below , high Fri- mittee voted onl y $3,299,500,000
Bailey & Bailey
50
ellite — Explorer 9 launched
undamaged.
windows and frames , window day zero to 5 below.
in new appropriations, it apfrom Wallops Island , Va., in
Tota l to date , . $.1,522.75
screens, partitions , electric panStudents
demonstrated
over
n
LOCAL
WEATHER
l!)fil—indicated the density of ^^^L^^^mWSmmlSlwmTmm
proved
the re appropriation of
llmTm ^lW ^^^t ^(^WB
Toys — George and Dixie
Official observations for tho $209 million in additional funds
report (hat n Ghanaian student els, copper wiring, brass , copthe upper air decreases in proEvenson , Tuylor , Wis. Four had been killed by n Russian per , and bronze fittings , stain- 24 hours ending nt 12 m. to- unspent from last yoar to make
portion lo a decrrcase in solar
Cartons of Candy, — Soliul- trying to prevent his marrying less steel latrine fixtures , mir- day: Maximum , 3; minimum, a total of $3,508,500,000 available
flare activity (luring an ll-year
rors , wash basins.
-fl; noon , -2; precipitation , none, for the current fiscal year.
er Chocolates, Inc.
cycle.
a Russian girl ,

Muskegon Di gs Out
Of 3 Feet of Snow

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Heavy snow piled up in the
northeastern section of the nation today while intense cold
cracked records.
A storm dropped 14 inches of
snow on Nantucket Island off
the Massachusetts coast , and
stacked up 10 inches in Montpelier. Vt., 9 inches in Falmouth ,
Mass.. and 7 inches in Bennington , Vt., and Rumford , Maine.
Muskegon , Mich., plodded
and plowed through almost 3
feet of snow , but the end of the
storm there was in sight.

GOP Set for
Assault on
New Budget

Johnson to
Push Personal
Diplomacy

L^SBL^T

Cattle Trapped
in Icy River

U.S. Bases in
Morocco Picked
Clean by Thieves

Russ Seal Off
Approaches to
Ghanian Embassy

Man Hurt in
Truck Mishap
Dead in Cold

40 Legislative Group s
At Work on '65 Session

By ADOLPH JOHNSON
Associated Press Staff Writer J
It is still more than one year
before the Minnesota Legislature is scheduled to convene for
its 1965 session , but already
more than 40 legislative units
are at work gathering information and sifting facts in preparation lor it.
Veteran legislators say the extent and variety of studies indicates that members will come
to the 1965 session probably better prepared than for any previous meeting.
ln addition to subcommittees
of the Legislative Research

Committee and the customary I agriculture , finance , education ,
interim commissions created to taxes and welfare.
consider specific problems , the Also on the list are the rules
committee, which decides which
units at work include for the standing committees may funcfirst time a number of House tion , and holds the purse strings
and Senate standing commit- and the committee on committees.
tees.
By act of the legislature, cer- House standing committees
tain of these standing commit- conducting meetings, besides
tees are authorized to meet in rule, are committees on approthe interim to conduct necessary priation , education , employes'
but time-consuming inquiries compensation , judiciary and
which cannot be undertaken dur- metropolitan and urban affairs .
Several of these have subcoming the busy regular session.
Standing committees of the mittees at work.
Senate authorized to meet in the
Subjects being studied by speinterim include committees on cial or regular committees include a proposed coihmercial
code, proposed amendments to
the state constitution , problems
of the dairy industry, state election laws , governmental immu', nity. highway programs , how to
1 limit local legislation , the need
K
L
[ for uniform standards to protect
consumers, potential uses of
educational TV, possibility of
nWi
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Among these is the legislative
building commission, which examines state building needs on
| a continuing basis and submits
j recommendations to each legi islature.
| Another is the claims commission which meets periodically
between sessions to hold hearings on claims against the state
and submits recommendations
for action by the legislature.
Also on the list are the Commission on Iron Ore Taxation and Production, which has
for m any years studied the iron
ore tax problem , and the Iron
Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission , which works
for diversified industry on the
Iron Range.

General Electri c
Settlement Set

Student

-' iHRRNI

See the STUDIO 44 TODAY -

Jones & Kroeger Stationery Go.

108 E. Third

Winona

Phon « 3S14

Mary

A ^tff ^

_____________________________ KT
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NEW YORK (AP)—The Gen
eral Electric Go. has agreed r<
nearly SU million in out-of-couri
settlements of 32 suits filed as .
result of the 1961 antitrust deci
sions.
U.S. Dist. Judge Sylvestei
Ryan approved the settlement!
Wednesady.
The largest, almost S6 million ,
was made to Consolidated Edi'
son Co. of New York ,

Discrimination Bill
Signed in Delaware

Supreme Soviet
OKs New Plan

Texas Student; 15,
Shoots 2 Teachers

from the .410 gauge shotgun.
The student wai turned'over
to juvenile authorities. State law

of his name
I makes publication
unprivileged unless a complaint
[is filed.

gniHHimmMMii^

DOVER , Del. (AP)-Gov. ElGROVES, Tex. (AP)-Police
bert N. Carvel of Delaware | MOSCOW (A_P)-The Supreme said a 15-year^)ld student, ansigned into law a public accom -. ¦; Soviet gave its expected unani- gered by a reprimand from
modations bill W e d n e s d a y mous approval today to Premier teachers, shot and wounded two
aimed at curbing racial discrim- Khrushchev 's $46-blllion plan to members of the Woodlawn Junexpand the Soviet chemical In- ior High School faculty Wednesination.
The bill makes it illegal to re- dustry and greatly increase pro- day.
fuse service to anyone in public duction of chemical fertilizers.
¦_ ¦»¦¦ ¦
¦¦
I
accommodations b e ca u s e of '. ' The Soviet Parliament aLso Carlos Rojo, 35, was in fair mW ^^ y
' ¦**¦***
,j
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^
¦
race , creed , color or national approved the nation 's budgets , condition with wounds in the
<«.
the
iter.
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FRESH
s
origin. It repeals a lav that per- for 19M and 1965, which include 1 stoma ch , left arm and hand. S J Buy the milk that'
. I;g
mitted businessmen to refuse funds for carrying out the first I David Garrett , 34, was treated J phone 4425 far heme dellvry.
service to anyone if he felt it phase of Khrushchev's 7-year- [at a hospital and released. He
would injure his business.
plan for the chemical industry, ' was struck in the leg by pellets Jj [ PLEASANT VAILEY FRISH GRADE A GUERNSEY J
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HOME MADE SAUSAGES-GROCERIES—LOCKER PLANT
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HOME-OWNED DAIRY

29c

AVERAGE ROASTING

¦

¦ THESE ARE CASH AND CARRY PRICES AT THE ¦
¦ DAIRY DELIVERY PRICES ARE SLIGHTLY MORE. ¦
¦
179 East Fourth
Phone 4425 ¦
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ONLY 1 CALORIE PER SERVING!" BF I
B"REWARDING TRUE COLA TASTE!"
"Now you can satisfy that naturalyearning for refreshment
and still stay slim. New Patio Diet Cola contains only one
calorie per serving. It's sugar-free, yet it tastes delicious.
Gives you true cola taste because it's made with true cola
ingredients by Pepsi-Cola Company. Be modern . . . look
modem.Tryittoday. lt'sthedelicious F refreshingwaytostay
slim. New Patio Diet Cola... in economical Half-Quarts."
¦
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It 's. Time for Fires Again

City Gets
Empty House 1964 Police
Ettrick Co-op
Convention
Ablaze
Found
Creamery Burns

The Man Says Maybe

25 Below Zero Tonight?

For the sixth straight day,
the official thermometer slipped
below the zero mark today with
a morning low of -8 and a predicted low of 15 to 25 below
tonight.
A slight easing in the intense
cold that has settled over the
Northern Plains is foreseen for
Friday as the region goes into
the pre-Christmas weekend , but
don 't let the glad tidings fool
you .

FOR INSTANCE , while the
temperature tonight in the
.Twin Cities is expected to drop
to 22 below , Friday night's lowwill be only 12 below .
There'll be some scattered
light snow to beckon in Santa
Claus for his landings.
Mostly fair and much colder
is the forecast for tonight in
Winona. Increased cloudiness
and continued cold is predicted
for Friday with an . afternoon

high of zero to 5 above. Not
quite so cold and no precipitation is the outlook for Saturday.
Twelve above is the highest
Winona reading in the past
week and morning readings
around the 10 below mark have
been common. High Wednesday
aftern oon was only 3 above. At
noon today it was -2.
A '. YEAR AGO today the temperature was up to a mild 44
and down to only 27. No snow
lay on the ground at that time.
All-time high for Dec . 19 was
51 in 1894 and 1923. Low for the
day was -19 in 1872 . Mean for
the past 24 hours was -2. Normal for this time of the year
is 20 above.
Every reporting point in Minnesota reported below zero
readings this morning with Bemidji leading the parade with 'a
bitter -24 and International
Falls close behind with -22. The
Bemidji figure was low for the
nation.
Alexandria. St. Cloud and
Duluth posted readings of -15.
Rochester had -11 after a Wednesday high of -4 and La Crosse
had fi gures of -8 and 3 above
for the same times.

In North . Dakota, Fargo reported a low of -17. The Minneapolis minimum was -9.
Main highways in both Minnesota and Wisconsin were reported in good winter driving
condition. Secondary roads, the
departments said , have scattered slippery stretches.
The coldest weather of the
season in WISCONSIN sent the
mercury skidding as low as 17
below zero early today.
Even lower temperatures arai
predicted for tonight — and. the
official start of winter is still
three days away.
The 17 below reading was at
Superior.
Lone Rock and Eau Claira
had a low of -15 early today.

NODINE , Minn. ( Special ) - Winona has been chosen at the
Fire destroyed the residence of site of the 1964 convention of the
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) — the tin roof in the two-story what is known as the Hallie Bo- Minnesota Police & Peace Ofbo farm 1V_ miles southwest of ficers
The Ettrick Cooperative Cream- building.
Association.
i
ery building was almost totally MANAGER Vernon Severson j Nodine Wednesday morning.
A
letter
of confirmation from
Today crews are clearing
destroyed by fire Wednesday said although the solid brick ! away the debris from the two- Edward Bolstad , Minneapolis ,
walls are standing, the building j story, seven-room frame strucnight.
association president , was reThe alarm was put in at 7:30 is beyond use. However , an esti- ture in preparation for rebuild- ceived by Chief of Police Savord
mated $50,000 in machinery, in- ! ing.
p.m. by- a Tru Gas truck driver eluding churns, is intact and will ;
_Jhis morning. Dates of the threewho saw flames in the boiler be saved if the second floor ; Ross Papenfuss , a neighbor , day convention
have not been
and his wife noticed smoke
I coming from the building about set.
room while passing by. The Et- doesn't cave in on it.
trick fire department stayed on Workmen were at the scene 8:30 a.m. They thought it
Savord said that he had workthe scene until 3 a.m. today and this morning, watching the floor emerged from the chimney, ed for three years to bring the
was called back at 6:30 a.m. of the storage room upstairs, concludin g that a fire had been convention here. The convention
when flames flared again under prepared to shore it up if there started in the furnace by Al- was last held in Winona apWere indications of .it giving vin Laska , who was to move to proximately 15 years ago.
GREEN BA:Y and Racine set
way, Severson said his figure on the house from Cedar Valley
the state high of 12 above WedHe explained that 800-1,000
rethe
would
be
machinery
the
Wednesday.
nesday with other maximums
delegates are expected. He said
placement value.
About 9 a.m. Kenneth Laska , it could mean about $75,000 to
ranging down to a high of zero
He couldn 't give an estimate Alvin 's brother, arrived from
at Eau Claire .
$100,000
in
business
for
Winona.
on the building loss although the La Crescent to help the iamily
Light snow was falling this
Convention delegates may be
replacement cost would be high. get settled. . He discovered the
morning
in the Ashland and
staying
in
dormitories
of
the
con- house afire ; apparently it had
BLAIR, Wis., CSpecial) - The It was an old building,
Hurley
regions,
but skies were
three colleges in the city, Sareplace a started in the fuse box .
clear in the remainder of the
Blair-Preston volunteer fire de- i structed in 1891 to
vord
said.
creamery destroyed by Papenfuss and other neighstate.
partment fought a blaze Monday ! frame 1890,
However, it was in bors came l to help. Irvin Sebo
in
A June 24 trip by Savord .
Miramar , Calif ., set the naevening in the house .on the Ing- fire
good repair .
and George Abnet manned the Miss Winona , Mary Biesanz , and
tion 's high of 75 Wednesday.
vald Koxlien farm in Vosse
Coulee seven miles northeast of
SEVERSON hopes the 8,000- fire truck . Nothing could be Capt. William Doerer of Steamsaved. The loss included some boat Days , to the 1963 convenhere.
9,000 pounds of butter j n the airThe fire originated in the tight refrigerator room will be furniture belonging to Lyie Bo- tion at Moorhead , started Wiwoodwork around the chimney. intact. The creamery has been bo, who had moved from the nona 's campaign for the conand stovepi pe. Koxlien threw making about a million pounds residence last fall. Son of Hal- vention.
he now owns the farm
The board of directors of the
water on the blaze before going of butter a year , selling it lie Bobo ,
association met here Sept. 7 to
to a neighbor to call the depart- through the Alma and Fountain and plans to rebuild the house.
He had some insurance , but discuss plans for the possible
City creameries.
ment.
site. The treasurer and secreSkim milk was going to A-G gave no estimate of loss.
AN EXPLOSION occurred, ! Creamery, Arcadia , for drying The temperature was 5 de- tary of the association were reA 19-year-old Winon a State ricks. Minn., is a patient at
College student had several ; Community Memorial Hospital.
blowing out the windows and and buttermilk to the Holmen grees below zero and a slight cent visitors at the police de; teeth knocked out and suffered
spreading the fire to the down- Creamery for processing. The wind was blowing while fire- partment , Savord said.
1 mouth lacerations this morning He is in satisfactory condition
stairs rooms. All the interior of Ettrick creamery formerly was men fought the fire.
the lower floor was burned a member of Land O'Lakes take milk to the Arcadia and
j when his car struck tlie rear and is being held for observation. A physician considered tha
out. Flames also spread along Creameries, Inc.
j of city road grader.
Melrose creameries as they
the chimney to the upstairs , but The plant , one of the oldest of were doing today.
I Bruce E. Pederson . Hend- injuries to be not too serious.
were checked by the depart- its kind in the area , was taking Creamery officers are : MelPolice will charge Pederson
ment.
in about 25,000,000 pounds of vin Solberg, president : A. L.
with
driving with obscured front
UNOFFICIAL
HIGH
.
.
.
A
downtown
flasher
in
Winon
a,
Fire Chief Agnus Olson esti- milk annually from 170 patrons . Ofsdahl , secretary , and Thomas
windshield vision. They- said his
advised
the
temperature
at
the
moment
was
this
morning
mated the loss at about $1,000.
,
IN 1962 THE cooperative had Shay Floyd Back , Orrin Bue ,
car struck the road grader , drivThe Taylor fire department
Judge Arnold Hatfield has 'j 119, whether above or be '.ow zero it didn 't say. A hanker ,
Leslie
Larson and Herman
also was called since Blair fire- a gross income of $916,000 and a Thompson , directors,
denied a motion for a new trial ! more accustomed to interpreting figures said that the sign
en by Luther E. Lander , 377 W.
in a case involving Mr. and !j actually was flashing 11.9. He made the observation from a
men feared a shortage of water. net profit of 325,000, according to
BLAIR , Wis. ( Special)—San- i 4th St. , near West 3rd and Huff
However, they had the blaze the report at the annual meet- FIREMETS FOUGHT the blaze Mrs. Adolph Koch and the city !! room where the temperature was 75 above. You see things
ta Claus will be in Blair Sat- streets at 8:40 a.m,
in
10-degree-below weather, of Winona.
under control when Taylor ar- ing in April.
.
urday.
|j more clearly there . ( Daily News photo )
It was organized in 1885 in pumping water from a nearby
rived.
Under sponsorship of the ser- Lander turned left onto Huff
Richard Darby, attorney for !
the olef Iver Pederson store hydrant and Lake Chapultepec
, vice clubs and organizations of Street and was traveling south
the
Kochs,
made
the
motion
for
"WE HAD half a tank of building in Ettrick , now the Ger- across Highway 53. The build| the city , the annual visit of St. when Pederson 's car struck the
water supply left ," Olson said. ald Sheeny property . The first ing is on the west edge of town , the new trial Dec. 9 in District
Court.
He
claimed
that
one
jurI Nick is being scheduled a little/ rear of the road grader , polica
The department remained on minutes were written in Norwe- with no other structures closer
said. Pederson also was traveli differently this year,
or at the original trial disregard/
the scene more than two hours gian'.
than a block away.
Without the availability of/the ; ing south , they said.
;
ed
instructions
made
by
the
in below zero temperature. It Creamery officers planned to Severson said the fire either
; theater as a gathering point , \ Damage , to Pederson 's car
'
The annual American Legion the Blair Commercial Club
was called at 9:15 p.m.
meet today to discuss what to i started in the boiler or from de- judge.
has was more than .5200. There was
¦ Koxlien built a new chimney do. They hope
The Kochs; 1064 W, Mark St..
baby-sitting ni ght will be held arranged for Santa to
to continue their fective wiring there. Everything
tour
the no damage to the road grader.
Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the business district
this year following a chimney plant , probably rebuilding and was all right when he left at were- plaintiffs in the action
throughout
the
against the city . It was a $15.American Legion
Memorial ; afternoon. He will -visit with
TWO TRAFFIC accidents.
meanwhile, having their haulers 4:30 p.m.
fire.
000 personal injury suit involvClub.
each
involving more than $150
the children and shop in the
ing a fall on the icy sidewalk
damage , occurred in the city
It is for children of Legion \ stores and on the street .
at 175 Lafayette St. Feb. 16,
Wednesday afternoon.
and Legion Auxiliary members , At 2 p.m., with the aid of
1962. The jury found for the deDirectors of the Winona Coun- said Chairman Ronald Ham- '. American Legion Auxiliary, the Drivers in a two-car crash at
the
fendant city Nov. 14.
ty Historical Society have voted mond.
j group always assisting Santa, East 2nd Street and Mankato
Darby had claimed that one to form a committee to evaluate Santa will distribute treats ' , he will distribute treats at the Avenue at 2:38 p.m. were Mrs.
Robert C. Fratzke . 23, 1077,
jury member; who was told the historical significance of and gifts , movies will be shown J city hall.
E. Wabasha St., and Mrs. Rachnot to visit the scene of the buildings in the proposed down- and the children will join in
Santa Claus will be flying into
fall , visited the scene several town redevelopment program.
j el Hagen , 974 W. 2nd St.
Max Conrad Field Sunday, but
singing Christmas songs.
The board of directors took
St. Charles Trucker I Police said that Mrs . Fratzke
times during the trial . He also
he'll be using a plane instead of
traveling south on Mankato
claimed that Roger Brosnahan , its action at the request of the
his customary slei gh and reinInjured on Railroad ,, j; was
and Mrs. Hagen west on 2nd.
Judge John D. McGill tod ay- attorney for the city, made munici pal affairs committee of
deer .
Reported Satisfactor y Mrs. Fratzke's car struck the
The red-clad gentleman was ordered a father to use two- improper remarks to the jury the Winona Chamber of Com merce , which asked that the
right rear of Mrs. Hagen 's car ,
invited by the Goodview Lions thirds of his unemp loyment in closing argument.
Thomas Smith , St. Charles police said. The Hagen car spun
Club to visit Goodview children compensation
Judge Hatfield ' s decision was historical society compile a list
truck driver injured in a rail- around after the collision.
checks — they 'll received in a letter at the of- of downtown buildings which
under the age of 8 and to hand
road crossing accident Saturbe
about
$38
could
be
restored
and
incorp
for
support
Damage was more than $50
—
of
out candy to them.
fice of the clerk of court this
orated into the renewal plan.
BLAIR. Wis. (Special ! - The day, is in satisfactory condition to the Fratzke car and more
"I'd love to come ," Santa re- his three minor children.
morning.
The committee pointed out total tax rate in Blair this year at St. Mary 's Hospital . Rochest- ; than $100 to the Hagen car.
plied , "but I simply don 't know
Defendant is Donald J. Bohn.
that many existing Winona will be $48,964 per $1 ,000 as- er.
how I'm going to get away so 48, 306 E. Broadway, who
He received several fractured \ AT 4:20 p.m. cars driven by
buildings played a role in the sessed valuation , less $5.9485 tax
close to Christmas. It' s a long pleaded guilty Dec. 6 to a
ribs
and other chest injuries ! Stanley Bowman, Winona Rt. 1,
city 's history and should be credits from the state sales tax ,
trip from the North Pole to charge of nonsupport and rewhen the bulk tank truck he and Harry L. Killingstad. Wipreserved,
both
for
their
hisleaving
$43.0155
to
be
paid
per
Goodview , and my reindeer ceived a suspended sentence on
was driving was struck by a nona Rt. 1, collided nearly headtorical value and their possibili- thousand
aren't as young as they used condition that he pay 355 per
Chicago. Grea t- Western Rail- on on Garvin Heights Hill Road ,
ties
as
tourist
attractions
.
All
rates
are
up
except
for
to be."
week for support.
road
freight. The accident ocr about one-quarter mile from the
Dr . ' Lewis I. Younger , histori - the school , which is $19,519 per
"Shucks , Santa ," the Lions
At that time Judge McGill orcurred
at 2:3.1 p.m. Saturday at top of the hill.
,
It'
,
(Special)
thousand
,
down
about
$1.
cal
society
president
said
his
CALEDONIA
Minn.
s
said , "we 'll send Bob Dunn of dered that action in the matter
Police said that Bowman was
Dutchman 's Crossing, about a
Winona Aviation Service , Inc., be deferred until Dec . 20. Sen- —Work will start in January group is seeking any interested still the highest of the four rates
traveling up the hill while Kilmile
east
of
Lewiston
on
Kicse
,
on
remodeling
the
original
Calin
the
total
tax
bill
however.
persons
to
serve
on
the
proafter you. He 'll pick you up in tence would be suspended if
'; lingstad traveled down. Each
edonia Community Hospital in- posed evaluation committee , The state tax rate on real Road .
a plane , get you to the airport conditions were met , he said.
Smith , 43 who is part owner driver tried to move out of tha
:)5-bed
to
a
nursing
home.
estate
is
$.257
per
thousand
;
now
being
formed.
Committee
at 2 p.m., and whisk you back
P. S . Johnson , attorney for
!
,
Low bidders on the project members do not have to belong the county rate is $12, 117 , and of the truck , was taken by car path of the other said police,
Walter R. Thompson
to the North Pole whenever Bohn , said in court today that
,
but
the
cars
collided.
to
a
Lewiston
doctor
then
taken
the
city
rate
took
a
jump
to
you 're ready. "
Bohn is unemp loyed and is un- were: Becker Lumber Co. and to the historical society, he exBowman 's car stonned at the
$17,071 from last year 's $11, 425. by his wife to St. Mary 's
Walter R. Thompson , 28 , a "Well in that case , " Santa able to make the comp lete pay- fiisscn Electric . Caledonia , and plained.
lip
of the road and Killingstad's
Medical
spokesmen
in
Ronative of Peterson , was named exclaimed , "I'll be happy toj ments. Bohn has made
The
chorale
is
higher
because
The chamber pointed out in
partial Winon a Plumbing Co. Total
chester said this morning t hat car on the road. Damage was
trust officer of the Merchants visit the Goodview children. But payments , he said.
of
unforeseen
work
that
had
to
when
bids
were
was
$:t9.t!0fl
its
request
that
the
planning
Smith may be released from more than $100 to Bowman 's
National Bank at a special di- I only can stay for an hour . . . j' Then Judge McGill ruled
opened Nov. 2fi.
grant has available funds for be done.
that
'
afterrectors meeting Tuesday
Taxes will be spread over an the hosp ital within two or three car and more than $50 to KilA $50 plate breakfast at the such an historical study. Dr.
I'd like to stay longer , but there Bohn must use two-thirds of his
lingstad' s.
noon .
assessed
valuation of $2 ,754 ,<>10 , | days.
are too many last-minute Christ- unemployment checks . The city new Caledonia hospital over- Younger said that such funds
an
increase
of
$154
,075
over
last
He has been associated with mas preparations to make ."
might
be
used
to
bring
to
Wi$:.,000
subscribed
the
needed
so
judge deferred sentencing for
the bank since August 1961, And that 's why Santa Claus Ihree weeks.
state Health Department re- nona architects and historians year.
when he was appointed assist- will arrive in an airplane when i The defendant was arrested quirements can be met in the who could help evaluate down - Clerk Ray Nereng will mail
tax bills to all property owners
ant trust officer. Thompson suc- he visits (iooclview children at by police at his home Dec. 6 remodeling.
town buildings.
this week. He will collect taxes
ceeds Brantly P. Chappell, who
Interested
persons
may
apon a complain ! bv his wife who
So that it may proceed with
will become trust officer of the Max Conrad Field from 2 until lives at 47:. 17 Mark -St. She the work, the hosp ital hoard re- ply through the society for par- during the regular Monday,
First National Bank , Elkhart , 3 p.m. Sunday. ¦
that contribution ticipation in the committee ' s i Wednesday and Friday business
claimed that he had not paid q u e s t e d
_^j klSmMeWiWmWwVt^mk.
hours at the citv office.
Ind. Thompson 's appointment is KKNTUCKY INTEGRATION
work , Dr. Younger said.
support since Nov. :)() ,
pledges be paid.
effective Jan. 10.
FRANKFORT , Ky. W- None
THOMPSON. SON ol Mr. and of 20 integrated motels and hoMrs. Walter O. Thompson , Pe- tels in Kentucky reports any
terson, was graduated in 1(153 significant number of Negro
from Peterson High School and customers , according to the
from Luther College , Decorah , state Commission on Human 1
Iowa, in 1057 with a bachelor Rights.
of arts degree. He was grad- Managers in seven cities and
BLAIR , Wis . (Special )--Wi luated from t h e University of towns were, contacted. "When
liam 11 . Melb y, affiliated ' with
Minnesota law school in I960, questioned regarding their polafter which he served six icy of serving without regard to 1 The problem of naming a city thoroughfare. A proposal to re- ! but s/iid he has not decided the Union Bank of Wair since
mont hs in the Army .
race , all of the managers seem- street in honor of the late Pres- name Lake Boulevard met with which street to recommend for February If 132, and his wife
Before joinin g (lie bank , he ed to be satisfied with the way ident John F, K ennedy tends respectful , but firm , objections the now name At present , Mo- were honored at a dinner at Ihe
was associated in the practice the policy had worked out in to become a question of "where " hy many callers , aldermen said han said , he favors one of the While House in Kau Claire.
Melb y will ret ire as cashier
of law with Clinton .1, Hall , general ," the commission said. I instead of "whet her , " as far
Some support was voiced for numbered ea.st-west streets beRushford , attorney nnd st ate
as most city council members the idea of designating the new tween Broadway and Front at the end of this month. He is
]' _, live at 745 47th Ave., Cood- j arc concerned.
representative
industrial park street "Kennedy Street . As a practical matter , a native of Whitehall , where he
lie is a firs t lieutenant and view.
Aldermen
reported
a
generalDrive. " The .street has no name he adds , city residents may ad- learned the hanking business
Chappell will assume his new ly livel
finance officer of the 41«.Hh Civil
When Melby joined the bank
y
reaction
by
constituent
s
at
present , although aldermen jus t more readily to an unAffairs Company, Winona , a position in Elkhart next month , to the memorial suggest ion ad- did discuss the subject in No- designated sheet as "Kenned y it had deposits of less than
member of the American liar The First National Bank there , vanced Monday night by Aid.
r
vember l!l(!__, The idea was Street. " Should ;ird Street , for $400,01)0 ; capit al r slock of !H_ . .,Association, Minnesota Bar As- has footings of about $07 mil- j
,
00()
000;
.surplus
of
$,
,
and
undi,
,
le
be
relilled
examp
it
might
re- laid over for further study at
sociation , Phi Delia Phi legal lion , Its trust department , which !j .J im Mohan. He proposed
take many years for the new vided profits of $2,50(1.
fraternity, Junior Chamber of Chappell will head , has assets naming one of the city ' s princi- that time and never revived.
Now deposits are about $•!,name lo become common usagi' ,
pal thoroughfares to " Kennedy
Commerce and Kxchange Club. of about $40 million.
M I). MOIH..W roporlnl n , Mohan said
. 000, 000; capital slock , $ii(), ()()() ;
Street.
"
He is second vice president of G, I\l GHAISOW , .MerrhHiitfi
somewhat different response.
! surp lus , $120 ,000, and undivide d
the Winona Chapter , American Bank president , said:
| ACTING ON the advice of His callers recommended n(AT IMU .S1 .NT, no hard iw.il profits , about $120 ,000 .
j
"While we deeply regret Ihe Aid, James Stolt imm and Steve (ixinp the Kennedy name to n fast procedure exists for selectInstil ute of Hanking, nnd teaches
"The growth attest s to the
a course in hanking : for bank leaving of Mr. Chappell , we are Morgan , the council agreed to suitable federal project , he said , iing city street names. As new success of the firm under Ihe
p leased lo announce that there lay Ihe matter over for two rather than to a city street or subdivisions are platted and ap- guidance of !\lelby,
employes.
Francis Ilerlie has been acliv e in the Wi- will be no interruption of con- weeks and awail the develop- avenue. Some constituents felt proved h y the City Planning ( reid .
president
of
the
bank, said
in
t
h
e
high
quality
servnona Community Chest and tinuity
, Commission and council , the tins week,
Heart Fund drives and is a (li- ice offered hy the t rust depart- ment of public sentiment. De- the move might be premature
Mr and Mrs. Melby were
vedo r of the YMCA Y's Men. ment . Mr. Thompson, our new velopment occurred fairly rap- he said. They noted that the | street names bestowed by deLincoln and Washington memor- velopers are incorporated con- presented wristwntches by diHe is n member of Central Lu- trust officer , will have the as- , idly.
rectors and personnel. A, V. A,
While callers generally did not ials in Washington , I) , C, we re currently.
theuin Chinch , where he also sist ance. of Joseph Knopp. who
Passage of an ordinance Peterson , long-liine attorney for
object
lo Ihe memorial posture , not built until a half century or
serves as a Sunday school teach- has been with Ihe department
sinee l(i:i:i , of Miss Isabella M. aldermen said , t hey favor nam- more after t h e deaths of those would apparently be required the hank was master of cereer.
to change the name of an es- monies.
Thompson , his wife. Ihe for- Pers/.yk , another longtime trust ing a new street lor t h e mar- honored.
Howard Turk joined Ihe bank
mer Mary Sandsness . Rushford , executive , nnd of other experi- tyred president mllier than re- Mohan said he would offer n tablished street , officials said
this year.
|naming a previously des ignated motion at the Jan. fi meetiup today,
and I heir daug hter , Hosalie Kay, enced personnel , "

Fire Damages
Home Near Blair

Car Hits Grader;
. 2 Collide on Hill

New Trial Denied
In Injury Case

Officer Named
Al Merchants

Santa fo Fly
¦
To ¦ ¦Goodview

Santa to Visit
Blair Saturday

ion Plans
Historic Site Leg
Bab y-Sitting
Group Set on
Urban Renewal

Father Ordered
To Use Jobless
Checks for Family

j

for

Tax Rate Rising
In Blair in '64

Remodeling Job
Set at Caledonia

Some Don't Want to Live
On Street Named Kennedy

Retirin g Blair
Banker Honored
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I A Child's Christmas Jf
55&
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l Do It Every Time '
They'

S t M a p p w JLuOA
dLLWight

By Jimmy Hatlo

Auto and Steel
Prospects Good

Sinatra Kidded
About His Age
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Frank Sinatr a took a kidding about his age
(reported to be 46) from Dean Martin when they celebrated the
Las "Vegas Sands' 11th anniversary onstage.
"Daddy, you 're 49!" exclaimed Dean. "You were 48 when
Broadway was a prairie. My mother used to take me to see your
movies ''
Martin responded to many of the ad lib remarks with "I'll
drink to that. " When Jill St. John . Sinatra 's date, was introduced
—
—————
from the audience as one of
the prettiest girls in Hollywood, doctors about her shrinking,
Sinatra lifted his glass and said , weight . . . Kevin McCann, ex"I'll drink to that!"
speech writer for Dwight EisenBob Hope tells me that due to hower , and president of Dehis eye operation , "I have to sit fiance College, is considering
down very gently now — like a opposing Robert A. Taft Jr. for
lady sits down — so I don 't jolt the U. S. Senate nomination in
the surgery."'
Ohio . . . Burl Ives is going to
"Sitting down like a lady may the Duke Clinic for the rice
change my fan mail. "
diet that slimmed Buddy HackAir line president Bob Six and ett down to Bud Hackett .. .
Audrey Meadows were in Washington, and afterward Six said Beautiful Virginia Lyon. Lon-,
's Deb of the Year in '59
that while many of the Ken- don
great-great-great granddtr. of
nedy staff would remain with
Jermey Lind, who calls herself
Pres. Johnson, "there are others "Dum-Dum " though she isn 't ,
who wouldn 't mix with him any is here studying voice with Sue
more than Lucius Beebe would
Seton and drama with Wynn
mix -with Toots Shor. "
Handman, while pushing off the
JACKIE GLEASOX . taping his wolves.
Christmas show, said, ' I re- TOXY WEBSTER'S album,
mem ber Christmas in Brooklyn
''Marriage Counselor," is pervividly. That was the day we
formed
— and written — by a
used the dining room '' . . Vic- guy who , as you might expect ,
tor Borge 's going into personal has been divorced (twice). In
management to help oeople who one dialogue, the marriage
haven't had his opportunity. counselor asks "What's your
Viennese prohlem?" The wife says to
First
beneficiary :
mimic Lotta GoslarWho 's been her irate husband , "You tell
seen in N. "57. once : in an-off him., hon '." Marriage Counselor:
B' way show that lasted only "There's hope for your mar- j
one night . . . Mickey Alpert riage if you call him 'hon '."
j
nominated Sam Chapman for
Attila l
s
his
name.
"That'
Wife:
for
saying.
the Goldwyn Award
"
I
"Want a ride to the football the Hun.
inson Jr. , a
Rob
Edward
G.
game? There's an empty car brand-new bridegroom, applied ;
right there that's only got five for a job as host at the Monpeople in it" . . . Herb Shriner signor restaurant . . . Van :
told about the time the fire Johnson , who week-ended ati
house in his home town caught Grossinger 's, says it was his
fire and one fireman was a first visit to the Catskills since .
hero. He rushed right in and he was an entertainer-lifeguard
Jack Rabbits
rescued the deck of cards.
there in the '30s, at $8 a week
One world-famous woman . . . Peter Bull of "Luther ." "What has become of the jack
movie star is sick here; seeing a family friend, will play Santa ] rabbit in Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin?"
for Sybil Burton 's children . . .! Game management agents and
i
Producer Joe Levine paid Har- conservation wardens have been
old Robbins 30OGs for his book asking this question of fox hunt"Where Love Has Gone": pre- ers lately and the reply is genviously he 'd given him $350,000 erally about the same, "I haveNOW SHOWING
for "Carpetbaggers " and $500,- n't seen one for two years or
000 for his next book , still un- more."
at 7:15 ami 9:10
written.
PRICES: 75*-50<-25«
This fox hunter check is,
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : Pat
of course, not an absolutely
Henry reports he and his wife
reliable check, since jack
OnaBEACHHEAD or Ihad a fight over hiring domestic
rabbits
are mainly active at
a
thinks
they
need
help. She
in a BEACH HOUSE... |
night
and
fox hunters, with
maid , and he thinks they need
a few exceptions , don't hunt
these
^^*m\< a cook.
AMmm\
fox at night. There are probWISH I'D SAID THAT: The
are th«
a few who get out on
^^H^^% true hypochondriac , says Bob ably
bright fullmoon nights but
men ^^SSM9B Jos eph , is the fellow who can
it is pretty hazardous when
that
tell you exactly how many
a hunter uses a high power^S^^W measles
he had.
ed rifle.
"MayREMEMBER QUOTE:
There was a time a few years
be a man does love his wife as
much as he does his dog, but back when it was normal to
you never heard of him whistl- see a jack in a plowed field on
ing around the neighborhood nearly every trip to Rochester
half the night trying to get her or Plainview. This rabbit preP
to come home. " Taylorville ferred open country — where
it could jump straight up and
(III .) Tavlorvil lian.
EARL'S PEARLS : The mo- see for a long distance. It seemdem Minute Man is a guy who ed to love to race a dog. In
can make it to the refrigerator fact , it would stop and jump
and back while the TV com- up to see if a hound was commercial is on. Catholic Digest. ing. It could hide in a plowed
With Christmas approaching , field almost as well as a pheaselevator operators are getting ant cock. It changed color in
very polite- Bob Orben claims the fall .
this" is the only month when , if
Anyway, the population of
you don 't want to . you don 't
jack rabbits is now at a
hav e to face the front of the
very low ebb in this area,
^^JFW
car. That 's earl, brother.
according to wardens , game
agents, and observant fox
hunters. Probably something
Winona DAILY News
happen ed to its habitat t hat
we do not know about.

^ Sn_ :,;&
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^^^ ^
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TAB HUNTER-FRA NKIE AVALON
SCQn BRADY -JIM BACKUS
THIS YEA R

GIVE CHRISTM AS GIFT
TICKETS TO THE
WINONA THEAT RE
5 (or $..50
10 for $5.00

THURSDAY , DECEMBER l». 1»M __

VOLJME ICE. NO. J5
Publ ij hed dally except Saturday and hollany. by RfpuCllcs n »n<) Herald Publishing Company. AC1 Pranklln St ., wvinoos,
Winn .
SUBSCRIPTIO N PATES
Single Ccpy — ICc Dfl l y. 15c Sunday
Delivered by C a r r i _ r--Per wet - v W cents
- -.S Jl. 7i
52 week . 125 50
?. W . I
By r-i. iil s t r i c t l y In aay »nce; pacer «top.
pixl on f x p i r a l ,cn ciat.
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. Vt 50
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Caledonia Bank
Observing Its
50th Anniversary

Second cl.iss
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NOTE: "CRY OF BATTLE" NOT SHOWN SATURDAY
MATINEE DUE TO :

K

|

D

*J
5

CARTOON CARNI VAL

SATURDAY , DECEMBER 21 AT

1:30

25-CARTOONS-25
FREE COMICS!
ALL SE^TS 25<"

\Jw<\y

Charcoal Broiled
STEAK DINNER

Christmas Dance , Wed., Dec.
25—Gray don "Bro" Burr
Thuri., Dec, 26—Juki
Herman—All Mo-dern Dane*
New Yaar 't Eve Booths and
Tablet at $1,00 each — Firj t
Come, First Serve Basis —
Advance ) New "Year 's Eve
Ticket Sale at S2.0O , at door
$2,50 — Two Band. — Polka
Doti and KROC Trio - Continuouj dancing 8 p.m. to 1
a.m. — Pla-Mor opens 7:30
p.m. — Live music start » t
p.m. — Come Early.

FRI.f DEC. 20

Merry Chriitmjs to All

•v

v^#'X

AMERICA'Sffft l-SEIilft SCOTCH MSB.

London Lights on,
Tra ffic Jam Bad

LONDON fAP) - The lights
are on in London and the traffic
jam s are awfu l to behold.
Regent Street is ablaze with
stars flashing like outsize diamonds. Oxford Street is hung
with flaming orbs—p ink , green ,
blue and vellow.
The lights are part of the capital' s Christmas and in 10 years
have become a London tradi tion

|SPECIAL
M

Pre-Christmas

I SALE
i r^
Ppl

(|lHpb

**-

U)cdhjk ^Br7

DIN NER
CERTIFICAT ES

\ ^G
*dM

Al A loss for a gift for someone on your list? G IVP (hem W' ally 'n
DiniiPr Oiiifirnlrs and let t hem i cmembpr you this riiristmaa
wllh foo d tha i they like al the ono plncp Ihry lik e lo gn.
Tlioy ' i-p sn floxib le , too . Vou tell m whnl you want In give and
we tailor it (or you, No diss nt all j»nd you'll he Riving n Rift
tcint' .i different nnrl roally appreciated
And host of all you
can (.hop for it Ity phone eve n the last minute!

ALL STORE ITEMS

m

||
j Free Christmas Gift
fy2|i
Sjj H

Give this ad to our store clerk
and receive your FREE CHRISTMAS GIFT

|H|

Choice of 3 Items
^^^SWl^^^wvs*^VVVvV,h*

__H--lm '*" Chriilma. Wreath
BBraj Reg. }1.98. SPECIAL

Wis.

Winona, Minn.
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SUPPER CLUB

Second & Main

^___________________________________________ F

|?JJ|i>i

Fountain City,

^|J

|p| ppn.^^ Western Station
i
i
i
UresternT & Discount Store

Rochester ' *
PLA-MOR BALLROOM
For Reservations Call
AT25I44

SHSMIS
^rffiy rrV IIR
^sj^jfil EsSEaaassi

I FREDDY & BILL'S '
PLAGE

DANCE
Sun., Dec. 22—Gordy Boywm

>|
1

Kf£lk#kV

I J

JA/A. SmohL SonixL

Sat., Dec. 31 —
Jolly Boh«rniani

IN PERSON
H
^
j i^ FRIDAY NITE!

KLXOVE BAR I

Rose Bowl Bonnd
Probably by the time this appears in print , if everything
goes as scheduled, we will be
in Los Angeles for the holidays
and, of course , the Rose Bowl
game. We have left behind several columns including Sunday
outdoor pages. More will be
originat ed in Californi a, providing we get in some fishing out
Incidentally , the last session of San Diego and Mexico So
of the Minnesota Legislature we ' re off to the Golden Gate
passed a law that makes it il- state.
legal to buy or sell rabbits —
cottontails or any kind. The law
outlaws market bunting which
was quite common a few years
ago. It was a common practice
a few years back for fillin R
stations to buy rabbits and resell thern to furriers who col-

Fri., Dec. 20—Blue Banneri
Thank You Nile—Piira
and Cand y Do-or Prliev

Minnesota Couple
Killed in N. Mexico

CARRIZOZO, N.M, (AP) -An
elderly Minnesota couple, on
their way south for the winter ,
were killed in a head-on collision between their car and a
dump truck Wednesday 19 miles
south of here.
By SAM DAWSON
|and their own ordering of needDead are Gunder Olson, 63,
ed freight and passenger equipAP Business News Analyst
and
his wife, Bernice , 54, of
NEW YORK (AP> - Auto ment.
industry i Crookston, Minn.
! makers and steel mills are giv- The construction
ing the economy its biggest up- thinks all of this—from consum- ! Injured and hospitalized with
ward boost just now with the er confidence thrugh industrial ' head injuries is the truck driver,
consumer chipping in with his spending — promises it another Arturo Osorio, 25, of El Paso.
good year.
dollars.
Policeman Frank Knoblock
O u t p u t of industrial ma- But some economists are cry- said the empty dump truck was
chinery and freight and pas- ing caution. They remember traveling on the -wrong side of
I senger equipment also is cred- that past business upswings i the road.
¦
j ited with helping autos and steel , have shown similar spurts shortI push industrial output to a rec- ' ly before the downturn. And the
i ord high in November.
traditionalists harp on the age Cohen Jewels
j Retail trade in most sections of the present upswing, already
average. Bring $19,000
'; seems set for new December ' older than the postwar
¦
j highs with consumers spending
BLAIR SCHOOL CLOSING
i LOS ANGELES (AP)-Flash y
' freely.
BLAIR , Wis. (Special ) - j jewels and trinkets once owned
Auto executives are using pre- Schools in the Blair district by ex-mobster Mickey Cohen—
. sent healthy demand for their , will close Dec. 20 for the Christ- and appraised at about $50,000—
1964 models as a base for pre- mas vacation , and will resume sold "Wednesday for about $19,i dieting a third straight good Jan . 6. The high school will 000. The .43 pieces of j ewelry
sales year ahead. In turn , their have its program in the school were sold by the Internal Revorders for materials are bolster- ! auditorium in the afternoon. The enue Service, which had seized
!'
ing the steel industry.
grades will hold their programs the baubles ty help pay off alSteel output, running in ex- . in the various rooms.
most $375,000 in back taxes.
cess of ¦two million tons a [
week in mid-December, is 11 j
per cent higher thaii a year ago.
This _nonth production at the '
mills usually drops. But this [
j time management has been
j pleasantly surprised with the
"The Golden Trio"
I
CALEDONIA. Minn. - The holdup in demand. Many steel
sales executives are now pre- fy O^
Caledonia State Bank is cele- dicting their shipment schedules
i brating its 50th anniversary this should remain at about the
i week with free coffee and same rate through January and
1
cookies for the public in an at- February.
mosphere of Christm as.
Consumer attitudes are being
HIGHWAY 61 at MINNESOTA CITY
\f |
j . Decorations include a fire- watched carefully, However. ffflfr Tn-tJ-Tl
' place and other scenes. Christ- Purchases of autos , appliances
Now Owned and Operated
Jjjj
! mas music is being played. The and other hard goods are seen ' I / JC___\V_M
by
some
as
signs
of
confidence
i last . day. of the open house will
in the new administration and
i be Sunday.
BB
j Hosts are the board of direc- public expectation that no break .
YOUR ACES WILL
CHECKED.
%|
lJft^
in
general
good
times
-is
likely
U^
^V'
tors
of
this
bank
with
in
excess
i
soon.
and
$4
deposits
of $3.6 million
million assets. They are : V. A. Sales of soft goods are con- :
! Jaeb. president; T. E. Jaeb, tinuing at their normal Decern- \
vice president; A. S- Jaeb, W. ber pace, the best month of the
;
T. Schiltz . Miles Marmach , : year in many lines.
Henry M. Frank and Theodore Makers of industrial ma- i
ehinery look for good orders -j
Ranzeoberger.
The bank was organized in ahead while still working on:
i
I October 1912 by 50 local citizens those at hand.
>^^^.
lected the frozen animals every who purchased 250 shares. First Better ontlook fur several of \ \
^^2______i___________________________:
couple of weeks.
directors were Joseph Vossen, the nation 's railroads has affirst president ; F. A. Duxbury , fected the price of their stocks
¦S
i mI V I,^_|
> . ^. Ar .» -^____. _____
There was a time when
third president ; C. J. Wheatoj i ,
rabbit hunting at this time
N. 0. Hefte, John B. Bouof year was a common |0.
quet , J. H. Dorival , F. R. ¦ Wilj
sport. During Christmas va- lims and John C. Schummers.
cation , youths on the farms
Other presidents of the bank
and in small communities I have been E. C. Hellickson,
\
turned from squirre l hunting 1 John P. Bouquet and O. E. Burtto cottontails. A running cot- i ness.
tontal is a real challenge to
'
Bouquet had the longest- term
' Saturday
a youthful hunter 's skill if j of service as director — more
*
^
^
he uses a .22 rifle.
than 45 years until his death
am—WKKr
The increasing popularity of in 1958.
the Beagle hound or rabbit dog Serving more than 25 years
the board were L. L. Duxhas encouraged this winter sport on
bury . Sr., N. C. Koel , O. E.
in some areas. It is fascinating
, J. A. Roerkohl,
to watch a smart rabbit play Burtness
tag with a couple of hounds. i Adolph Eiken , John P. Schummers , Emil Gensmer and
We were fishing a couple Charles A. Dorival.
of years ago down on the
ice at Brices Prairie and
Air Force Fires
two dogs ju mped a rabbit
in a berry patch on a side- 3 Atlas Rockets
hill above . The dogs nearl yStockton , Minn.
got it on the straight run
VAtfDENBERG AIR FORCE
down the rows but the rab- BASE, Calif . (AP \ — The A.ir
Entertainment by
bit could turn quick and
Force set a new one-day launch
DOC
MAIER TRIO
jump to the row above or record with its firing Wednesbelow , make a good gain in
day of three Atlas rockets in little more than 12 hours. All were
reversing its run. The dogs
successfu l, industry sources
simply could not turn fast
IMPOmO IT IUCKIH6VUM COW .. N.Y . UEMDED SCOTS *HIW U> MOW
said.
enough to catch up. The
¦
race continued with rest periods most of the afternoon.

Voice of the
Outdoors

~

BUSINESS MIRROR
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Winona , Minn.

DEAR ABBY:

Which One Is
The Real Dog?
By ABIGAIL VAIV BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I recently had to get rid of our dog (she
was a puppy) because my husband abused her so terribly.
If anything happened at the shop, or if he became upset
around the house, he'd kick that poor little dog within an
inch of her life. He says it's better to take it out on a dog
than on a person. Is that a good enough excuse? He is 33
years old and in good health , but I can't understand such
cruel actions.,Do you think something could
be the matter with him? Mentally, I mean.
WORRIED WIFE

nona next June.
\ and community building now ln
Hughes, an Army veteran of | operation.
World War II, now is post com- He has been commander and
mander and a district vice com- adjutant of the Winona County
Council and 1st District adjumander.
and district public relaOn the post level, he has been tant
tions
chairman.
sergeant at arms, finance offi cer, first and second vice com- His post has a record of 19
mander, commander , member consecutive all-time highs in
ST. CHARLES, Minn. -Ralph of the club board and a mem- membership.
Married and the father of two
Hughes has been endorsed for ber of the executive board .
election as 1st District com- While , post commander, he and daughters and the grandfather
mander by Hugh Watson Post his late brother-in-law, George of twin sons, he operates his
190.
Nihart, w o r k e d to promote own radio and TV sales and
The election will be in Wi- i building of the bowling lanes service business in St. Charles.

Hughes Backed
Af St. Charles
For Legion Post

WARM FIRE UNWELCOME \ it sure was cold getting out in
weather. "
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) ; the below zero ¦
—A chimney fire called out the j
ARCADIA SCHOOL CLOSING
Galesville volunteer fire de- j
ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) partment at 11:40 p.m. Tues- j The Arcadia Public School Disday. Verin Peiper, renter of. trict and the two Catholic
tie Thorvald Larsen farm , three ' schools, St. Stanislaus and St.
miles southeast of Galesville, j Aloysius of Our Lady of Perpethad the fire practically under] ual Help Catholic Church , will
control when help arrived. John ; dismiss students Friday for the
Williamson Jr., fireman , said , j Christmas holidays . Classes
"'It . wasn't much, of a fire , but] will resume Jan. 2.

GUARANTEED PRICE

DOERER'S
Phone 2314

R _ _l _ -Dispalch _ _ Equipment

at KELLn-CIFTS for the HOME

DEAR WORRIED : You are worried
with good reason. Getting rid of the dog
did not solve your problem. The hostility
that motivated your husband to abuse
the pup is still with him. Your husband
may appear , to be "in good health," but
he could well be mentally or emotionally
upset. (P S. And some will say you threw
out the wrong dog!)

Hems , Styles and Prices to Fit Every Taste—Every Budget!
DECORATIVE
LAMPS
OCCASIONAL TABLES¦ IjSB^iJ
' -i^ ' ^ l ^i^Tl^

J
DEAR ABBY: I wish my in-laws would
stop sending us gifts! They are so one-sided , in their giving.
I don't mean to sound like on ingrate, but at Christmastime
and on birthdays they give us so much that I feel like a
piker because we can't give them anything to match it. How
can this be handled? "THAT GIRL OUR SON MARRIED"
DEAR "THAT" : Your signature revealed more information than your letter . You never have felt "accepted" by your in-laws . And if they gave you less, you'd
probably complain more.
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and
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DEAR ABBY: I am 15 and I' ve got a problem. His name
is Paul and he doesn't even know I'm alive. Every girl in
school has fli pped for him , including me. Some of the kids
I hang around with have tried to find out if he likes roe, but
he doesn't say anything. I am hot bad looking. In fact some
people think I am cute. I have long blonde hair (natural ) and
large blue eyes. I've got everything but a good figure. CNo
curves. ) I don't expect vou to work miracles, Abby , I just
want a little help in getting this guy to notice me. ¦
BOY TROUBLE
DEAR TROUBLE : Sometimes, the more "help " a
girl has trying to get a boy to notice her,N the faster he
runs — away. Don't try too hard , and tell your fri ends to
quit "helping " you, and you might catch him through the
novelty, of your indifference.
What' s on your mind ? Eor a personal reply, send a selfaddressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly
Hills, Calif.

Serving in Armed Forces
DAKOTA , Minn. . — M. Sgt.
Robert E. Johnson , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Merv Johnson , has
completed the missile and nuclear transportation s a f e t y
course at Sheppard AFB, Tex.
An aircraft loadmaster, he is
a graduate of Houston High
School. His wife is the former
Josephine Lambert, daughter of
Mrs. Katherine Lambert, 528
Lafayette St., Winona.

tached to the 544th Ordnance
Company, Wabasha , Minn.
*
LAKE CITY. Alton. (Special)
— Richard Dohrn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Emil Dohrn , rural
Lake City, has been inducted
into the Army and now is undergoing basic training at Ft.
Jackson , "N . C.
Three other Lake City youths
left the same day as Dohrn.
They were : Robert Hoops, son
•
of Mr. and Mrs. Emry Hoops:
MONDOVI, ' Wis.—Allan Chris- Gary Lichtblau , son of Mr. and
tenson has enlisted for three Mrs. Adol ph Lichtblau , and Aryears in the Army through the Ian Nelson, who is from WisEau Claire recruiting station. consin, but was employed here.
He now is undergoing basic
Robert Wiebusch , aviation
training at Ft. Leonard Wood, electrician
's mate third class ,
Mo.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Wiebusch, is serving with AtPEPIN, Wis. (Special) — Du- j tack Squadron 152, currently
ane Peterson , son of Mr. and j participating in an eight-month
Mrs. Jerome Peterson , Stock- 1 tour of duty aboard the attack
holm; Larry Fink , son of Gust j aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea
Fink , and Lennis Fitzsimmons, 1 in the Western Pacific.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Fitz- j
simmons , Pepin , have been re- PATIENT S FROM BLAIR
leased from the Army after t KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)serving six months. They re- Maurilz Lindmark underwent
ceived basic training at Ft. j major surgery at St. Elizabeth 's
Leonard Wood . Mo., and vill i Hospital, Wabasha. Fred Rand
be in the Active Reserve for ! was admitted to Buena Vista
three years. They will be at- ' Nursing Home, Wabasha.
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Don't Let 'Cheers'

WASHINGTON CALLING

RECIPE FOR a pot.nt holiday cocktail : Mix drinking and driving.
This combination of ingredients is particularly hazardous when festive social
drinkers are involved. Social drinkers may
show little outward sign of being under the
influence of alcohol. Often they are not
aware that self-control and judgment
have been reduced.

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — Politicking for the vice
presidency , already softly going on , will move
after New Year 's Day into the most quietly
intense such activity seen in this century .
Twice within recent years, even before the
death of John F. Kennedy, the importance of
the office of Vice-President had been so profoundly proved as to make irrelevant and in
very bad taste all the old jokes about fifth
wheels and Throttlebottoms.
First, there was the serious illness of President Dwight Eisenhower which thrust Richard
Nixon into a far higher place in terms of real
power than had ever before been occupied by
a second man in the American government.
THEN, AT the Democratic convention In
1960, Mr. Kennedy took two command decisions of historic political importance. One was
that a single "available" for the Vice-President
cy7 Lyndon Johnson , was nothing less than in*
dispensable , both to the success of the Democratic campaign and to the subsequent conduct of the Kennedy Administration. .
The old stereotype that a Vice-President was
a nobody going nowhere died for good as Mr.
Kennedy carried through into the operations
of his Administration his full—and unexampled
—purpose to make his Vice-President a totally
informed, fully consulted and working associate
holding high rank in actuality as well as in
constitutional 'structure.
PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S success thus far
in carrying the country forward without a
hitch , in the aftermath of Mr. Kennedy's assassination, was a consequence. For President
Johnson had been completely involved, all
along and at every step, in the plans, policies
and actions of Mr. Kennedy. The lesson that
this kind of continuity and competence is absolutely necessary in the world in which we
live has been lost on nobody and no party.
So both parties now approach the 1964 campaign year with an attitude of gravity toward
their ultimate choices for Vice-President never
before seen. As always, the Presidential nominee of each party will no doubt have the final
say as to the identity of his running-mate.
But President Johnson is already as good
as nominated for election in his own right,
whereas there is a long way to go before the
country can know who is to top the Republican
ticket. Thus, interest now centers, and for
months yet will center , upon the probable Democratic choice for the Vice-Presidencv.
PRESIDENT J0HNS0N7 it goes without saying, has not even begun to make a decision
as to his own preference , though many names
have been thrown about in speculation, they
include Sargent Shriver . head of the Peace
Corps and brother-in-law of the late President
Kennedy, Ted Kennedy, whose quiet , performance as a freshman Senator from Massachusetts has surprised some of his early critics;
Gov. Richard Hughes of New Jersey ; Sens. Eugene McCarthy and Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota , and so on.
Now , no presidential list of "must" qualities
for Vice-President has been drawn up, or even
seriously considered , but one factor is undoubtedly in Mr. Johnson 's mind. Everything else
being equal , it is very probable that he would
look with favor on a running-mate who, granted high general capacity, was of the Catholic
faith.

A. driver who boasts "I can hold my
liquor " and then takes one more for the
road is only fooling himself. He also is endangering others because everyone loses
some self-control and clearness of mind
when even a small amount of alcohol is
taken. Steering accuracy is impaired, reactions and decision-making are slowed
down and the chance of error is increased.
When a driver has had two or three
drinks, his chance of having an accident
is nearly twice as great as when he is sober. Five to eight drinks make the risk
of ah accident about ten times greater.
ALCOHOL IS
that is absorbed
stream from the
idly carries it to
most important ,

on* of the few substances
directly into the blood
stomach. The blood rapall parts of the body and ,
to the brain.

The only way to overcome the dangers
of drinking and driving is to allow enough
time for the concentration of alcohol in the
blood to wear off. It takes about one hour
for the effects of each bottle of beer or
each ounce of whiskey to be nullified. The
amount of time also depends on the amount
of food in the stomach, the tolerance of
the body for alcohol and other factors.
The social drinker who has had several
drinks at a Christmas or New Year 's party should -wait hours before leaving. But.
he doesn 't, because alcohol gives him false
confidence in his ability. The result is that
during the holiday season , more than hal f
of all fatal auto accidents involve either
drunk drivers or pedestrians. If a drinker
drives at night on icy streets or in snow,
the danger is increased even more.
TO AVOID accidenti, why not substitute coffee for "one for the road" and
then use extra care and courtesy when
driving.

Clear Thinking on
Memorial Necessary
IT IS HIGHLY detirabU that Congress
establish a memorial commission for the
lat e President John F. Kennedy "to insure
that only the most appropriate memorial
or memorials be created" in his honor.
Th is suggestion, made by United States
Senator Humphrey of Minnesota , ought to
be acted on at once.
Everyone wishes Mr. Kennedy to be
preperly and adequately memorialized in
Washington and elsewhere. However, the
hasty and haphazard fashion in which proposals for doing so are being made in the
wake of his tragic murder, is far from
sensible. Jt could have some monstrously
inappropriate results.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1953

At the Portia Club Christmas party at the
home of Mrs. Frank Allen Jr., Mrs. Ted Biesanz was welcomed as a new member.
Bill Nash , University of Minnesota student ,
wasn 't to be outdon e by the hunting skill of his
father. Dr. E. G. Nash , so he went out and
bagged himself a 150-pound doe in the Necedah
National Wildlife Refuge ¦ with his bow and arrow ,

We are all too close to the assassination of Mr. Kennedy for any of us, especially members of his immediate family,
to think clearl y on this subject . .

FRANKLIN D. Rootevtlt di«d in 1945,
and plans for his memorial in Washing- Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 1938
Wallace M. Miller , son of Mr. and Mrs.
ton are still being discussed. Many feel
C. Miller , student at Wabash College, Crawthat a couple of additional decades should
pass before anything specific is done . . . fordsville, Ind., is a member of the cast of the
Yet in the case of John F. Kennedy ,
who has been in his grave only about three
weeks , all kinds of far reaching proposals
are being made. They range from the arbitrary changing of the 400 year old name
of the ci ty of Cape Canaveral , over the obj ections of its governing body and Chamber of Commerce, to suggestions for renaming the state of West Virginia and
Idlewild airport in New York , as well as
giving Mr. Kennedy 's name to the Verrazano-Narrows bridge between Brooklyn
and Staten Island. Other bridges in Louisville , Ky., and in Munich , Hamburg and
Bonin, Germany, already have been named
for him. Ditto for parks , streets , dams ,
reservoirs , libra ries, schools and recreation projects in variou s parts of the world.
Much of t h i s is altogether fitting, of course.
A PARTICU LARLY appropriat e proposal would seem to he t hat the projected
35 million dollar Nation al Cultural Center
in Washington be given his name , but before this is done , some especially constituted agency shuuk l pass on the question.
President and Mrs. Kenned y were especially activ e and ..ealous in promotin g the
designing and financing of this elaborat e
en It in al complex on t h e hanks of the Potomac , anil ii woul d seem superlatively
su itable for il to lie known as the John I' '.
Kennedy Cultural Center or something
similar. But as matters stand , there is no
agency p roperly qualified to weigh such
a proposal against others that are being
made . . . -- Hlchmond , Va. . Times-Dispa tch.

play "No More Peace. "
"Miss Helen Bishop, graduate student at the
University of Chicago , will spend the holiday
season with her parents , Mr. and Mrs . C. L.
Bishop.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913

Elmo Johnson has come home from Ann
Arbor , Mich., where he is attending the University of Michigan.
Joseph R. Watkins , son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Wntkins , is one of the few to receive a
scholarship at Harvard this year.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1888

The Winona Building nnd Manufacturing Co.
elected the following: President, August Sladenski ; vice president , Fred Gosine: secretarytreasurer , Henry Clausen , and manager , John
Stel wagon.
Supt. Bra ley says a marked increase in attendance is noted since the district adopted the
rule of furnishing free textbooks t o pupils .

One Hundred Years A go . . . 1863
The peat excitement has extended to Chatfield . A citiv.un of that place has shown some
specimens of tlte genuine article of peat lo
the editor of th. - Democrat , who announced
that there is enough of it within a mile ot that
village to keep its inhabitants in fuel for the
next 200 years, Some of the "old settlers "
claim thnt there are exten sive beds of pent
in the valley near Winon a . Won ' t somebody
begin the work of bringing it to the surface, and
converting it into fuel' ,'
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signed by the writer.
Dona fide names oj all
letter-writers will be
published. No religious ,
tnedica. or personal controversies are acceptable ..

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO- ROUND

TwO'Dollar Sex Words
Bring Senator s Protest

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - For almost two days last week
the Senate rules committee
hassled behind closed doors
with the controversial problem of sex.
Republican senators, particularly Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania and Cal Curtis of Nebraska , wanted to
bring in call girls as witnesses. T h e y discussed
problems of
assignation
and whether telephone calls
placed over Senate telephone lines , leading to assignation , w e T e proper.
Sen. Howard Cannon , Democrat from the unsophisticated city of Las Vegas,
Nev., even wanted to . know
what an assignation was.
The debate was inspired
by the Bobby Baker investigation and the claim by
Sen. John Williams. R-Del.,
that girls were used to pull
wires and influence people
in g e t t i n g business contracts. At the end of this
closed-door debate , the Senate Rules Committee apparently had come to no
conclusive position on the
question of sex.
The only definite conclusion , unexpressed but nevertheless firm , was that the
Republican members were
anxious to prolong the B-obby Baker probe as long as
possible in order to break
into headlines nearer elections.
It all began when Sen.
Williams , GOP sleuth from
the duchy of the Du Points,
reported that certain ladies
of the evening had spoken
to him about their relations
with other senators and
some of them would be willing to testify . As far as
could be determined from
the closed door testimony,
len Democratic senators
and administrative assistants , plus five Republicans
were involved.
This information has been
hanging like a pink cloud
with l;_ce frills over Ihe
Senate , and the Senate
Rules Committe e finally decided to dispel it. The committee was not successful.
The pink cloud remains undispelled.
While examing Edward
M. Rostick , president of the
M e I p a.r Company which
Bobby Baker represented ,
Son. Scott asked the "witness whether two girls , and
he named them , were on
the Melpar payroll.
Bostick replied ln tho
negative.
"Do you know Miss S—?"
Scott asked .
"This question i.s not
germane ," replied Bost ick.
Scott argued that it "was
germane , hut the chief
OPINION-WISE

counsel of . the committee.
P. L. McLendon , argued
that it was not. There is
no information in the files
uncovered by our investigators which would show
this question to be germane, he said.
"If there ' s nothing in the
files. " ruled Chairman B.
Everett Jordan. D-N. C,
"I'll have to rule against
the senator from Pennsylvania. "
Scott was not easily discouraged. He argued that
the question was germane.
Finally Sen. Claiborne
Pell proposed, "Why not excuse the witness for 30 sec- (
onds while we find out
whether the question is germane?"
"It would take a lot longer than 30 seconds to ascertain this ," shot back the
Philadelphia lawyer. He
agreed, however , to an adjournment.
Next day the rules committee started hassling behind closed doors again. In
the course of the argument .
Sen. Scott asked Sen. Cannon whether he saw anything improper about a Senate employe's making a
telephone call to secure a
d8te which would then result in an assignation.
"What do you mean by
assignation?" asked the
senator from Las Vegas .
The senator from Philadelphia gave a blunt and

frank definition .
"No, I don 't see how that
would violate any rule of
the Senate , " replied Cannon.
Sen: Pell agreed. Finally
Cannon reversed the question and asked Scott : "If
an employe of the Senate
made a date with a girl
on the telephone and this
resulted in an immoral act ,
would this in your opinion
be a violation of Senate
rules?"
"Yes ," replied Scott.
The wrangle continued
for about three hours. Finally Chief Counsel Mclendon ruled that if either telephone calls or call girls involved any of the financial
dealings of Bobby Baker ,
then questions regarding
them were germane. But he
added th at the germaneness
must
be
demonstrated
clearly, and to ack this
up he cited past rulings of
the Supreme Court.
Senator Scott did not like
this at all.
"I am not going to be
bound hy any rule of court
as long as I am in the Senate. " he expostulated. This
is not a court of law , Scott
said , and vowed to conduct
himself by the rules of the
S e n a t e . Anytime anyone
tries to impose court rules
on these proceedings , he
said he would go out and
call a press conference and
inform the public.

J JUL $l/tbL

"I hope this tree is bettor than the one you sulci
mo Inst year - Ihe bulbs just wouldn 't stay lit! "
"

If A Memorial,
Let's Do It Worthily
To the Editor:
I note with interest the
City Council's discussion as
to whether Winona should
join the rest of the world
in memorializing the late
John F. Kennedy by naming
a street after him. One alderman suggested that we
clear up the confusion of
having four "Lake" streets,
drives, boulevards, by naming one of them "Kennedy. "
Another suggested that the
new and unnamed road leading to the industri al park
across the tracks should be
named after Mr. Kennedy.
I feel strongly that if
we're going to memorialize
Mr. Kennedy we should do
it worthily, decently and
without bickering or bitterness. Naming a commonplace road leading to a big
manufacturing plant is not
a worthy memorial. That
road needs naming anyway ,
and any name like "Factory
Row" or "Manufacturers
Boad" would do. Nobody
will ever use it except the
people who HAVE to use it.
That 's too cheap and
meaningless a memorial for
a man of such world stature.
Within days after the assassination, London renamed a
leading street and authorized funds for a memorial
statue to be p laced with the
only other Americans so
honored , Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt. Berlin renamed its main square.
_\'ew York is renaming its
great International Airport .
And so it went all over the
¦world , spontaneously. Every country gave its best as
a tribute to the ideals of
the young leader of the free
"world.
Rather than name some
back street , or some lane
that needs a name anyway ,
after Mr. Kennedy, let's forget the whole deal and avoid
cheapening ourselves. This
is a matter that goes far beyond petty national politics.
My own thought on it
¦would be to name after the
y oung leader of the free
world the place used and
enjoyed by the most people.
The place where children
play baseball and football ,
where young people swim ,
where old folks hold meetings, teachers picnic, artists
paint , students come , to
read , where young folks gather to discuss horses or
the newest motor cars, gardeners meet, musicians play
for people on hot evenings ,
returned servicemen come
to fish or swim — our Lake
Park. With all the activities
gathered together here one
is reminded of the infinite
variety of wonderfu l parties
given by the Kennedys to
honor American scientists
and scholars , artists , athletes , children, war heroes ,
musicians nnd so on.
But if we contemplate a
memorial to honor a man
let' s do it worthily and
gladly and give something
of ourselves. Otherwise let' s
skip the whol e idea, for it
would be empty and meaningless.
Gretchen L. Lamberton
Glen Marv .
Tim* to Call Halt
To Renaming
To the Editor:
It is time to call a halt ,
before it is too late, to the
naming and renaming of
historical landmarks such
¦as Cape Canaveral , the
world-famous Idlewild Airport , schools , bridges , theatres , public streets in various cities .
Now, along comes Alderman Mohan and asks that
this city join the movement
and rename Lake Boulevard -- Kennedy Drive.
What "movement'"' Why
make any change in any
of our names already in
f .xi.s.ence?
A person cannot hel p but
think that there has been
a lot of political expediency in the general picturo
when you see the areas ,
states and situations in•volvcd. After all litti l is
election year and many politicians and would-be politicians arc willing to use any
By Wen

H ____J"^____________*_________|

device to latch onto someone's coat-tails and that
goes for both political parties — may there always
be a two-party system.
Is an "image" for political purposes being created?
Many iactors tend to foster
this belief ameng which are
the following.
At the request of Mrs.
Kennedy , according to newspaper reports , a perpetual
flame was lighted in Arlington Cemetery and historic Cape C a n a v e r a l
changed to Cape Kennedy.
Arlington already had its
famous Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The addition of the Eternal Flame
cannot help but relegate the
memorial to the nation's
honored dead to . a less favorable position. Heretofore
Arlington Cemetery and the
Tomb now shared by the
Unknown Soldier were synonymous. Now the cemetery has lost that signifi cance.
Other suggested name
c h a n ges and innovations
have been rinade — some
have been completed —
are as follows :
1. Including another bust
on Mt. Rushmore.
2. Change th? name of
West "Virginia.

3. Appoint Mrs. Kennedy
as foreign ambassador.
4. Engrave a new $10 bill
and a postage stamp.

5. Mint a new fifty cent
coin .
The above I have seen
so I say e n o ugh i.s
ENOUGH. Let us calm
down a bit for tomorrow .
There should be no hurry
to name and rename until
a lot of this mandlin hysteria has calmed down. After all we and our children
have to live with names
and in a few short years
how do we know but what
we might not want the
change after all.
A personal telephone poll
by myself , before this letter was written , of nearl y
every resident on Lake Boulevard indicated that they
were not opposed to naming some ne-w street after
the late pres ident but they
were opposed to name
changing.
Seven City Council members . were telephoned for
their reactions. Some were
opposed and the majority
considered it all a joke. —
What a joke? Alderman
Mohan is all for the change
as he suggested — his right.
Me? 1 am utterly opposed
to any such suggestion —
my right. I am opposing it
to my utmost as I feel it
unconsidered to make anysuch drastic changes at this
time.
Thomas F. Richards
53 W. King St. .
¦

To Your Good Health

Answers
To Your
Questions
By J. G. .M OLNER. M.I ).
Dear Dr. M o l n e r :
Please tell me about,
histo. I have a brotherin-law in the hospital
who has TB and histo ,
they say,--N. E . H.
The comp l ete name for
histo is histoplasmosis , a
lung disorder caused by a
yeast-like organism. A lot
has been learned about it
in the last few years.
It can resemble tuberculosis quite closely, and it
is probable that in the past
some TB patients really
hail histo. It i.s possible to
have both at the same
(ime , too.
However , now that bot h
are so well known, sanitarium doctors ure on guard.
The two can be distingui shed by careful X-ray study,
and -- most definitely -bv a skin t e\st for histo.
Dr . Molner welcomes all
reader mail , but regrets
that , due to tho tremendous
volume received da ily, he
is unable to answer ind ividual 1 e t t e is, Headers '
qucsti ons arc incorporate d
in his c o 1 u m n whenever
possible .
' "
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new product by 1966.
Spokesmen for the industry
repeatedly told a legislative
committee that detergents are
not polluting Wisconsin waters
and that the legislation is unnecessary because the- industry
The board is charged with the
MADISON, Wis. un — Gov. responsibility of establishing is committed to the manufacJohn W. Reynolds signed a bill standards and methods for de- ture of soft detergents.
Wednesday that makes Wiscon- j termining the degradability of The measure had strong support in the Legislature and
sin the first state to ban the ' detergents.
sale of nondegradable house- • Supporters of the detergent passed both houses by wide
ban contended that a deadline margins.
! is necessary to force the de- The governor also signed a
hold detergents .
The measure imposes the ban tergent industry to market a! bill eliminating the state sales

Reynolds Signs
Detergents Bill

Enclosed is $ . . . . . . . . . . . .. Make checks, money
orders payable to THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
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on Dec. 31, 1965 and requires
detergent manufacturers to report periodically to the State
Board of Health on progress
the industry is making to market soft detergents.

State . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY m9^

(Be sure to mail to Poughkeepsie, N. Y.)

¦____¦___

tax on machinery used in making or processing food products.
The tax loss in the next two
j elation announced today it is
years is estimated at $600,000. no forma! objection.
President Johnson proposed i planning a test suit for damages
¦
the Kennedy half dollars in a | front the state , claiming authormessage to Congress Dec. .10, 1 ities ordered too many days of
Kenned/ Likeness
and the House previously had ! mourning.
For New Half Dollar passed the legislation.
The association said many inn¦
WASHINGTON ifl— The Senkeepers had serious losses beate completed congressional au- Innkeepe rs Protest
cau se of the no-dance, no-jukethorization Wednesday for use
box mourning p e r i o d s proof a likeness of the late Presi- Mourning Period
claimed after the assassination
dent John F. Kennedy on half
of President Kennedy and the
dollars minted after Jan. 1,
MUNICH , Germany (AP ^ ) -:death of Theodor Heuss, former
Action was by voice vote with The Bavarian Innkeepers' Asso- i West German president.
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Tay lor Opens
Pakistan Talks
KARACHI , Pakistan (AP) Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor , chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of
Staff , arrived here today to try
to improve strained PakistanTJ.S. relations.
Taylor , who has just completed three days of talks with

Indian officials, confers Friday
with Pakistan's President Mohammad Ayub Khan. He had
appointments- with Foreign Office and Defense Ministry officials today.

Taylor's jet plane made a
detour across the western Himalayas on the flight from New
Delhi to Karachi so he could
see the mountain terrain where
Indian and Communist Chinese
troops confront each other.
Pakistan has expressed anger
and concern at U.S. military
aid to India after the Red
Chinese border attack on India
last year. Taylor hopes to ease
Pakistani fears about the Indian
arms buildup and to prevent a
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS further drift by Pakistan toward
Christmas food shoppers will Red China.
find a broad array of main
Upon leaving New Delhi , Taycourses competing for their fa- lor said he had "very frank
vor this -weekend.
and very complete discussions "
_. Beef , pork , veal lamb and with Prime Minister Nehru and
several varieties of poultry are Indian military leaders. He said
featured variously at shops over he told Nehru the United States
the nation .
is considering a proposal to
Beef attractions thi s weekend send ships of the 7th Fleet on
include chuck , rib and rump patrols in the Indian Ocean
roasts. One national chain features rump roasts at 89 cents a
pound in its New York area outlets.
The pork assortment is var.ied- , ' . .w ith hams and loins the
most general features.
Turkeys are priced about the
same as a year ago. One major
chain offers them at a range
from 29 cents a pound to 43
cents in the Northeast.
MADISON, Wis. W—The State
Department of Taxation ruling
Other poultry attractions In- exempting farmers from the
clude broiler f r y e r s, baking three percen t tax on household
hens , ducks , geese and capons. electricity is invalid , Atty. Gen
Good vegetable buys include
cabbage , carrots , celery, onions, George Thompson said Wednes
day because public utilities cansweet potatoes and tomatoes,
Fruit buys include cranber- not thwart legislative intent
George Corning, head of the
berries , apples—especially Red
Romes and Winesaps , grapes, tax department , said he would
oranges, grapefruit , bananas confer with his own legal staff
before any move is made to imand tangerines.
pose the tax on farmers.

Broad Array
Of Food for
Yule Shoppers

0IFT-ROBE FASHION GREATS !

699 each

RUSHFORD , Minn.-The son
of a Rushford couple will leave
Jan. 10 as physician on a threemonth scientific expedition to
islands off the west coast of
South America and in Tahiti.
Dr. James H. Stephans, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. Stephans , has been accepted for the
position on the California Maritime Academy 7s ship, "The
t;olrl Rear. " A group of California scientists will make the
study.
Dr. Stephans has been physic ian at the rermanente Medical
Clinic , Martinez , Calif ., the past
y ear.
KTTKICK BEAUTV SHOP
ETTRICK , Wis. (S pecial ) Mrs. Harlan Tolokken will have
open ho use Friday at her new
beauty shop, the Cameo , Friday. She ' s in a new building 20
by 25 feet on Main Street,

The ta_ . on household electnc
ity was enacted as part of the
budget-tax compromise and
went into effect Aug. 15. The
utilities said they were unable
to collect the tax because it was
impossible to tell which portion
of farm electricity went for
household use and which for
business use , and the tax department exempted farms from
the levy .
A bill to repeal the electricity
tax was approved in the Senate
and was within one ballot of
passage when the Assembly
closed its November session.
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A fabulous
gift
with. the
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budget!
Quilts
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• • printed
acetate
cotton lawn , paisley
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trim. All m gala colors, sizes 10 to 18!
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TRIM BLOUSES STYLED
BY LADY TOWNCRAFP
|

In his opinion asked by the
Senate, Thompson said , "The
utility cannot thwart the legis- ¦¦'¦:
lative imposition by asserting '••¦i¦'<¦
that , although factually it had :•
supplied taxable service , it is I
7
unable to determine how much
of the total electrical service
furnished was not of that character . . . The statute imposes
the tax and the supplier has the
obligation of collecting the
amount of the tax so imposed. " ,'
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Ankle
pants

¦' . 2.9,
.
J nylon
.
sturdy
. ' . u . . . with
•.. ' elastic
7 back , '
stretch
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stitched
crease and elastic
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arch straps!
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perfect. Rift!
Dacron " polyester
and cotton with
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Bermuda
or convertibles!
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printed
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c-onibed cotton! All with roll-up sleeves!
Start
,
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hinlmR now!
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dients; vacuum sealed
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fresh I
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Almond
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cookies!
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Tights that refuse to run . ibe' •
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cause . 1hev re 100% nylon —
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/full,, _fashion
too! Buy an arm,,
,
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ful — one for each outfit!,
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2-LB BOX
MARY ESTHER
COOKIES
COCKitS
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FRUITCAKE!
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Ruling Exempting
Farmers on Tax
Declared Invalid

Rushford Couple 's
Son on 3-Month
Maritime Exped ition

SLIM NYLON
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Imported brushed rayon in sliirts that are as great
,_,
„ all., „,
u • ui
«•* «.to¦»touch_., ruggedJ .fabric
as
outdoors. . cSoft
blendJ
,
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eliminates
warmth m. Styling
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for ombre plaids
w later tones.
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Notch collar coat. or pullover
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S-M-L-XL
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Rich
supple
leather with
, . . ,
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plu sh, full rabbit fur lining
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.
.
-warmth.
that adds unbeatable
¦
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hi classic black , brown.
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Stereo Without Tubes
ASTli'O SONIC" Stereo ronea! <\s musir
You 'll
the

to

high fidelity nnd
dimension, of
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There 's Still Time fo Give
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This Stereo to the Family!
DIRECT FACTORY DEALER

Hardt's Music Store

116-118 East 3rd St.
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Winona

Rulky- kn il sweat er-jackets in fino-quality resilient
Orloii "1 iierylie thai lake a lot of wear , just a
little earo , retain their beautiful shapes , . . benutifully! Fahuloiis fashion buys , every one! Misses '
si/es .
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H

ADD w S

*«JO ^49
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Full vip hooded cut (on sweat
shirt has muff poi'kots. Na\ y.
Rrey, vvd . »vliil<' . black , It.
blur , brown , peacock , royal.
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Juln ^^m
FUNNEL
PLAID

SPORTSHIRTS!

it;. I59
"

Rri|.hl put torus in Sanforized*)
imi' . cntt.m tlaiinel plaids.
Circular collar , IOUK slccvo
styling ! Knsy-care Inn! Slockup!
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FLANNEL

PLft|D SHIRTSS
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100'; cotton leisure shirts w ith
po|iulnr coat front styling and
2 bias cut pockets, Hri«ht
blonds of winter hues.

lfiSULA¥ED!
PUILTED! 2-PC.
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S-M-L-X L
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WY"» nylon outer-shell with 5m
Daeron » polyester fiberfil l and a Hnliifi of 757. cotton , :!.V ;, nj lon. (irey,

Charge It! Shop Penney 's 'til 9:00 Thurs., Fri.,Sat, Mon. — Dec. 19,20, 21, 23
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Arcadia Concert
Date Announced

Arcadia , will sing a solo.
The concert is open to the
public. No admission will be
charged , but free will offerARCADIA, Wis. ( Special ings -will be accepted.
Gerald Gleason , instrumental
¦
director of the Arcadia High
CHURCH BAKE SALE
School, has announced the folDODGE , Wis. ( Special) —
lowing program for the concer t ,
which will be held Sunday , be- Members of Groups 6, 7, "', 9
ginning at 2 p.m. in the high and 10 of the Rosary Society
of the Sacred Heart Parish,
school auditorium.
Groups to be featured will be Pine Creek , are to provide bakthe Junior Band and the Senior ed goods for the bake sale to be
Band. Thomas Solberg, son of held in the church hall, Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Solberg, between and after Masses.

'
' . •

THE MARRIAGE OF MISS JANET Marie Volga , daughter of Walter Volga . Sioux City, Iowa , and Bruce Walter
_Marquardt , son of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Marquardt , 3655 5th
¦St., Goodview , Minn., took place Dec. 7 at St. Mark' s Lutheran Church, SioiiX City . The Rev. Stanley G. Ecklund officiated . Miss Joanne Volga , sister of the bride , was maid
cf honor and Gary Riba , best man. A reception was held
at the church. The couple is at home in Fond du Lac , Wis.

Jefferson School
Presents Yule
Concert Program

.

¦

Carols , Readings
Featured at Dinner
Of Toastmistresses

Galesville Stars
Ha ve Con test-End
Dinner Meeting

Readings , and Christmas carols were featured on the program of the Winona Toastmistress Club' s dinner party Tuesday evening at Hotel Winona.
"The Child in the Heart " was
read by Miss Sadie Marsh and
"The Stubborn Unbeliever " by
Miss Margaret McC ready. Mrs.
F. A. Lipinski sang a solo and
accompanied the members who
sang carols .
Traditional Christmas customs
were resigned as brief reading
topics for all members by Miss
Katherine Wasnoska.
Mrs. Ral ph Kohner gave the
inspiration and the word for the '
day and Mrs. Addison Glubka
led the pledge to the flag.
Party chairman was Miss
McCready, assisted by Misses
Marsh and Wasnoska.
¦
HOFFMAN'S' ANNIVERSARY
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MR. AND MRS. RAYMOND GRATHEN, 960 E.
6th St., announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter , Miss Kathleen Grathen ,
to David R. Fakler , son cf Mr. and Mrs. Roger Fakler , Winona , Route 1. The wedding will be Dec. 28
at St. ' Stanislaus Catholic Church.
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GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special)
REGATTA 23...23 jewel
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The echo c arol entitled "Peace :— The attendance conteist held
'
'
;
by
the
Eastern
Star,
Chapter
y. - feSS"dS:'."« : - :{tt e«r;Mv '.T ,.„ —
on Earth " was the high point j
206,
Galesville,
ended
Tuesday
Proof. Stainless steel
of the evening at Jefferson
M,SS AM£ R._A...Yo. t*
^V
. ^o
V ,
and beauty captured in
school on Tuesday when the evening with a dinner in the
** 3 ™ ' self-winding. Stainles »
"se Masonic
dining
room.
The
dinshock.
a
fine
17
jewel
,
steel
case
1.
jewels
,
Christmas concert was given
¦
resistant watch. In yel159.85
under the direction of J. F. ner was furnished by the losing
, low or wtiite. $35.75
team headed by Mrs. William
Lehmeier.
————————
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""^""""
I
In it the antiphonal choir ef- . Thomas. The winning team was
HEAVY WEIGHT
i]
* !
fect was created by a select led by Mrs. Sidney Ibach.
'
.
elementary choir of 23 voices , : Mrs . Henry Lovig. worthy
In Oslo, you can buy a BULOVA at
which stood in the balcony while I matron, thanked all those who
Messrs, Alf Lie A/S , Jewellers , Prinsensgate 22
the junior high chorus, number- : made her year a success and
ing 70, sang from the auditor- | distributed gifts to her officers ,
MR. AND MRS. LEO J.
ium main floor.
' with an original and clever
Hundt,
La Crosse, announce
"The elementary choir doesn 't poern for each.
the
engagement
of their
need a director , they just carIn addition to the $200 the
¦—
02WL you can choose from a complete
—
!:
il
daughter , Miss Rhea Jane
ry on by themselves", said Mr. [Star members donated to the
&wrK-BULOVA selection. $2.4.75 to $2500.
Darl<
Colors
;
>
!
All
Sizes
in
<
Lehmeier after the perform- l Masonic building fund , gifts
Hundt , to Carl J. Iverson ,
> !
'<
\t
t '
ance. Their echo of the carol |of SI per member were given
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clem
•
•
•
"
i
<
"Al the Sign oj ihe Street Clock"
^mm
was spontaneous and both choirs instead of exchanging Christ- J. Iverson . Dakota , Minn. A
' <
*
had good intonation , and sang mas gifts. Thirty-five dollars
June wedding is being planwith much enthusiasm.
: was donated at the time of the
ned
at
St. Wericeslaus j ONALASKA , Wis. - Mr. and
The junior high chorus sang
meeting.
Catholic Church , La Crosse.
Mrs. Eugene Hoffman, former"In the Moon of Winter Time'7 I
¦
i The Masons represented by
, j ly of La Crescent and Dakota , ,
a Huron Indian carol , "Din Din i
invited
the
memLester Nicols
Minn , will celebrate their 25th
Din ", Venezuelan carol , "Ring ; bers to the open installation
<
wedding anniversary Dec. '29 j *
out for the King ", and "Life ;
Dec. 27. It was announced that
with an open house at their )
Up Your Heart and Sing His
A
Mrs. George Jenk s, worthy rriatSINCE 1861
home in Onalaska. Hours will
Praise". Joan Santelman was
J E V f E l E R S v^/
officers
ron
for
1964
and
her
j
be
from
2
to
sang
the soloist when the chorus
5 p.m. After the j
Phone 2697 J
i will be installed at a closed
celebration the couple will take ; \ 4th and Main
1
>
Jan.
<
meeting,
7.
a second honeymoon trip to vis- ,
•Whan case , crystal and crown ir« Intact.
Prices plus tax
OPEN EVERY NITE 'TIL CHRISTMAS
Mrs. Herm an Dopp was in j L/VNESBORO, Minn. (Special) it their eldes t son , Donald , at (
j
the
charge of the program at
— Members of the Auxiliary to Raymondsville , Tex.
I
close of the meeting. She gave I the local Veterans of Foreign
: two Christmas readings and Wars packed 40 Christmas boxes
' members joined in singing
for area residents Sunday night
Christmas carols and games of when they met at the home of
knowledge for prizes.
Mrs. W. E. Nelson , president.
Twenty-five gifts were donat"Lullaby " and was accompa- ed to the Veterans Gift
Shop in
nied by Carol Kulzer.
Minneapolis and 94 gift items
GIFTS GALORE
"Come Follow the Star" was
were donated to the patients at
at
done in a clever calypso sty le.
the State Hospital Rochester .
BROWN DRUG
i The percussion players were
For little girls who like
Gifts for several local children
,
their Mother 's perfume and Jane Ellings Sandra Seeman , will be presented for Christmas.
Johnson,
and
Susan
KarShelly
cologne — pretty little set of
Mrs. Charles Drake , commuFriendship Garden cologne — nath. Gary Eichhorst played nity service chairman, reported
the
bass
violin
and
Leanne
Hanbubble bath — talc and small
sen was the a ccompanist on the that 59 patients at the local
dusting powder in pink and
rest homes and hospital receivwhite box — Friendship Gar- piano.
ed
fruit and candy for ThanksThe chorus also sang a sp ir
den pink soap on a rope —
jj ift boxed — Dorothy Gray
itual entitled , "Ring Those Belis giving and that S(> was donated
Cosmetics for the little girl — [¦ nnd Sing ", and five popular to the auxiliary by local citithe finest cologne, lotions and Christmas carols.
zens in appreciation of combubble bath — either as single
"lUerry Christmas to our munity service.
items or as a set—One set in
Mrs. M. ,1. Ward was hostess
King '7 a Christmas round , was
a blue plastic heart - shapod
sung hy the select elementary and Mrs. Nelson won the prize.
box may be used as a littl e
choir and also a Beethoven mindressing table item later .
KKK. N CH YULK PARTY
uet . •'Christmas Tree "' .
The finest in genuine leather
BLAIR , Wis. . ( Special ) - The
The girls ' trio choir sang
billfolds for men — also with
first-year
French class gave a
"Christmas Song " and "Winter
matching key-tamers and cigChristmas
party for the secondWonderland " .
arette cases — in beautiful
Keri Wegmiin was an accom- ye.'ir students Friday. .Both clasnew colors and new styles —
panist and a librarian . Marlene ses will sing a French Christpriced $3. !);>-$r>.00-$7.50—someMoge r was :ilso a librarian ; mas Carol at the annual high
thin g reall y worthy of giving.
H.. VI.ON .MAWCL'l.K KITS
Scott Turner wits in charge of school Christinas party ,
— For men — a small leather
program design , decorations ,
kit fitted with throe plastic
Lyndon Wilbright . Allan Moger ,
bottles and room for shaving
and John llaynes , decorations ;
needs , plus nn outside oval
ushers were members ot the
zipper compartmen t with the
student council .
'
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MKN — beautiful red leather
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l|',e llomrmnker ' s Club will
clutch pu rse fitted with ic
movable manicure kit -¦¦ Mo mi
meet tonight al (lie home of
¦
— Other k-its at $2.Ml and SJ !i:. . Mrs . Fr- I; Kiedrowski . A potFine perfumes to s:!;'> on , luck lunch will be served and
colognes to $fl.50 , hath oils to gifts exchan ged.
$10.0(1 and dustinj . powders
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For the Holiday Season
SAT,, DEC. .1 —1:30
think of Brown 's for Gibson
GREENS
WINONA'S QUAUTY FtORIST
FREE COMICS
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cards — tallies — napkins - f
l l
ALL SEATS 25*
place cards and beautiful center-pieces — very easy to asJ I W I L INI -/-_/» ¦ N(_L 1061
semble — we have samples on
display lo help you.
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Happy Holiday Season lo nil '
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VFW A uxilia ry ,
Packs Boxes
For Yule Gifts
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Soroptimists
1
Have Chautauqua
Club Speakers

MR. AND MRS. RALPH LEGREID, Sugar Loaf ,
announce the engagement of their daughter , Miss
Beverly K. Legreid, to Maurice E. Miller, son of
Maurice A. Miller , Goodview, and the late Mrs.
Miller. The wedding will be in Central Lutheran
Church next June. Both young persons are students
at Winona State College.

'Mistletoe Magic'
Theme of WSHS
Christmas Dance
The annual Christmas dance
of Winona Senior High School,
sponsored by the Student Council, will be held Friday evening in the girls gymnasium,
following the basketball game.
"Mistletoe Magic" will be the
theme of the party to which
alumni of TVSHS are being invited, as is the tradition .
The dance will be informal ,
with record music f or dancing.
Robert Warren of Radio Station
KWNO -will be disk jock ey.
Special entertainment will be
provided by a group of young
high school vocalists, called
"The Sophomores. " and the
"Blue Water Four, " a f olk-sing-

I"
j|

ing group from Winona State
College.
Jeffrey Geppner , president of
the Student Council, will be
master pj ceremonies and Wendy Weimer is general chairman.
¦

Arcad ia Firemen 's
Dance Date Set

Nativity Pageant
Being Performed
Tonight at WSC

Four members of the Chautauqua Club of Winon a were the
program speakers at the Christmas dinner meeting of the Soroptimist Club. They presented
a program of poems and a short
mummer's play in keeping with
the Christmas theme. Members
of the group were Mmes. H. R.
Munson, M. 0. Wedul , C. R.
Kollofsk i and A. E . Schlueter.
Program arrangements were
made by Mrs. Mary Crane.
Another feature of the meeting was a surprise visit af Jack
Frost XIV, Arnold Stenehjem ,
who bestowed several awards
on Soroptimist members.
Dinner preceding the meeting
was held in the dining hall of
the Paul Watkins Memorial
Methodist Home , with Mrs. D.
B. McLaughlin as hostess. The
meeting and program took place
in the McLaughlin suite in the
home.
MISS HARRIET Kelley presided at the brief business session. The Soropti-Win Bulletin
¦was distributed by Mrs. Katherine Lambert , editor . Money
contributed by tie members for
Christmas specialities was placed in a Speical Purpose Fund ,
to be used at a later date. Miss
Kelley announced that the
Spring Conference of the North
Central Region will be held in
Ames, Iowa , or April 10 thru
32th.
Members of the club have
been asked by the Winona Activity Grout) to act as hostesses
at the Information Booth for
the Winter Carnival Parade
The booth will be placed in Hotel Winona , and members will
be on duty during Jan. 38 , the
day of the parade.
There will be no January
luncheon meeting of the club
since New Year 's Day is the
first Wednesday of the month
Dinner meeting on Jan. 15 will
be held at the home of Mrs
William Markle.

ARCADIA , Wis. ( Special) The annual Fireman's Dance
has been set for Jan. 7 at the
Old Armory with dancing from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. with' music
furnished by the Rhythm Play' boys..
An advance ticket sale is now
being conducted by the firemen and tickets also will be
available at the door and the
evening of the dance.
committee, ass isted by Adolph
Edward Sonsalla has been Rebhahn, Emil Dorn , David
named chairman of the dance Herrmann and Edwin Kotlarz.
.
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Weekend Specials

A. new program in the annual
schedule of Christmas events
at Winona State College will be
inaugurated tonight at 8 p.m.
in Somsen Auditorium.
The program , a pageant , is
sponsored by the student religious commission. C e nt r a 1
theme will be the nativity scene
Performers will be: Peggy
Dahlberg, St. Louis Park , as
Mary; W i l l i a m Zenker, La
Crosse, as Joseph; Nina McLaughlin. Washington, D. C.
archangel Gabriel; Nancy Stevenson, Levittown, Pa., and Mary
Francel, Wabasha , angels, and
Tom Baer , Westbury, N. Y.,
Marvin Rouse, Elmira , N Y ,
and Roger Roepke, Stewart ,
Minn., the three shepherds
plus an array of shepherds and
peasants.
Solos will be sung by Elizabeth Gunhus. Kenyon , and William Howard , Cresco, Iowa. A
Wabasha student , Sandra Wehrenberg , will direct the chorus.
Eight traditional carol s will be
sung.
In charge of the program are
Robert Carr, Wabasha; Nicho^
las DeMartino , Staten Island ,
If." Y „ and Jill Miller, Robbmsdale. St. Joseph's Orphanage
children will be guests.

MR. AND MRS. FLOYD ERPELDIVG . 1157 W.
5th St., announce the engagement of their daughter Miss Judith Katherine Erpelding, to John Michael
Keen , son of Lawrenr-e Keen, 1050 E. King St. The
wedding -will be Feb. 8 at St. Mary 's Catholic
Church. Miss Erpelding is a graduate of Cotter High
School and is employed at Watkins Products, Inc.
Her fiance completed his high school education
while serving in the Arm . . He works for Peerless Chain Co.
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"3IAN FOR ALL SEASONS'*
NEW YORK UP> - The City »
on all purchaMi o(
*
Center is bringing "A Man for d
$5 or mort.
g
All Seasons '' back for a twoweek run as part of its winter
drama season , at the end of K on all purchases under SS. £
January .
Shop Sara's during Hiis
_£
K
Robert Bolt's play, which had f;
special discount sal«.
g
a 6'18-performance run . on
SARA'S
J
2
Broadway, will be performed
by William Roderick , George "
Gift Shoppe
1
Rose. Albert Dekker and Bruce «
103 E; Third
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in and designed with
five pockets that will
hold glasses, magazines,
Kleenex , cigarettes , cosmetics , etc. The plain
half is tucked between
mattress a n cl springs ,
with the five pocket-side
out. It is a most thoughtful gift for some one who
is ill . . . for invalids . . .
or for anyone who will
enjoy the convenience
of I his bedtime accessory ,
Priced at only 2.98.

\ BOOKS ARE ALWAYS
! A WELCOME GIFT . . .

j . and will solve the w h a t |: lo-fiive problem for a
X man , a woman or a child
7 on your Christmas List.
' Stop in our Hook Nook
i and see the ' HoiihlodaN
7 select ion of novels , poetry, non-fiction , books on
bridge , cookbooks , and
general activity books , all
:

for men „i women

plus a good select .,.., of
c h a r m i n g children s
books .
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1 Holiday Season . . . a n d
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SMART MODERN' PAITEHN 'S TN' AMER ICAN'
MAD K STA INLES S STEEL. LiLEAMING FINISH ; ¦
STAYS BRIGHT THROUGH YEARS OF HARDEST
N O R M A L USE. ALL SETS IN ATTRACTIVE GIFT
i
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Pattern - 50 p iece s

Service for 8 . . . plus 1 ladle, 1 serving fork, 1 pie
server , and 2 serving spoons.
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ALL IN ONE UNIT!
• 23 inch Curt is Malhes TV
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• Plus AM -FM Radio
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• Four speed a u t o m a t i c record changer
.
# Ko ii | higll . ndr |i ty speakers

There is still time for Christmas
giving . Come in tonight —

WE ARE OPEN TIL 9
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Study May
Permit Cut
In Shipyards

Corn Yield al
Record for '63

WASHINGTON <fl - The Agriculture Department , in its final report of the year , Wednesday estimated this year's production of corn for grain at a
record high of 4 ,081,395,000 bushels.
It estimated the wheat crop
at 1,137,641,000 bushels.
The corn figure is 48,362,000
bushels more than last month's
estimate of 4 ,033,033,000 bushels. This compares with last
year 's revised estimate of 3,636,673,000. The previous record
was 3,908,000,000 in 1960.
The wheat estimate is 4,631,000 bushels more than last
month's forecast of 1,133,010,000 bushels. It compares with
last year 's revised estimate of
1,093,667,000 bushels.
¦
'

By ELTON C. FAV .
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Pentagon has launched a broadscale study of shipyard requirements that almost certainly will
lead to the closing of some of
the 11 major Navy-owned yards.
P e ft t a g o n announcement
Wednesday night of the study
order by Secretary of Defense
Robert C. McNamara came in
the turbulent wake of his announcement last week that 26
military bases and facilities
would be shut down or curtailed
in operation.
That aroused a clamor in Congress which appears likely to be
intensified by the new action.
Even before the new survey
board was formed McNamara
had said flatly that "there are
excess facilities in our naval
shipyards today."
The Pentagon statement said
that at direction of McNamara ,
Secretary of the Navy Paul H.
Nitze has set up a board composed of representatives of both
McNamara 's office and the
Navy Department "to undertake a comprehensive study of
the nation 's shipyard capacity
and requirements."

Osseo Awaiting
Beef Valley 's
Selling Price
OSSEO, Wis. (Special)—Osseo businessmen who wish to
settle the two-company telephone controversy here are
waiting for the Beef River Valley company to set a price ana
sign an option for sale of its
property, Attorney John Ward
said this morning.
When these are received from
Beef River officials , General
Telephone Co. of Wisconsin will
discuss with the businessmen a
price for the sale of its property, Ward said.

One small yard at San Diego
already has been tabbed for
closing, among the 26 installations listed by McNamara
last Thursday.
There had been speculation
that some big government yards Malaysia Charges
—among them those at Philadelphia , San Francisco and Bos- Sabotage Plotting
ton—would be included in that
list. They were not7 and McNa- KUALA LUMPUR , Malaysia
mara sidestepped questions re- (AP) — Police guarded Prime
Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman
garding the three
yards.
_¦
and other high officials today as
the g o v e r n m e n t continued
Idlewild to Become rounding up p-ersons suspected of
involvement in an alleged IndoKennedy Airport
nesian plot to sabotage vital inNEW YORK (fl — Idlewild stallations in Malaysia.
Airport will become John F. The Prime Minister WednesKennedy International Airport day accused Indonesia of sending saboteurs to blow up water
Tuesday.
It will be the- third name in lines, railroads.and power sta20 years for the airport, which tions in an effort to shatter Mahas never been, named Idlewild laysia's economy.
officially. I d l e w i 1d was the A government source said hunname of the golf course where dreds of persons have been
they airport was built. Mayor picked up for questioning and
Robert F. Wagner signed a law the backbone of the plot has
changing the name "Wednesday. been broken.

HEART SAVER . . . HEART
PLEASER!
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Johnson Plans
Christmas at
Texas Ranch

Bv FRANCES LEWINE
WASHINGTON (AP ) — President Johnson is going home to
a Texas ranch-sty le Christmas
that features red velvet stockings hung fro m the mantel , a
red-rosed deer and plenty of
"kinfolk. "
There had been much speculation that the Johnsons would
spend their first Christmas as
the First Family at the White
House.
But the President told a news
conference Wednesday he would
be at his Texas ranch to spend
Christmas Eve "with my sisters
and my broth er and my uncles
and cousins and aunts. "
And on Christmas Day, Johnson added , he wants to relax .
He said he may go hunting
while he's in Texas or . spend a
day in the hills "communing
with myself."
The kinfolk who drop in on
the Johnsons at Christmastime
are "innumerable," one aide
said , and it's bound to be somethin g of a big reunion .
"If God is willing and Mrs.
Johnson is willing," the President said , he -will leave for Texas after lighting the national
Christmas tree Sunday night in
the park area behind the White
House. No definite departure
time was set.
By the time the President
gets home, the traditional yule
decorations will be up at his
ranch. The Johnsons usually select one of their own homegrown cedar trees and gather
up masses of the holly and
mistletoe that grow on the 400acre ranch.

The family traditionally exchanges gifts on Christmas
morning and a great deal of secret shopping, iy phone and with
the aid of friends , has been under way in past days.
Four gay red velvet stockings
marked "Lynda." " L u c y , "
"Mother " and "Father " hang
from the mantel on Christmas
just for decorative purposes and
are filled with Santas and
Christmas baubles.
The Johnsons ' Christmas dinner will be turkey and the trimmings as ' -usual , , prepared by
ranch cook 7M ay Davis. The
Johnson 's longtime family cook ,
Zephyr Wright , prefers to stay
home in Washingten with her
family.

Whitehall Scout
LOfTDON (AP)--About half a
million Africans from Portu- Selected for
guese Angola have slipped past
Portuguese patrols and taken
refuge in the Congo in the last Governor Report
two years, a British Baptist
missionary reports.
Tha Rev. W. David Grenfell
said Wednesday night 200 to 400
refugees are still entering the
Congo weekly. But he said the
"refugees dare not cross over
at night because the Portuguese
have planted trip mines which
blow them to pieces."

Mrs. Kennedy
Plans Yuletide
For Children

PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) ^ task of
The
submerging her sorrow and providing a cheerful
Christmas for her two children
faces Mrs. John F. Kennedy.
Mrs. Kennedy took the children , Caroline, 6, and John Jr.,
3, to the grave of their father
in Arlington National Cemetery
Wednesday before they flew
from Washington to Palm Beach
for the holidays. It was John
Jr. 's first known visit to the
grave.
The holiday plans of Mrs. Kennedy and of the rest of the Kennedy family have not been announced, but it was expected
that most would gather at the
home of Joseph P. Kennedy, the
late President's father.
The elder Kennedy , former
ambassador to Great Britain ,
was driven to Palm Beach International Airport to greet his
daughter-in-law and grandchildren .
Mrs. Kennedy, dressed in
black, smiled at the small crowd
that had gathered. She rode
from the airport in the former
ambassador's black limousine
under heavy guard.
About 25 Secret Service men ,
more than often seen during visits of President Kennedy, were
at the airport , in addition to a
large contingent of state and
city policemen.
Mrs. Kennedy and the children will stay through the New
Year holiday at the oceanfror.t
mansion loaned to them again
this year by C. Michael Paul , a
family friend.
Paul loaned the $400,000 home
to the late President in 19€1 and
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last season. The home is about
two miles from the Joseph P.
Kennedy home.
Mrs. Kennedy's departure
from Washington was delayed
more than 3 % hours. Aides said
she needed time to complete a
number of things, including M:
plans for decorating her new
home in Georgetown.

69 West Third
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WHITEHALL , Wis. ( Special)
—Trempealeau County Judge A.
L. Twesme Monday granted
Mrs . Ethel Berg a divorce
from Glen Berg on grounds of
cruel and inhuman treatment.
Both are from Arcadia. Mrs.
Berg received custody of the
three minor children , $65 a
week support money and $2 per
week alimony .
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WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special ) J9 ^^__B^______^
— Rolf Blank, Whitehall, was
one of two selected from a. nine™ GOOD SHOES FOR BOYS AND GtBLS ~
county area 'to represent the ft ^ '
|
Gateway Area Council of the
Boy Scouts of America at a
governor's conference to be held
in Madison in February.
X Deck the halls with boujhs if holly ... but
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He was selected by a committee representing the region.
Serving with him will be Tom m. These are the practical gifts that kids
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elected chairman of the But- m Christinas giving.
/
M
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Am ^mmWwEkv
falo-Decorah scout district at a
'
^
recent business meeting held
here. He replaces G. C, Warvik,
Black River Falls.
Others elected were Warvik
and Gerald Schreiber , Alma, district voce chairmen ; Howard
Peck, Mondovi, recommended
for approval for district commissioner, and the following
member at large : Eari Van
Gelder, Harley Hesselmen and
Herbert Meschen, Mondovi;
Richard Galstad , Osseo ; Dr.
O. M, Schneider and Ray Stuernagle, Blair ; Arnold Olson.
John Brown , James Olson and
Lester Brennom , Whitehall; Robert.Mills, Lloyd Lovell, Vernon
Brown. Elmer Sprick and the m£
according to size
^) %
Wm\\\\wmm\+*^ S _____________»f&\ -^/:\ JA^^r
Rev. Robert Sa Iverson, Black
River Falls; Gene Bunting,
Galesville ; Ernest Bricjcner , Independence, and Ray Scholl,
Cochrane.
Duane Pifer , Whitehall , district Scout executive, has reported that a troop has now
been organized at Fountain City ,
completing the Scouting program in every city and tillage
in Buffalo County, with the exception of Nelson.
Dr. George Krumholz Is
scoutmaster of the new troop.
Roy McQuinn , Raymond Baures
awi Eugene Gabrick are assistant Scoutmasters. Roger
Adank is Cubmaster of the
troop's companion Cub pack ,
and the Mmes. Robert Waseka ,
Hoy McQuinn and Roger Adank
are den mothers .
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All -winter long, the nvern Re homa in our area ,
indoors , is drier than the Sahara desert. Parched ,
¦tale, furnace heated indoor a ir is the villain—
,
.,
. .¦
.
,
i .,,1- ,, valuable
.
stealing
moisture
from your home nnrl
•wcrything in it . . . inviting respiratory disease
t.hroii Rl. robbing the dalicate membranes ,in tht
noso and throat of necessary protec tive moisture
. , , reducing comfort, . . . drying out. and damaging
furniture and furni ahings. So badly needed, l ife -
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SAIGON , Viet Nam CAP) —
I South Viet Nam 's new military
government has repealed Mrs.
Ngo Dinh Nhu 's law banning divorce, d a nc i n g , prostitution ,
abortion, contraceptives and
beauty contests.
Mrs. Nhu , then South Viet
Nam 's First Lady, barreled the
law through a reluctant National Assembly in May 1962. Premier Nguyen Ngoc Tho canceled it today.
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(jiving moisture must be added, Here 's how.
Aprilaire Humidifiers-- high .n .mcity portable
¦..
¦ .,• . ,
' .
.• , w ith
unit• .* , . . automatic
positive hunudistnt
.
,
.,
,
'
( trol
,
'°"
' ' " roill,l e- ,rf * performance . .. constant ,
ly 0 »l ,leiltlv nil ( 1 quietly provide and maintain
'
lne relative humidity that 's best for your family 's
health nnd comfort . Want Proof? Juat nak nny
family who uses one .
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To tha Many Thousands of Aprilaire
Humidifier Users. In this area:

B^B .^ ^fc We*W^
I Wi \F ¦

This it a oood time to check your Aprilaire
to be sure it is In top opera ting condition. If
the RP Water Panel (evapo rator pad) needs
replacing wo sugg ost you d 0 this now.
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. . _,
NORTHERN
STATES
POWER COMPANY
HUMIDIFIER CENTER

79 East Third S treet

OR ANY LOCAL NSP SHOWROO M

Phone 8-3*31
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FARMER KNOWS HIS COSTS

Runs Monthly Check
On Use of Electricity

NICOLLET, Minn. (AP) ~ was led to the many motors,
Know what your electric bill is pumps and appliances serving
for watching television, for Engel, his wife, Eleanor , and
washing and drying clothes , for their five children.
pumping w ater a-nd cooking?
The farm enterprises include
Perhaps not, but Roland En- a 25-cow dairy herd , beef cattle ,
gel, farming 183 acres near Nic- swine and sheep.
ollet knows all those answers Engel uses power to unand more, too, as result of de- load the silo and then , by means
tailed survey carried out on his of trough augers, feeds some 30O
farm for the past 12 months.
tons of silage to his cattle per
Engel, representing the third year. Meters showed the feedgeneration of his famil y on the ing operation cost $2.28 per
land , took over the farm in 1946. month. Another $2.02 per month
It had been first served with during tlie coldest weather kept
electricity 20 years earlier but the watering troughs open for
nobody knew the exact costs of ; the swin«.
work it did either inside or outI Pumping all the water for the
side the home.
j livestock and home use ran to
Fred E.. Wetherill , Nicollet . $1.04 monthly and the family
County agent, in cooperation : cooking cost $2.05, Wetherill rewith the rural division of North- ; ported. Among the larger exern States Power , arranged for i penses were the $5.85 it cost to
the installation of 26 separate j keep the . family of seven in hot
meters measuring current that •water for 30 days and the $3.25

Conducto r Collapses
At Recording Session

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Roge.
Wagner , 49-year-old conductor
collapsed during a recording
session with singers Dorothj
Kirsten , Gordon MacRae anc
the Roger Wagner Chorale.
After emergency treatmeni
at a Hollywood hospital, Wagne.
was sent home to rest. His phy
sician , Dr. Paul Roen , saic
Wagner apparently was suffer
ing from nervous exhaustion.
FREE CALEDONIA MOVIE
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special'
— VFW Post 3833 is sponsoring
a free movie for the childrer
of Caledonia and area Mondaj
at 2 p.m.
that went to operate both a
freezer and a refrigerator.
Oh, yes, that television cost —
it was 56 cents per month and
with the set in quite generous
use most of the time, the county
agent said.
Operating the washer and dryer, ;clocks, radios and appliances such as the food mixer ran
to $4.85 per month , with the total bill just under $22 per
month , Wetherill said.

IF YOU ARE THINKING OF GIVING -OR GETTING - A
WATCH THIS CHRISTMAS, THIS IS A GOOD TIME TO
SEE YOUR WATCHMAKER ,
BECAUSE:
HE SERVICES WHAT HE SELLS, and is well equipped and trained to
tal<e care of your timepiece through all the years you will wear it.
HE HAS A COMPLETE SELECTION of all types¦ and styles ¦ and can answer
your questions on each one.
.
. . '-- . - '
HIS WATCHES WERE CHOSEN WITH PERFORMANCE ' .in -mind. As he
must back up every watch he sells, your watchmaker sells those watches,
which he knows will run accurately in addition to being good-looking.
HE KNOWS WATCHES, inside and out , so he avoids buying waidies with
.
inflated price tickets.
\
^^
WATCHES ARE A YEAR-AROUND BUSINESS WITH HIM , so he must
give you solid value Tegardless of the season.
HE OFFERS YOU
A JEWELLED WATCH

WITH HIS OWN GUARANTEE
PLUS THE WRITTEN GUARANTEE OF
AMERICA'S LARGEST MAKER OF FINE WATCHES
for as little as

95
*10

J. MILTON DAHM

CORTLAND'S

MORGAN'S

112 E. Third St.

50 E. Third St.

70 W. Third St.

Hops Leaves
For Visit With
Gl's Abroad

State Traffic
Toll Now 37
-Above Record

Mourning Dec. 11

mas—when the spirit of peace
and brotherhood burns brightly
in the hearts of all men of good;
will.
"It is also a time of remembrance of the good things of the
past—of the strength and courage of our dead President Kennedy , of the countless blessings
with which our country and people have been favored.
"And , Christmas is a time for
all Americans to be thankful
for what is ours and what is
promised us."

Stevenson Turns
Aside. Talk of
Vice Presidency
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UNITED NATIONS , N.Y. '
(AP)-Would Adlai E. Stevenson accept the Democratic nom
ination for vice president , a re
porter asked ?
"This is where I came in 10
years ago," said Stevenson with
, a laugh . "My job is to stay i
j here (in the United Nations) and '
do the best job I can for the
President and the country. "
Stevenson , chief U.S. delegate
to the United Naions , has been
mentioned frequently in specu '
lation about a running mate foi '
President Johnson. Stevenson
was the Democratic presidential candidate in 1952 and 1956 i
t' losing both times to Republican
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
¦
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WILMINGTON , Del. (AP ) Irenee du Pont , 86, last of the
; three brothers who led the Du
Pont company from a small ex
[ plosives manufacturing concern
; to the position of the world's
largest diversified firm , died
j here today. He had been ill for
' some time.
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TWO HARBORS , Minn. <AP)
(
— An elderly Canadian died PALM SPRINGS, Calif. AP)
—Comedian
Bob
Hope
leaves
to- j
Wednesday nifjht , when a car in
day for his 22nd consecutive )
which
he
was
riding
vereed
WASHINGTON . wi - Boughs
Christmas visit to American !
of holly replace the somber from U.S. Highway 61 ten miles servicemen stationed abroad.
north
of
Two
Harbors
and
drapes of mourning at the struck a driveway approach.
This year's tour will take him I
White House next week.
to
Greece, Crete, Turkey and '
Hjalmar W. Hygaard , 75, Port
The official 30-day period of Arthur, Ont., was riding
Libya.
with
mourning for John F. Kennedy his son, Richard , 26, also of Port
Hope spent last week in a . San
ends Sunday, and that evening Arthur , the Highway Patrol Francisco hospital getting treat-;
President Johnson presses a but- said. The son was injure d; and ment for hemorrhaging in his
ton to light the national Christ- hospitalized.
left eye.
mas tree in the park behind the
"I didn 't know for sure 3 could
The
Canadian
's
death
raised
executive mansion .
go
until last Monday when the ,
Minnesota's 1963 traffic accident
doc looked me over and said I
toll
to
761,
or
37
above
the
total
Greeting to the troops: Pres- for any entire prior year and 92 was getting along satisfactoriident Johnson sent Christmas above the total a year ago.
ly," he said.
¦
greetings to the men and womHope's troupe will include ac. ¦
en of the armed forces Wednes- Cairo, with a population of tress Tuesday Weld, band lead- j
day, declaring:
more than three million , is Af- II er Les Brown and singer Anita ,
"This is the time of Christ- rica 's largest city.
i
I Bryant.

Irenee du Pont
Is Dead at 86
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Menial Health Center
Pushed at Whitehall

WHITEHALL. Wis. (Special) The mental health center
— "Having a mental health cen- would treat adults as well as
ter available to each county in child ren, and would include
the state could mean an entire- walk-in s e r v i c e s , sheltered
ly new concept in the cure of workshop supervision , and outmental illness." says Mrs. Carl patient services for released
Nordbagen , Whitehall , member mental patients living in counof the mental health program ties where a county hospital
planning committee. La Crosse doesn't exist.
District .
These centers also would
The mental health center make it possible for the counwould not only take patients ty hospitals to become direct
from the county mental insti- commitment hospitals in the
tutions , but also would assist community. At present, county
with patients from the welfare mental patients are sent to
departments, the county judges state hospitals such as Mendola
in their work with juveniles , for examinations and then comand the county school superin- , mitted to the county institutendants in their work in spe- tions .
cial education for the mentally : By using the trained personretarded.
net of a mental health center,
more
intensive treatment ser"IT WOULD mean that a pro- vices could be offered.
including'
trained
fessional staff
psychiatrists and psychologists ' TO B E T T E R serve the
would be available to each area 's mentally ill ," says Mrs.
county a,, least one day a week , Nordhagen . "county hospitals
or perhaps more if needed," should serve as out-patient clinMrs. Nordhagea said. Psychia- ics for their own county resitric tests would show the de- dents; as day or night hospigree of mental impairment , tals, and as ¦ walk-in hospitals.
and the psychological tests ! Sheltered workshops should be
would show how the patient organized as part of the theracould be trained .
py departments .
Wisconsin has received a "In rura l counties where ag$144,000 federal grant to be riculture is the major industry,
used by the planning commit- industrial therapy should be
tees during the next two years. provided to prepare male paThe La Crosse district includes tients to return to their homes
Trempealeau , Vernon, Jackson , ! or work on surrounding farms.
La Crosse and Monroe coun- County hospitals could also ' .pro-.
ties . Mrs . Nordhagen is assist- ; vide after-care services for paant superintendent of the Trem- tients from, their own counties ,
.even ' ,to the extent of providpealeau County Hospital. .
One of the important things ing medication for released pato be accomplished in the men- tients who are unable to buy
tal health program , says Mrs. their own.
Nordhagen , is a public educa- "One other thing needed Dadtion program to make mental ly is treatment facilities f or
illness seem to be just what it problems of alcoholism. At presis — an illness. This is being ent many of them are being
tone in Trempealeau County treated in mental hospitals in
by taking patients into the com- Wisconsin, and they need a difmunity, by bringing the com- ferent type of trea tment facilmunity into the hospital to the j ity entirely . This is not a satislifferen t activities planned for : factory arrangement for either
he patients, and also by the j the alcoholic or mental patient.
lse of volunteer workers.
j Hay ing a separate treatment
facility for alcoholics
A PROGRAM for prevention lease beds for mental would reshould be planned so that the said Mrs. Nordhagen. patients,"
early signs of mental illness The Trempealeau
could be recognized and help pital now has seven County Hosalcoholics.
could be asked, she said. A more
effective use of guidance cliDics and other agencies to detect mental illness should be
made, and there would be a
more effective follow-up procedure in juvenile cases.
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ST. PAUL (AP ) -The Interim
| Tax Study Commission will hold
I the third in a series of statewide
m eetings Jan . 28 at Bemidji.
| Sen. Donald 0. Wright , Minneapolis , chairman , said he viewed the session with more than
ordinary importance because it
would concern 14 northwestern
. counties the federal government
I has designated as areas of persistent unemployment and substandard personal incomes.
<
"Wright said the commission
wanted to learn to what extent
those conditions were charge- ;
able to present state and local
tax systems.
"'We hope for a volume of.j
suggestions from wage and sal- j
ary workers , business men, |
home owners, farmers and oth- ;
ers in the Bemidji area ," Wright '
;
said.
3Ie suggested that those plan- :
ning to appear notify the commission in advance with lett ers
lo its Slate Cap itol offices. The
session will he conducted in the !
auditorium of the Elks Club.
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SAN ANTONIO , Tex. (AP ) - j
The president of the San Antonio j
Mexican Chamber of Com- !
mora- . Perry .Salinas, said
Wednesday that Mrs. John F.
H e r e 's l o d a y ' s^'
J
lowest-priced ciiuil- ^ M*1
Kennedy will receive the chami t y l i K r i ' t y / o if. h t '
ber ' s third John F. Kennedy AlS c h w i n n (liumond
liance for Progress Award.
;
tvpe f r a m e , Tuhu- t p r f v 05
Mrs. Kennedy ' s diligence in
l a r r i m s . .'!-speftd *|K
R e a r s a n d l i n n d VV
promoting goodwill and underbrakes See it now!
st .indin f ! between the United
L6
Si ales and Latin-American countries was cited by Salinas as the
rc-a.sori for fiivin tf Iter the award, :
Sales & Service
1
402 Mflnknto Ave. Phone 5665 j winch she will receive early
next year
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Chicago Man
Denies Blame
In Youth's Death

\ The World Today

Long Wait
On Red China

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP ) - President Johnson's administration ,
like President John F. Kennedy's, is reconciled to a long
wait before there can be hope
of dealing with Red China in a
reasonable and peaceful way.
The hope, such as it is, apparently is based on the idea
that when the present leaders
of China die out the men who
take over — younger men ju st
below the top now — will be
more realistic about the world
,
they live in.
This was the essence of a
talk made a few days ago by
Roger Hilsman, assistant -secretary of state for Far Eastern
affairs.

This is what his successors 'nherit.
- Now they have more to lose
than their lives in any romantic
or reckless adventure, certainly Ln a nuclear time like this.
The realization has a sobering
and conservative effect.

The Red Chinese leader, Mao
Tze-tung, and the other top
men still around him , all aging
now, were the pioneers, the
fanatics who began1 the Chinese
revolution back in the 1920s and
never stopped until they won in
1949.
T_hey are beginning to die out.
It was on their successors that
Hilsman seemed to pin his hope.
Bqit until there is evidence of
ch a n g e , Hilsman said, this
coumtry will
it. policy
It is not a new idea in history of "strengthcontinue
and firmness ,"
that the pioneers in a political which, in blunter
language ,
.
movement are often impelled means stiff-arming
China.
by fanaticism to convert and
dominate and that the zeal re- Although real peace with
mains undiminished in their Russia is in the future , the relifetime. The result is extrem- lationship with the Soviets is
ism .
lot better than it -was and far
The early revolutionary has better than it is with Red
nothing to lose but his life , China.
whi ch he is willing to lose, But even the present Chinese
along with that of everyone leadership seems to be taking
else. If death doesn 't stop him a more realistic view , at least
he may. create a new order. about its capabilities. The Red
~^^ mm
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( Christmas
f Ice Cream Pies
' Filled with whole red cherries ,
|green pineapple, pecans and
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Macaroon Rolls
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Fruit & Nut Ice Cream ._—____ *
V4 gallons, pints , bulk.
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For Holiday Entertaining —
DELICIOUS HOMEMADE EGG NOG
FRESH WHIPPING CREAM

|

CASH AND CARRY ONLY
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Hellman 's death prompted
Police Chief Wilbur Emery to
reveal that an investigation was
under way on the sale and - use
of narcotics at the university
and in the campus area.
Lewis E. Drake , acting dean
of students, said a few students
"have been exposed " to the
narcotics problem , but that it
is under investigation and that
"an extremely small number"
of students is involved.

Mink " Pelts - Worth .
$45,000 Stolen

partment extinguished a chimney fire on the Joseph Klink
farm , Town of Glencoe, Monday at 1:45 p.m. No damage
resulted.
¦

- NEW
from SOLO 'S Old World Inspired
gpgBS Cookbook
^

SEAL SALES AT BLAIR
BLAIR , Wis. ( S p e c i a l ) James R. Davis, chairman of
the Christmas seal campaign ,
announced that $362 had been
received, the amount slightly
lower than that .received in
1962 at this time.

Safranek's Market
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Plaai* order by Friday to insure delivery. Every turkey w» handle is Crade A, 1
Fresh and Perfectl y Cleaned.
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Large ROASTING CHICKENS
. . lb. 37*?
—FRESH MARYLAND OYSTERS— J
r~~~-~~~~<~~~-~<^^
Fresh Dressed DUCKS .
lb. 39c
¦\
SEXTON'S
: ';
¦ MINCEMEAT
¦
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n
n. 3^e
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Fresh
GEESE
Ib.
Full Pint . . . bSt
Smoked PORK CHOPS
Ib. 850
. '
.. _ . . . . ._ . >
J
J
j
—CHOICE SPRING LAMB—
Homemcade BAKED BEANS . . ; . . .
4 1
pt. 39^
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FREE DELIVERY - DIAL 285I- *MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
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If there 's a special occasion com ing up—a tea,
card party, visit from special friends or entertain ing
new neighbors—such a trea t as this apricot tea ring
will leave a p leasant and lasting impression.
ow _with the wide variety of famous SOLO
"instant " Cake and Pastry Fillings and SOLO'S
exciting new cookbook , you can bake, in your
own kitchen , authentic and wonderful delights
SMfrom- the kitchens of foreign lands and the
„__ .__, .
United States.
TAKE A TRU E "COOK'S TOUR". WITH
-SOLO'S new, 60-page , 200 recipe book of SOLO
¦
Oven Tested , foreign and domestic Recipes
'*- ' ¦"' •' ¦" «; on
,,.*';!' " as your travel guide! To get your copy, send tha
VALbb
label fronl any flavor SOLO Cake and Pastry
25( only
Fillip* and 25< with your name and address to:
SOKOL * CO., Dept 572 , - 241 E. Illin ois St., Chicago ' 11, Illinois
O/Zirr SOLO INSTANT FLAVORS available at your favorite food store:
Poppy • Chtrry • P«ath • Oatt • Pri» n« • Almond • Piiwappl* • Nuf
(Sec lid for valuable M andalay Stainless Place Settings!)

j 1 SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
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BILLHEAD , S. D, (AP)—Authorities in northeastern Soath
Dakota are investigating the
theft of mink pelts valued at
i $45,000.
"
The pelts were stolen Tuesday
I night from the Fischer Fur
Farm which is located at Hill{ head , S. D. ¦
.
j BLAIR STUDENTS SELL
ZBLAIR, Wis. (Special)-Special efforts by the band members at Blair High School in
the annual magazine sale boosted the total sales to $470, which
was $70 over the quota. In recent years, the sales had only
reached half this amount. High
salesmen were Faye Lee, Kathryn Hamilten , Caryl Halverson
and Anita Tjoflat.
j
]
{

I
I • Homemade Ice Cream • 5 Homemade Sherbets
' • Hand-Packed Ice Cream
i • Carryouts of Malts, Shakes, Cones, Novelties

)

It was in Over's hotel room
that Hal P. Hellman of Jamaica, N. Y., was foiuid shot to
death Monday. Hellman's death
led to narcotics charges against
another former Wisconsin student and forced disclosures that
narcotics are.1 being used on the
Madison campus.
Hellman apparently shot himself in the head accidentally
Monday and a detective said
Over held him at gunpoint after he entered the room to investigate the hotel manager 's
complaint.

Over, 24, swallowed an overdose of sedatives in the room
and was released from a hospital only hours before his arraignment.
The third occupant of the homr~~^s *w~ *ee *~~m ^^wa *w~^
tel room was Richard Johns of
Green Bay, the 19-year-old son
of the late Rep. Joshua L.
Johns. Johns pleaded innocent
at his arraignment Tuesday on
charges of selling and using
marijuana.

____f__nB^t
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MADISON, Wis. Aid -A Chicago man pleaded innocent at
his arraignment Wednesday on
three charges which grew out
of the death of a former University of Wisconsin student.
County Judge William Buenzji set bail at $11,000 and scheduled a Jan. 21 hearing for William Over of Chicago who was
charged with forgery, reckless
use of a gun and use of a forged
prescription in an attempt to
obtain narcotics.

federal money came in a conference of committee and commission members with representatives of the Federal HousST. PAUL <AP) - Minnesota ing Administration.
¦
¦
.
has been assured of a federal
grant of $175,000 to help buy PATIENT FROM ARCADIA
land for Ft. Snelling State Pari , ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
Rep. WilliBm O'Brien of St. Mrs. John Kulas is a patient
Paul said Wednesday .
at Oak Forest Sanatorium, OnO'Brien is chairman of the Ft. alaska,
¦
i .
Snelling Committee of 'the MinFIRE
NEAR
ARCADIA
nesota Outdoor Recreation Commission.
,
ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special ) —
He laid the promise of the The Arcadia volunteer fire de-

Sta te Assured Aid
For Snell inq Park
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Chinese foreign minister, Chen
Yi , recently told an Australian
television producer in an interview :
China need s 100 years to become a modern state .
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FLAVOR
Fresh

The One Loaf That 's

M Your

Just Ri g ht for

Favorite

Every Bread Use!

Store
Every Day
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TRY IT AND SEE!
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IS BETTER
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In the Polka Dot Wrapper
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The Daily Record
Ar Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hours- Medical and surgical
patient. : J to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 12 .)
Maternity patients: _ to l:jo end 7 to
J:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

WEDNESDAY
ADMISSIONS
Kimberly J. Boynton , Lewiston , Minn.
Mrs. Warren G. Betsinger ,
La Crescent, Minn.
Mrs. Ethel Nelson, 1265 W
2nd St.
Mrs. Roger J. Gallas , 419%
Chatfield St.
Wayne L. Albrecht, 950 44th
Ave., Goodview.
Mrs. Myrtle McNally, 1719
W Broadway .
Miss Irma Schoenike , 422 E.
Broadway.
Fred G. Schilling, 1326 W.
Broadway.
Christine M. Johnson , 206 E.
Wabasha St.
Mrs. H o r a c e 0. Easland ,
Fountain City, Wis.
Frank J. Duffy , Winona Rt.
DISCHARGES
Mark S. Streuber, 1761 W
Wabasha St.
Mrs. Roger J. Gallas, 4W/ Z
Chatfield St.
Mrs. Fred Dorman, Elba.
Minn.
Mrs. Junior A. Markwardt
and baby, Minnesota City.
Mrs. Edward W. Hemmelman
and baby, 1126% W. Broadway
Thomas E. Duffy , 211 Chatfield St.
Robert N. Weis, Minneiska
Minn.
Mrs. Richard J. Merchlewitz
and baby, Stockton, Minn .
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Leland E. Torgerson, 110 Fairfax St., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Abts,
S910 5th St., Goodview, a son .

Two-State Deaths
Htnry Hart
PLAINVIEW , Minn. — Henry Hart , 85, died Wednesday
at St. Elizabeth's Rest Home,
Wabasha. He had been a resident there four years.
He -was bom Oct. 17, 187*8,
at Waterville, Iowa , and married Margaret McGough Feb.
21, 1911, at Cherry Mound , Iowa.
They moved here after their
marriage. He was a carpenter
and operated a billiard hall.
She died in 1960.
Survivors
include several
nieces and nephews and one
foster son, the Rev. F. T. MLC Gough, a Paulist priest in the
Union of South Africa.
A requiem high Mass will be
at 11 a.m. Saturday at St.
Joachim's Church , the Rev. " S.
El. Mulcahy officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at JohnsonSchriver Funeral Home after 4
p.m. Friday. A Rosary will De
recited at 4 and 8 p.m.
Pallbearers will be J o h n
Schad , Clarence Cook , Mike
Leonard and John, Vincent and
Robert McAndrews.

THURSDAY

Crash Driver
Found Guilty

DECEMBER 19, 1963

W inona Deaths
Mrs. John Bernatz
Mrs. John Bernatz, 75, 203
Mechanic St., died of a heart
attack at 6:10 p.m. Wednesday
while attending a Christmas
party in the Veterans of Foreign
Wars social room .
The former Angeline Sula,
she was born here Sept. 19,
1888, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Sula. She was a lifetime resident of the city. She Was married to John Bernatz April 27,
1910, at Sacred Heart¦ Catholic
Church, Pine Creek. - . . .*•
She was a member of St. Casimer's Church and its Friendship Club, the Holy Rosary Society, the Sacred Heart Society
and the VFW Auxiliary.
Survivors are: Her husband;
two sons, George , Gaithersburg,
Md., and Leonard, Winona: seven grandchildren : four greatgrandchildren; one brother, Benjamin Sula , Milwaukee, and
two sisters, Mrs. Genevieve
Czapiewski . Bluff Siding, and
Mrs. Harold ( Leona ) Anderson ,
Belleville, Kan.
One son, six brothers and one
sister have died.
Funeral services will be at
8:30 a.m. Saturday at Watkowski Funera l Home and at 9 a.m.
at St. Casimir's Church , the Rt.
Rev. Msgr. J. W. Haun officiating. Burial will be in St. Mary 's
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Friday at the funeral home. Rosary will be said Friday at 2:30
p.m. by the societies of which
Mrs. Bernatz was a member ,
and at 8 p.m. by Msgr, Haun .
The VFW Auxiliary will hold
a memorial service at 7:30 p.m.
Friday at the funeral home.

Testimony by six witnesses
was heard by Judge John D.
McGill in municipal court this
morning before he found a Winona motorist guilty of failure
to yield the right of way.
John O. Dalleska, 760 E. Mark
St., was sentenced to pay a
fine of $15 or to serve five
days. He had posted a S15 bail
deposit Nov. 23 after he pleaded not guilty.

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Scattered
snow flurries are forecast tonight for the
northern Appalachians , the lower Great
Lakes region and parts of the northern and
central Plateau region. Occasional rain and
drizzle is forecast for the northern and cen-

tra l Pacific coast regi on. It will continue
cold over the eastern half of the nation while
a warming trend is . expected over the nation 's midsection Seasonably cool weather
will continue over the western third of the
nation . (AP Photofax Map)

Badger Woman
Found Stabbed,
Dead of Wounds

the intersection first. They felt
that both cars entered the intersection about the same time.
Sweazey said he thought Nelson 's car was in the intersection before Dalleska 's. He said
he felt the fault was that of
Dalleska.
ROGER BROSNAHA1V was
attorney for the defendant and
called his client and Patrolman
John Erickson as witnesses.
Erickson said that he did not
see the accident , but investigated it later. He issued a ticket
for failure to yield the right of
way.
It appeared to Erickson as
though Dalleska's car struck
Nelson 's car.
Dalleska explained that he
was on his way to work when
the crash occurred. He said
he is a truck driver and had
to dri-ve to Austin to pick up
his truck.
The visibility on that night
was limited and the streets were .
slippery, he said. He estimated his speed at 25. miles per
hour and said that his car was
struck by Nelson 's car.

THE CHARGE stemmed from
a traffic accident at East King
and Hamilton streets Nov. 17.
The evening accident involved
Dalleska 's car and one driven
by William Nelson , 253 W.
Howard St.
City Prosecutor James Soderberg had Nelson and the driver
and two passengers of a car .
which followed Dalleska 's car
prior to the crash , as witnesses.
Nelson, a city fireman , said (First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 13, 1963)
he was driving north on Ham- i State of Minnesota ) ss.
in Probate Court
ilton Street at S:35 on the night ; County of WinonaNo. )13,594
In Re Estate of
ol the accident7 He said that
Edward White Skldmore, Decedent .
his car and Dalleska ' s collided
Order for Hearing on Petition
to Sell Real Estate.
al the intersection. DallesKa
The representative of said estate havina
was traveling east on King filed
herein a petition to sell certain
real estate described In said petition;
Street , he saw .
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearinc.
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STARTING LINEUP UNCERTAIN

WINHAWKS HOST EAU CLAIRE-

Hoping for
4-4, State
Tests Stout

Prep Cage Teams Home Fr iday

Both Winona High Schools
get their last taste of action
before Christmas this weekend
in what promises to be a
wild weekend of cage action.
Cotter will tune up for a
Holiday Tournamen t , which it
will host Dec. 27-28 at Memoria l Hall, with a return bout
with La Crosse Aquinas Friday night,
The Ramblers tested the
Blugolds in the first game of
the season and came out with
a resounding 73-44 triumph
which propelled them on their
way to their current 5-1 record. This time, Cotter will be
on its familiar floor at St.
Stan 's gym with added game
experience under its belt ,
and the knowledge that there
are reserves on the bench
which can do the job.
In the last few games, Russ

Grabau , and 5-10 guard Les
Ernster.
Winona High's swimming
and wrestling team will also
be in action this weekend. The
tankers host Austin in a Big
Nine meet Friday night , as
Coach Lloyd Luke 's fastly improving charges gun for their
second straight.
Since both the basketball
game and swimming meets
will be at home , tickets may
be purchased at the Main or
5th Street auditorium doors ,
and one ticket will entitle a
holder to view both events.
The Winhawks grapplers are
out of town Friday night for
an affair with Chatfield. Winona evened its dual meet
record at 1-1-1 with a -win
over Red Wing last week. This
will be the Hawk's last chance
to move above the .500" mark
before the two-week vacation.

a front line averaging around
6-3, but they will like like
" G u l l i v e r in Brobdignag"
against the forwards of the
Old Abes. At center will be
a much improved Mike Loehnis, who stretches the tape
to 6-9. At one forward will be
senior Jim Engebretson , just
a few notches shorter at 6-7,
while the midget of the crew is
letterman Tom Hansis— "only
64."
But height doesn 't mean
everything; and the Winhawks
will be out to prove it. If Winona can get by Eau Claire,
they will run smack into one
of the better small school
teams in the area Saturday
night when they travel to
Spring V a l l e y . While the
Wolves lack the skyscrapers ,
they like to run and shoot ,
relying mostly on the deadly
accuracy of 6-1 center Darrell

Fisk, Dan . Pelowski, and Bob
Allaire have shown they can
take up the slack in the Cotter attack when one of the
first five tires or gets into
foul trouble. The first five in
the. initial six games this year
has been made up of Mike
Jeresek , John Nett Jr., and
Bob Judge in the front line,
with Rick Starzecki and the
team's leading $corer Gene
Schultz in the back court.
Coach John Kenney cf Winona High will have his hands
full this weekend as the Winhawks play both Friday and
Saturday night .
Friday night the Eau Claire
Memorial Old Abes invade the
Winona High gym , and local
fans will be able to get a
glimpse of what might be the
best prep team in Wisconsin
this year.
The Winhawks are big, with

MlAC Giants Meet Tonight
Redmen Will
Journey to
Meet Auggies
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PLAYER OF TEAR . . . Veteran Quarterback Tobin
Rote '(right ) gets treatment for bursitis in his throwing arm
from trainer Kearney Reeb at San Diego in preparation for
Sunday 's game with Denver . Rote, who has played in three
professional football leagues , was named Americ an Football League "Player of the Year " by the Associated Press
today for leading the Chargers to a fine season after they
finished last in the league in 1962. (AP Photofax)

CAGE WEEKEND BEGINS

Spring Valley,
Burros Meet
In Map le Leaf

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
The behemoths of the MIAC
MIKE MALONEY
SUPERIOR STATE'S claim to fame this year is the 45 get together tonight for a conLeading Redmen Scorer
of 59 free throws it hit to hang a ,95-86 upset on Northern test that can go a long way
O FO FT PF TP Av ..
Michigan at Superior.
toward giving a preview show- Alalon* .
7 40 IS J3 10! )5. 0
7 31 It 11 80 11.4
After watching Monday night' s struggle at Memorial Hall , ing of what team might advance Rockeri
7 31 It 23 7B 11.1
to the loop throne room come Wlllami
we know how the Yellow Jackets did it.
Trie final weekend of area heavy slate on tap . The HiawaHill
7 51 17 34 7J 10.4
Pytlewski
5 20 10 ? SO 10.0
prep cage action before the tha Valley Conference has a
Superior's players are experts in the art of playing Houdini . the latter part of February .
Va lailca
7 16 I
i 14 50
7.1
St. Mary 's, a winner in its Burgman
Christmas holidays v.ill open , full schedule. Kenyon (4-0 ) gets
At every turn , the opponents are catching a nagging elbow
7 11
4 14 3*
3.7
5
Sauter
t
3
1
11
2.
first
six
contests
tonight with two games slated a chance to open its lead when
and
a
surprise
*
or a quick one-two to the wrists.
Hcder
3 2
3 1 7
2.3
59-58 loser to Maealester in Clark
in the Maple Leaf circuit.
;it tra vels to Zumbrota ( 3-1).
1.7
'n
i
3
« Jl 10
So adept at this phase of the .game are
3 0
3
1 3
1.5
MIAC test No. 1 last Saturday, Buffo
Ira
the
battle
of
the
powerStewartville (3-D tests Plainthe Jackets that the officials seldom have
2 1
0 0 1
1.0
makes its way to the state's Murphy
houses, Lanesboro, 1-1 in the : vievv ( 1-2) at the Gophers' gym,
Hidden
3
0
1
4
1
.3
occasion to notice the fouls being committed.
Mill City to battle defending
loop, will host front - runner and Lake City < 2-2 ~> travels to
Just about the time the recipient of the
conference champion Augsburg,
Spring Valley ( 2-0). Chatfield Knsson-Mantorville ( !- " ) . In the
off-beat maneuvers decides to retaliate or
as yet undefeated in five games, j
and Preston , both 1-1, will Vie other game , Cannon Falls (1-3 )
protect himself , he. picks up a foul .
at Preston.
. entertains . St. Charles ( 0-4).
AND WHEN the front lines \
Friday, there is a moderately
of the two schools get together ,:
A single game will be played
CERTAINLY ONE of the most disgusting
there won't be a man on the
iin the P.'bn 'e Leaf, v.ith Wv'-off
acts we've seen committed on a basketball
floor who stands under 6-3 nor
, ((* - " i rt llnrmony ( 1-1). The
one who weighs under 190
fl oor came Monday night at Memorial Hall.
Ci-S.. Le C ;n ; :. ei;?e has ton."
pounds.
terras in action. Wabasha St
After heine knocked down flfteirmfincr 1n reThe Auggies, which won the
Felix ( 1-0 ) goe^ after its secbound a Warrior shot, Gary Petersen was
Petersen
trophy
with
a
15-1
record
last
j
ond
when Caledonia Loretto ( 1Chuck
just about to get to his feet when the Yellow Jacket's
year , will use 6-10 210-pound
2) comes to town , and Ho!.;ih
Bernard hit him with a fist to the head.
Dan Anderson at center with
j St. Peter ( 1-2) travels to Lima
1. .
Around that play still hovers a mystery. Official Ken 64
TONIGHT
190-pound Doug Pautz and !!
I Sacred Heart (1-2)7
CRC
INDOOR
SOFTBALL
LOCALDobbs , who was working the game with 6-7 205-pbund Ron Hanson at the
W. L
Wt
SI. Mary 's at Augsburg.
I In the Dairyland loop, where
George Sladke, blew his whistle before the forwards.
1 3
Ouii
3 0 Lang '.
Winona state at Stout .
; Sunshlru
| there is a four-way tie for firs t
2 1 Watkins
1 7 MAPLE LEAF—
punch was thrown and indicated a foul on
Anderson , a junior , was Mankato
11
Marigold
0 3
Chatfield at Preston.
i place, the top battle will be at
Spring
Valley
at
Lanesboro.
Bernard — his fifth.
"Mr. All-Everything " for the
Alrna Center ( 2-1 ) when B' air
A four-run rally in the final
He turned in time to see the punch and champs a year ago. leading the
(2-1 ) mov«s in, . Independence
F
R
I
D
A
Y
'
assessed Bernard with a technical. But Peter- team in scoring with 437 points i inning Wednesday night paced IOCAI
(2-1) will be at Eleva-Strum
Eau Claire al Winona High.
and a 17.5 average. In addition , Oasis to a 5-1 victory over Mansen only shot a single free throw.
(1-1)
, and Whitehall , also 2-1,
La Crosse A .utnai at Colter,
kato Bar and first place in the
Bernard was removed from the game he shot from the field at a 53 ¦Catholic Recreational Center 's HIAWATHA VALLEYwill entertain Osseo (1-2). CoSI. Charles at Cannon Falls.
chrane-Fountain City (0-2) plays
never to return because Superior officials percent clip and picked off an I Indoor Softball League.
Lake City a t Kasson-Mantorvllle.
average
ol
19
¦
rebounds
per
Kenyan
at lumbreta.
host to Augusta (3-2).
thought he had fouled out.
Both
teams
went
into
the
conStewartville at Plainview.
game.
Non - conference action will
Dobbs explained after the game that the
LEAF—
But Redmen Coach Ken Wilt- test undefeated , but Tom May MAPLE
Wy kof. at Harmony.
find a surging Alma team hostviolation occurred on a dead ball , and that gen has his own theories on how bested Butch Jerowski in what BIO NINE—
(
ing once-beaten Wabasha. GoodRed Wing a1 Austin.
the technical was the only official assessment. Anderson might be stopped, al- '; was a pitching duel up to the
Campbell
DAIRYLANDfront runner in the Cenhue,
i
?
final
inning.
•
•
Independence at Eleva-Strum
though he's keeping them strict- j
tennial Conference , finds LewAugusta at Cochrane-Fountain City.
AND THEN there was Dr. Bob Campbell, Warrior coach , ly confidential.
Sunshine
Bar
gained
a
share
j
Alma Center at Blair .
iston invading. Dover-Eyota will
Cisco at Whitehall.
studying his scouting notes on Superior late Monday night.
"THEY WILL be the biggest of second place with a 13-6 vic- BI-STATEhost Clarernont in a Wasioja
i
tory
over
Watkins
thanks
to
the
the
player
who
had
just
scored
37
points
Mike Rookey,
we've played ," said "Wiltgen. !
C.le.onii at Wabasha St. Felix.
circuit
tilt.
j
hokah i). Peter al Lima Sacred
¦
lor the Yellow Jackets, was termed by Winona 's "eye " as "But we will be the biggest ! pitching of Jim Langow.ski and
Heart.
'
the
hitting
of
Jim
Buswell.
"one of the worst players on the floor " when Superior lost they 've played. That should
NONCONFERENCEVlabasha at Alma.
SPORTS SCORES
even things up a little. "
j| In the other game , Lang 's
to Mankato 71-53 Saturday.
Lewiston at Goodhue.
NBA
' broke into the win column by
Countering
jn
the
front
court
Albert
Lea
at
Weill
»
•
•
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
defeating
winless
Marigold
5i
?iorthfleld »t Lakevtlla.
for
St.
Mary's
will
be
6-7
225'
THE OL' SWAMI needs help. He 's sinking fast. Tuesday
loston 131, Mew York 111.
WASIOJApound Jim Rockers at center !!- 4.
Baltimore 124, Detroit 107.
Claremonl »l Dovtr EyoU,
night it was a meager IL of 17 correct.
Sen
Francisco 104, St. Louis it.
May and Jerowski each gave
L
An .tlei US, Phllldelphla U.
Augsburg over St. Mary 's by 5 ( the Redmen have skidded with 6-3 200-pound Torn Hall , ! up two hits , but the fielding of
S
A
T
U
R
D
A
Y
the team captain , and 6-5 220- !
ALIn their , last two games ) , Winona State over
NHL
pound Roger Pytlewski at for- Mark Dilley. and four walk s and LOCVtinona
High at Spring Valley.
WEDNESDAY'S R E S U L T S
Stout by 4. Eau Claire over Winona Hi gh by
NON-CONFERENCEwards.
a
hit
batsman
in
the
final
in'
Montreal 7, Toronto 3.
Kenyon at Faribault
6 (too much height against John Kenney 's
Oalrolt 1, W» York 1. 111.
To Pytlewski and Rockers ning made the difference. DillEJIsworld at Red Wins.
Boiton
3, cMcago I.
¦
crew) . Cotter over La Crosse Aquinas by
will fall the task of containing ey made several fine plays for
]2 , Winona High over Spring Valley by 10,
Anderson , but that was as the winners. He and Wayne
Cannon Falls over St. Charles by 3, Lake City
much as Wiltgen will say.
j Gunderson had the hits. Jerow- Whitehall Lions
St. Mary 's will go with Mike ski singled and tripled {OT the To Sponsor Game
over Kasson-Manlorvillc by I ( the ball
Maloney and Al Williams at the losers.
hedges , this could be an upset for the Koguard positions while Augsburg
Buswell slammed a perfect 4- WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
Mets ) , Kenyon over Zumbrota by 8, Stewartwill have two-time letterwinner for-4 for Sunshine and Langow- -T he Whitehall Lions Club will
ville over Plainview by 7, Harmony over
Steve Strommen , a regular last ' ski went 5-for-6 with a home sponsor a basketball game beWykoff by 4 ( sorry, Tom , but that' s what
year , and three-year lettermnn run. Gene Gorny was also 5-for- tween the Broadway Clowns, a
Ihe ball says) , Austin over Red Wing by 8,
Gary Russ in its back court.
6 for the winners and Vernon Negro basketball team from
Independence over Eleva-Strurn by 6, Au"We 'll have our hands full Wick 4-for-fi . Norb Thrune ho- New York, and a local team,
gusta over Cochrane-F ountain City by 2 , Blair over Alma : with Anderson , " said Wiltgen ,
to be played in the Memorial
Center by 9, Whitehall over Osseo by 6, Wabasha St. Felix j "he 's scored 44 and 37 points mered for Watkins.
Hilderman trip led and sing- High School Gymnasium Dec,
over Caledonia Loretto by U, Lima Sacred Heart over Hokah |in the last two games. He led for Lang 's and Tom Thrune 28 at fi p.m. A preliminary
St. Pete r by 7, Alma over Wabasha by 4 (even the ball I doesn 't move real well , but he tripled for Marigold.
game will begin at 7 p.m.
refuses to pick this one , so this is just a stab in the dark ) , is a good shooter. He ' s got good
All net proceeds will be doCoodhue over Lewiston by 11, Wells over Albert Lea by 3, touch. "
nated for the electronic equi prROSPKCTS
POOR
After meeting Augsburg toment for he:irt resuscitation reNorthfield over Lakeville by 3. Clarernont over Dover-Ey ota
' LOS ANGELES (AP ) - A cently in stalled nt the Tri-Counby 2, Red Wing over Ellsworth by 7, and Kenyon over Fari- night , St . Mary 's will be idle
until competing in the La Crosse union attorney said Wednesday ty Memorial Hospital.
bault by 1.
¦
holiday basketball tournament that prospects of averting a
Dec. 27 when they meet the ! strike that would delay the open- J irn Maloney set a new Cinhost La Crosse St nte Indians nt ' ing of the Santa Anita racing cinnati strikeout record last
wT^^^^ Wl^ Wf ^^^l!^mmmmWmmmm\\\WS^T<l^kmmmmm\
meeting are "bad—very bad. " season when he fanned 265.
fl p.m.

Oasis Rally
Tips Mankato This Week's
Basketball
In Indoor
%

¦

DI

Hoping for an even split in into the first of its two holiday
eight games prior to holiday va- tournaments , a victory tonigh t is
cation , Winona State's Warrior imperative. The Warriors, after
Superior Monday
basketball team tonight invades defeating
Stout State College at Menom- night , stand 3-4.
onie , Wis.
've
If State is to take a 4-4 record , "WE'RE AS READY as we
ever been ," said Warrior Coach
Dr. Bob . Campbell. "I don 't
know much about Stout, but if
they start the same lineup they
did against St. Mary 's, they will
be young. "
_________________ M^______________________________ ' Stout in a losing cause at Ter________________ ¦ W _ WJ'J__________________Ih race Heights came up with an
^
all-freshman starting lineup. Going at the forwards for the Blue
Devils were Jim Thomas, 6-1,
and Mike Thompson, 6-2. The
center was 6-6 Jerry Kissman
with 6-0 Willy White and 5-8 Ken
McBride al the guards.
Page 17
White , a dangerous shooter ,
Thursday , December 19, 1A63 paced Stout with 18 points and
Thompson was second on the
scoring ladder with 14. McBride
hit eight , Kissman five and
Thomas was held scoreless .
"Three of the five first-line
reserves Stout used against St.
Mary 's were 6-4, mentioned
Campbell.
The Warrior coach is still
mulling over a starting lineup
for tonight.

___________________________¦__________________¦ <

CERTAIN TO OPEN for tha
Warriors are forwards Lyle
Papenfuss, the team captain,
and Gary Peterson and guard
Dave Meisner, a freshman.
The center position and one
guard spot are still tossups. Battling hard for the first-team pivot job are 6-6 Rog Kj orne, a
senior, and 6-4 Dave Rosenau, a
junior. Darrell Schuster and 5-8
Dave Goede are the guards
fighting for a first-line berth.
"I still haven 't made up my
mind who to start, " said Campbell.
Front line reserves for toTOP CHOICE . . . Lance
night's
contest are Jack Kelly,
Alworth shows the pass
Mike Leahy and Mark Dilley.
catching form which was a .
The contest tonight marks
factor in his being the only
State 's last activity before enterunanimous choice on . the j ing the Beloit,
Wis., Holiday
American Football League's ; Tournament Dec. 27.
all-star team. (AP PhotoWinona will take part in the
fax )
second game of the four-team
tournament on the 27th. Beloit
will furnish the opposition.
Carleton and Carroll will meet
in the first contest of the tourj¦nament which will send losers
' and winners against each other
Cathedral took
its sixth for consolation and championstraight junior high victory ship honors Saturday night.
Wednesday by. topping St. MarTHE WARRIORS will also
tin 's 42-22 after leading 20-6 at
compete in a Sheboygan, Wis.,
halftime.
Bob Pomeroy paced Cathe- holiday meet which Lai-eland
dral with 18 and Tim Brown College is hosting.
First-round pairings in that
got 12. Bob Kirsch had 10 for
tourney , which is scheduled to
St, Martin 's.
begin Jan. 3 and wind up Jan.
4, will have Winona against
Kaline Becomes 2nd Northland and Lakeland against
Eau Claire.

Cathedral Wins
Sixth Strai ght

Highest Paid Tiger

DETROIT TAP ) — Al Kaline
signed his 1964 contract with the
Detroit Tigers Wednesday.
The Tigers ' all-star outfi elder
reportedly signed for $62,000, a
raise of about $6,000 from last
year. This makes him the second highest paid player in Detroit history. Hal Newhouser reportedly got as much as $72,000
at the height of his career.
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THURS., DEC. 19
St. Mary's vs. Augsburg
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Winona High vs. Eau Claire Memorial

Trips Over
Little Wagner by 77-76
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M'U reeled off 11 straight
Till . AS.SOC.ArKf ) PRKSS i Fourth-ranked Cincinnati heal
J ^M |)l3r;e,, ^^^H BvTHUD
i Colorado 112-M, eighth-ranked points for a fw-M lead with
; Thud.
^^H
Tho sounds you just heard I Viinderhllt stunner! Texas Clhri. s- three minutes to go in regula¦
Bwere
¦
I Shopping? JH y0u dld ¦
seventh-ranked
NYU |(ion 11.'.-56 nnd 10th-rankcci Da- tion time but with 1:1( 1 left the
,
vidson walloped Furmiin »9-<;,') . Seuhawks had pulled into a tie.
and
ninthstumbling
again
BOND FINANCE* of course !
Ku.sl eikn's Ir overtime, Hie Violets buill
Elsewhere , H i l l
rnnked Toledo falling for the

f k ^MHolida y

bnskol with one second left gave
time .
Thousands of shoppers are picking up their extra i first
The bigger sound carne from Tulsa nn H!.-BB victory over
us
riow
teU
too!
Just
Holiday Cash now. You can,
Staten Island in New York , 1 Michigan State , Joe Ad amitis '
much you can use. $25, $250, $500 or more , Our where NYU tri pped over little lay-up with 4fi seconds remainsame day service puts money in your pocket Wagner College , and bowed 77- , ing pulled George Washington to
70 Wednesday night on Hnnk Pe- a 60-57 triumph over Richmond
quick ly. Call or come in today and assure your dro
's jump shot with five sec- and l.nrry I.nnkins scored 40
1ami ly the Happiest Holidays ever !
. points in North Carolina State ' s
onds remaining in overtime,
The smaller sound came from '104-fl8 romp over Tulane,
're open Saturday morn ings.
/
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M.«ao (i((f,y§ ~r
Stop in as you shop. Philadelphia , where Toledo — I In other surprises , Army
m
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BOND
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FINANCE

129 EAST THIRD STREET

R

O N
A T I
Open Friday Until 8 PM
Phone: 8-3603

NYU's first conqueror—ran Into
an nggressive Villnnov a team
led by Wnlly Jones and lost its
first in seven games , f>;i-5».
Three other Top Ten teams
wera in action , but they met
with considerabl y more success.

downed previously unbeaten
Ohio University SB-45, Hofstni
defeated Navy (12-fl l , Manhattan
downed Temple 75-73 and Arizona overcame California 64-:Vi
for its firs t victory ove r the
Bears since Ihe 102.-24 season .

a 7G-71 lend before baskets by
Pedro and Van Neher cut the
deficit. Kramer then missed on
a one-nnrl-one foul situation thai
could have clinched it , and Pedro followed with his winning
shot.
Vllliinovit 's .Jones boy was the
out standing ball hawk in a Wildcat zone defense that handcuffed Toledo until Larry Jones
connected for their first basket
at 14 :20, an<l the Rockets never
lefl the launching pad.
J ones was high man for Villnno va with 18 points while Ray
WoUord topped Toledo with 20.
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Winona High vs. Spring Valjey
Spring Valley — 7:45 p.m.

PRE- AND POST-GAME SHOW S BY:

Matzke Concrete Block Compan y
Jones & Kroeger Stationers
Philip Bauman Agency
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The First National Bank
\m
|
l
Northern States Power Company
^4 A|
IJr/i
Arenz Shoes & Clothing
S
g^L
fh\\
Ruth's Restaurant
| |I
gaKwy
Haddad's Cleaners
{f $*f ;^ MUr
Kandell-O'Brien Lumber Company
i^^yf

^^

Era of Ara Dawns at

I Market Shows
Notre Dame Signs Spiral
1 P. M. New York
j May Be Spent
Stock Prices

First Coach MEET ST. THOMAS FRIDAY
Not Catholic Redmen Hockey
Since Rockne
Tilt s

Team in 2

SOUTH BEND. Ind. (AP ) The era of A_ra has dawned in
BULLETIN
Notre Dame football and all officialdom under the Golden
St. Mary 's College hockey
Dome seems happy.
team today won its fourth
The Rev. Theodore M. Hes- straight game, defeating Conburgh , university president , was cordia 10-1 in St. Paul's Alnot in South Bend when former drich Arena.
Northwestern coach Ara ParThree Redmen got three
seghian walked out of a con- goals from Brian Desbiens ,
tract signing meeting Monday.
two from Don Berrigan and
What has been described as one each from Phil Reichena sligh t personal difficulty was baeh, Joe Clarkin, Dennis
resolved the next day and the Cooney and Dick McCormick .
.0-year-old Presbyterian was Concordia 's lone goal was
welcomed -back as head football scored by Bob Neilson.
coach by Notre Dame.
Carrying the ball for the Irish After meeting Con cordia Colthrough all this was the Rev. lege at St. Paul 's Aldrich Arena
Edmund P. Joyce, executive today, the St. Mary 's College
vice president and chairman of hockey team will get its final
pre-vacation test bv tackling anIhe athletic board .
When Parseghian returned to
the fold his first request was
that lie wanted a Notre Dame
jacket sent to him so he could
wear it to the East-West Shrine
game Dec. 28 in San Francisco,
where he will be a member of
Ihe East coaching staff.
This was promptly attended
to. it was confirmed Wednesday
night by Father Hesburgh.
After returning to South Bend
from the East, Father Hersburgh told The Associated MILWAUKEE W - Eddie
Press:
Mathews , a former All-Star
"Father Joyce ordered the third baseman whose role with
jacket sent' to Parseghian im- the Milwaukee Braves altermediately and he should have it nated last season between that
by now. "
: position and left field , may have
Parseghian becomes the first a new spot next year : lirst bas«.
non-Catholic Notre Dame coach "I haven 't talked to Eddie
since the immortal Krute Rock- about it yet." Braves manager
ne, whose regime was from 1-918 Bobby Bragan said "Wednesday,
to 1930. The Rock , however , was *'but in order to keep both him
converted to Catholicism in and Lee Maye in our line-up
1925.
against right-handed pitching, I
Ara also is the first non-alum- hope to use Mathews at first
nus of Notre Dame to be head
coach since Jesse Harper in ; base.
also use the
1913-1917. Ed McKeever, a 1S44 "In that case. I'll
left
handed
swinging:
Ed Bailey
war-time coach , was a Texas
Tech graduate but served his behind the plate. " Bragan said.
freshmen football year at No- "Against left handers." the
Milwaukee manager continued.
tre Dame under Rockne.
*'I plan to shift Mathews back
to left and put Gene Oliver at
first with Joe Torre as the
catcher.
Bragan said his consideration
of Mathews for first base duty
was prompted by a suggestion
forwarded while he toured Wisconsin cities selling Braves tickets.

other MIAC foe, St. ThomasFriday night.
The Redmen rinksters took a
perfect 3-0 mark into the meeting with Concordia , halving humbled the University of Wisconsin,
twice qnd then defeated Augsburg 7-1 in MIAC test No. 1 last
Friday.
Hanzel was again expected to>
start with his freshmen line
composed of center Dennis
Cooney and -wings Brian Desbiens and Phil Reichenbach.
Bob Paradise and Bob Magnuson will start at the blue line
spots with.Jerry Archambeau , a
standout performer in the contest with Augsburg, serving in
the nets.
Hanzel has switched to . starting his freshmen becaue of defensive advantages,
A second line centered byscoring demon Andre Beaulieu .
who scored four goals in the
7-1 victory over the Auggies..
shares equal ice time with the
frosh.
Teaming with Beaulieu .re
two seasoned performers at
wings , Don Berrigan and Diclr
McCormick.
¦ St. - Mary 's has yet to have
..
made a start on the Terrace
Hei ghts ice. A scheduled home
opener against Hamline was
postponed last Saturday.
Following vacation , Hanzel' s
forces will meet St. 01 af College
at Norhtfield Jan. 7 , make another trip to St . Paul and Aidrich Arena to tackle Hamline
Jan. 10 before getting; a return
engagement with the Tommies
Jan. 11 at Terrace Heights.

Mathews May
See Action
At First

Rog Bilfgen
Gets Lone
Honor Count

One lonesome 600 series was
ti.e best Winon a keglers could
muster Wednesday night, as the
bowling scores matched the frigid weather outside.
Roger Biltgen belted a 609
errorless to spark BTF' s to 973
in the Retail League at HalRod Lanes for the only honor
count .
John MeElmury blitzed 224
for St. Clairs . arid Main Tavern hammered 2 , 788 ,
WESTGATE: Men 's — Harry
Johnson slapped 578 for Nash' s
and Ken Applebee laced 234 for
Koehler ' s Auto Body. Baab' s
Standard socked 1.044 - 2 ,860.
Rom Riska spilled a 544 errorless.
Ba-v State Women ' s — Janet
Wieczorek sparked
BSMCOEtte ' s to 852-2, 491 with her 179,r)24 . Virginia Kramer cracked
504 for Rye-E'n neflcs.
Teacher 's
—Gene Sweazev
bounced 223-597 for KmgPi ngs
while Bowlevils counted Sfifi-l 580
UK I) MION: Class A - Dm
Knapik ' s "221-nM paced Winon. '
BOM : raft tn 9fi4-2 ,7R'..
Sun st'ttm — Henrietta ' Yovj i.g
firrd 220-51: ; for Manka to Bar .
whili- Sunbeam Sweet s was toppling «I7 . arid Schm idt' s Beer
2 ,5!C June Dalleska colle cted
201 5 11 . am 1 Ruth Ndvotny 5(10.
I I U . -I . O I) : |» ark Iter .Jr. Boy s
- Surf Riders counted IJ8K '.iohind Bill Bonow ' s __() 1-:.2tt . AHahs .splashed 1 .250
Commerc ial — Vein Senty
spanked 227 for Pappy ' s, Adolph
Krhrcibcr .sped lo 5711 in leading Silver Dollar Bur to _)(>()2,7%
WINONA AC: Majorette TVttv ..ramies laced 176 to hel p
Pleasant Valley lo 1120. Diane
Jiam lienek powered •)2. 't for -Super Saver and Springer Signs
totaled 2,:i7:i
Arc Mik e (io.stom-s ki led Winona Heating; to 91(2-2 ,771) with
his _ » __r»-:')f »i.

Montreal Breaks
Second-Place Tie

lly Till '. ASSOCIATE!) W. l .SS
"I knew after I got my first
goal that I hud one more to ^o ,"
said Montreal' s Jean Beliveau.
"1 was glad il came right away
because usually it can t ake
four or five games lo score a
big g;oal "
Be liv < JIII ' S big go;i l came off
n .'lO-fool drive in Ihe thi rd period of Mont real ' s 7-3 National
Hockey League victory over
Toronto Wednesday night. It
was the 524th of his career , ty
ing the record for centers held
hy another Montrea l player ,
Ncls Stewart .
The C a n a d i e n s ' vict ory

TEACHERS

Westgate
Kingpins
Bowlevils
Splits
Hobos
Pin-Pluckerc
Gutters
PARK REC JR.
Mai-Roe
Alley Jumpers
Strikers

Sur.riders

W.
L. Point!
T3
5 17
11
t 17
11
7 15
7
11
10
7
11
8
4
14
1
BOYS
W. L.
4
0
J
1

Alley Rats
Pin Buslers

Flying Tigers
Four

Aces

Eager
Lucky
Gutter
Alley

Beavers
Strikes
Guys
Cats

A -R abi

RETAIL
Hal-Rod
W.
Bub' s Beer
11
Sportsman Tap
13
"13
Bchrens Melalwar*
W8. S Hopto
13
BTF
11
St
Clair!
10
Corn 's IGA
10
Main Tavern
»
Federal Cakes
8
Mahlke 's Do-Nuls
»
W&S Engineers
I
Ft nske Body Shop
-7
W E S T G A T E MEN
Wc .tqat p
Swede ' s Bar
Federated Mutual
Baab' s Standard
Eri.k.on '.

Mat .ke' s

3

1

3
3

1
1

2

2

V i l' jr
2

1

.

3
'i V*>
0
4
0
4
L. Points
i
20
a 18
I
17
« 17
10
17
11
15
11
13
13
12
13
10
13
10
13
10
14
»
Points.
4
4
3
3

3

SAN- DIEGO. Calif. CAP)-The
American Football Leagu e 's
Rookie of the Year is a friendly
young fullback with a t roublesome name.
He's Billy Joe of Denver ,
whose powerful thrusts through
the middle of opposing lines
have inspired even more com ments than his unusual last
name.
"Billy Joe who?" is such a
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) common response that Joe jokingly says he ought to change Potatoes arrivals 34; on tra ck
132; total U:S. shi pments 375 ;
his last name to "Who. "
supplies light; demand slow ,
And although he's a star, Joe somewhat on account of cold reoften gets by using the alias stricting inspections; market
"Billy Jones '" —to avoid bother- about steady; earlot track
some explanations.
sales: Idaho russets 3.50; Min"I can say 'Billy Jones . ' nesota North Dakota Red River
they 'll give me a key , and I can Valley round reds 1.90-2.00.
go on to my hotel room with no
'
CHICAGO r AP ) - No wheat ,
questions asked , " he says.
One place where the former oats or soybean sales. Corn No
Villanova standout can ' t get by 2 yellow 1.25 ; No 3 yellow 1.19%.with an alias , however , is in 23'-_; No 4 yellow 1.15%; No 5
Bear Stadium at Denver , where yellow I.I.T2.
fans often whip it up with the Soybean oil S-'Un.
cntchv chant : "Go , Joe!"
The 240-pound back scored his CHICAGO (AP ) ' — Chicago
first t ouchdown as a pro on a Mercantile Exchange — Butter
M-yard sprint in the Broncos ' steady; wholesale buying prices
opening game against Boston in unchanged: 93 score AA 57% ;
September . N o t exceedingly , 92 A 57%; 90 B 57; 89 C 56; cars
fast , ,Ioe was caught from be- 90 B 57% ; 89 C 57%
hind by a Boston halfb ack on Eggs firm ; wholesale buying
the 10-yard line but carried the prices unchanged to 1% higher:
defender piggyback in to the end : 70 per cent or better grade A
zone.
whites 40 ; mixed 39; mediums
33; d irties 29% ;
.hie s;iid hr came into the 32' .; standards
_.
29>
checks
league last fall with two amhi t ions: to gain Rook ie of the
NEW YORK (AP ) - ( USDA)
, Your honors and to grind out
— Dressed turkeys , grade A
l .ddii yards on the pla ying field . and U.S. grade A , reariy-to-cook
In 111 uaiTK's he ' s netted (Ai\ frozen: demand very light , with
.yards , averaging 4.2 yards per fill-in business not yet develC a n y , and should add to Ihe
oped. Offerings continued adetotal
in the season ' s finale quate though most quarter s inagainst San Diego Sunday. His dicate delivery difficu lt in time
i yardage tot al
is lop s for an _y for Christmas. No sales re|I
rookie in the WI..
ported.
A hip injury makes Joe s
doubt ful starter Sund.iy. But h<j
says he will pl ay.
Berzinski Elec ted

Hof Brau Bar
...
.3
Koehler Auto Body
2
N,i _ h' .
}
Bauer Electric
2
W underlich
2
Wmnna cleaners
1
Goldi-n Food Product
1
O'L.iuqhl rn Plumbing
1
M,.»wr .l| Home
1
Ha,ISC ' S Dekalb
. .
0
Winona A b s t r a c t
0
ACE
Athletic Club
W . L.
Schmidt' s
M n
Winona Hratlnq Co
17
11
Ha mornik' . Bar
IS 1 1 14' i
Merchants Bank
14' , 15' i
J e r r y 's Plumbers
14
U
K r a m e r 's Plumbers
10
70
MAJORETT E
Athletic Club
W , L.
Sloppy Joes
21
1
Supi r Save r
14' , IT ,
Pleasant V a l l e y
...
,
14
14
Sprinter Slnns
.14
1«
lneluMri r-\
11 17
Ed Phillips «, Sons
II' i IB' ,
COMMERCIAL
Hal Rod
w
L.
Po ppy' s
14
;
S pnnqcr Siqns
14
r
Schlit . (iti - r
. ..
II
7
Bull 's I'llsfM
10
II
Winona Pur nitur*
. ..
12 ¦ »
Sun-.hlin Calc
11
to
S.im 's Dlrecl Se r v l c r
9 13
Silver Dollar Bar
10
11
Mueller ll od y Shop
t 13
W mnna R UIJ clranlno
I 11
Orv ' s Skelly
I u
McNally nuilrlers
7 14
CLASS "A"
Red Men
W
L.
Dunn ' s Blacktop
39
It
I
Winona Milk Co.
37
ll
!
Winona llox cra lt Co
19 34
'
Krtlmn Tire s
11 JO
t i n y S T A T E WO MEN
Westqate
w,
I., pmnlt
BSM Co eltei
3d
10 52
Ryr- ennclle t
79
19 40
Rrannellr*
2<i , j|i , n , , |
Mlll-treameri
14' j 31' | 33' i
Goldsvlnner i
24
24
13
Wheatinui
Ifl
jo 3j
Win llav Ci> s
I AI i 3l' i 20' j
'
Kernel Krarken
I JI , 331 , I9«i
SUNSE TTER S
West .Mi.
MM
V
First National Bnnk
V 1 31' 1
Winona Toolel t e s
...
30 74
Sunhrmn Sweets
79 15
Jordan' s
28 2«
Gnltl Pharmacy
37
27
I
ScnmfoTi Bcrr
3f ' i V )
Homii Fuiniliirt
. ..
71 31
Mankato IW
70 34

sn.'ipiH'd /1 S"C( IIK I place lie with
Ihe I.cats .'in d boost ed Monlr« .al
lo M'illnn MN points of first place
Cliic ;igo . dele; 1 (oil liy Mnslon 2
1. Detroit nnd Now York Ixilt *ot l
to n 1-1 tic in the other oniric

Billy Joe
Wins Rookie
AFL Honors

AH'd Ch 565s Int'l Ppr 32 38 ' NEW YORK (AD-The stock
Als Chal 15ss f r t s& L
ee-^ market headed irregularly lowAmrada 72 l 4 Kn'ct
69 v4 er early this afternoon in modAm Cn
433s Lrld
46 Vi erately active trading.
AmM&F 18l a Mf) Hon 140
1 The market' s recent drive to
Am Mt
18= 8 Mri MM
65% new lii
ghs appeared to liave run
5
AT&T
138 8 Mn t Ont 22 '.j
283- -M n P&L 42^ out c»f gas and profi t-taking held
Am Tb
Ancda
43Vn Mn Chm 62% sway .
Arch Dn* '43 Mon Dak 35% i Losses of key stocks went
33 Vt '
Armc St 66^ Mn VVd
. maialy from fractions to a point
Armour
45 ^2 Nt Dy
65*4
except for some of the high
Av
Avco Cp 22>^ N Ann
48-^
flyers
which lost more.
a
Beth Stl 3Fi Nr N Gs 50 ,i
Bng Air 36% Nor Pac 51% Mo>tors, airlines,
chemicals,
Brswk
105k No St Pw 36 V . j electronics and
-obaccos
Ctr Tr
47? _ NW Air
68% amnqg the losers. Rails were
and
Ch MSPP 13= _. Nw Bk _ ^52^ "^
i
utilities
remained
steady
on
bal3
C&NW
26 i PeHney
45 |ance.
Chrysler 91XTepsi
50%
'
Ct Svc
48% Oils , mail, order-retails , build6^. Phil Pet
ing
materials
and electrical
Cm Ed
. 49^2 -Plsby
52
equipments
were
mixed. Rub,
Cn Cl
53*8 Plrd
174 ' .
Cn Can
42^ Pr Oil
42H bers edged higher .
Cnt Oil
56-4 RCA
97% The Associated Press average
Cntl 'D
107-4 Rd Owl
23' s of 60 stocks at noon was unDeere
717 8 Rp Stl
40' 2 changed at 286.8 with industrials
Douglas 21 5s Rex Drug 38% off .5, rails up .1 and utilities
Dow Chm 69% Rey Tob 41% up .3.
du Pont 239 Sears Roe 97% The Dow Jones industrial avEast Kod 120% Shell Oil 45
erage at noon was off 1.79 at
Ford Mot 49% Sinclair
43% 765.42.
Gen Elec 84% Socony
70%
Both of these averages closed
Gen Fds 87;, 4 Sp Rand 21%
Gen Mills 40% St Brnds 73% at record highs Wednesday, evGen Mot 78% St Oil Cal 60% en though more stocks fell than
Gen Tel
30% St Oil Ind 63% rose in the over-all list.
Gillette
31% St Oil NJ 75% . Xerox gained one point and
Goodrich 53% Swft & Co 44% its when-issued , based on the
Goodyear 42% Texaco
67% stock split , fell a fraction,
Chrysler erased a small early
Gould Bat 35% Texas Ins —
Gt No Ry 57% Un Pac
41 j gain and showed a fractional
Gryhnd
45% U- '-S Rub 44% . loss while its when-issued stock
Gulf Oil 47% U S Steel 54% eased. Ford and General MoHcmestk 42% Westg El 33% tors lost fractions.
Monsanto and U.S. Smelting
IB Mach 487 Wlworth
77
Int Harv 57% Yg S &T 128 : lost about 2 each.
j Down a point or so were Control Data , Pan American World
PRODUCE
Airways , American Airlines ,
' Allied Chemical , Polaroid and
NEW YORK (AP) — (TJSDA1 American Smelting.
— Butter offerings adequate , Up slightly were Eastern Air
demand good , pricesunchanged. Lines, AT&T, American Can ,
¦Boeing, Du Pont and Phelps
Cheese steady, unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings light Dodge.
on mediums and short on bal- Prices on the American Stock
Exchange were mixed.
ance , demand active today.
(Wholesale s e 11 i n g prices Corporate bonds were irregubased on exchange and other lar. U.S. government bonds
volume sales.) New York spot were higher .
quotations:
i NEW YORK (AP ) -Canadian
Mixed colors: extras (47 lbs. dollar .9264 ; previous day .9265.
min. ) 4072-4rV_ ; extras medium
(40 lbs. average) 32V2 -33>2 : stanAPARTMENT 3-G
dards 37-39; checks 31V2 -32\i_ . .Whites : extras (47 lbs. min. )
41-42; extras medium (40 lbs.
average ) 331-2-34% ; top quality
(47 lbs. min. ) 42 I/2 -45 ; mediums
(41 lbs. average ) 34> 2-36M> ;
smalls (36 lbs. average) 29-30.
Browns: extras (47 lbs. min.)
40^-41V_ ; top quality (47 lbs.
min.) 40M.-42M. ; mediums (41
lbs. average ) 34-36; smalls C36
lbs. average ) 29-30.

Basketball
Scores
EAST
Waqnir 27, NTU 76 (OT IVillanoua 63, Tolnde 19.
Yak 94 , Brown 67.
Connecticut 59, Fordham Jl .
Army 58. Ohio U. 46 .
Manhattan l i . Tempi* 73.
SI R onavcnlure 109 , Woslern Ontario 5 )
Fair I ii Id 15, Lang Island il. 73

Ulaycllt 74, Albright it

Nuw York AC 91. Stnnohl II, Matt il.
SOUTH
V.ncl.Tlilll 113, T I K J . Christian 14,
David. an 69, Furman il .
NX. State 101 . TuUni' e l .
No. Carolinn 99, Grnr . i»> 71.
W. s/a 71, William ,''. Mnry 71.
Hoist ra HI, N a v y 01.
G .orgr Wa.hlnylon 60, R Ichmond 37.
Tho Citadel 86, Oelawar n '•
E T«mn »1, &a, Soulliirn 81,
Mary land SI, 71, Norlolk St , 61,
MIDWEST
kniMi Stair 71, Dunvtr i>
Tult a 61, Miclilqan i U l f 61.
fii'l<) liton 19. Comaqa
79
lliiy lan fi , Lnrviai Ti'di 7 1
Wallv (St. Ltiuli) 61, Sin Fran c iico
Slase 1)
Miami Ohio 6 7, I'urilur 11.

SOUTHWEST
Ti' K Wn«l. 101. Tl'llll. I n c h 6J.
Aruo iiii »4 , Cnlllornla J8
A n i n n a St. College 67, S» , Mlch» fl' »,
N 7-1 5J,
F A R WEST
CiniKinali 11. Colorado M
1-05 /Viiqi'li'i Loyola 9i. Kcnli 67.
San .loMi SI , ?¦., Salt Olroo ll , 41.
41
I'orll.ind 66, Manicda St
Idaho Stat * »«, St, Mary ' r Calll it ,

To Arcad ia CC Board

ARCADIA . Wis. ( Special ) Tuesday evening at John ' s CWihrooin s, Donovan Hemnski was
elected to llu 1 board of directors
ot the Arcadia Country Chib .
[ Inc., succeeding David SoboLta ,
al Ihe annual stockholders mooting. Mr. Sobotta 's three-year
term had expired.
Off icers were elected nt n
i¦ board of director 's meeting, immediately following Ihe general
session. He-eleelcd were Lyman
Maloiicy, president and Stan ley
,1, Konsalla , vice president . * ¦lie
Ilerruk was elected secretary
and t reasurer , succeeding David
Sobottn. Holdover director Howard Reedy was named chairman
of Ihe ground and rules commit- !
J Ice and Mr. Ber/inski chairman
lof tlie membershi p and social
committee ,
, Plans for the future , which inI elude improvement and enlar ge[ men! ot the country club facilities witli a .Wl .f.OO FI1A loan
' grant ed eiulier this year , were
discussed al the general meeting. IMr. Maloney ga ve a report
on progress during the past
year.

MARY WORTH

REX MORGAN, rM. D.

NANCY

MARK TRAIL

WINONA MARKETS

GRAIN

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST . PAUL
SOUTH ST . PAUL, Minn, tP-(USDA)
u
r- fL '^et ' ."?»! s\e"e >r~
jiitj,
JJ10"
—
to
moderately active-, steady
Listen to market quotations, over steers
KWIMO at «:4j a.m. oral 11:45 a.m. strong, best action on choice; heifers
Buying hour* are from e a.m. lo < slower, moslly steady; cows steady to
p.m. Monday through Friday.
25 cents higher, advance on canner and
There will be no call market during cutler; bulls steady: load high cho ce
Ihe winter months on Frrdays.
around 1,150 Ib steers 22.25; other choice
These quotations apply as ot noon 1,000-1,250 lbs 21.00-22.00 ; ' mixed nigh
good and low choice 20.75-21.00; good
today.
All livestock arriving after closing linn 19.00-20.50; canner and curler 11.00-14.50 ;
will be properly cared lor, weighed and load high choice 1,050 Ib heifers 21.50 ;
priced Ihe following morrlng:
load average and high choice 990 lbs
21.25; other choice 850-1,075 lbs 20.25HOGS
The hog market: Butchers strong to 21.00; good 18.50-20.00; canner and cutler
11 CO-14.00 ; utility and commercial cows
25 cents higher; sows steady.
Strictly meat type additional 40 cenH; 12.50-14.00 ; canner and cutler 10.5O-12.0O ;
fat hogs discounted 40 cents per hundred- utility bulls 17 .50-19.00; canner and cutand slaughter
Weight .
ter 14.50-17.00 ; vealers
calves sleady to strong; high choice and
Good hogs, barrows and silts—
good
and choice
prime vealers 27.00-30.00;
160-180
7 12.50-1 3.25
slaughter calves 18 .00-24.OCT .
180-200
13.25-14.00
Hogs 10,000; fa irly active; all classes
200-220
14.00
.- .;
generally steady ; 1-2 190-240 Ib barrows
220-240
. , . . . . . . .* . . 13.7O-14.O0
and gilts 14.25-14.50 ;. 1-3 34.00-14.25 ; 240240-270
270 lbs 13.25-14.00 ; 2-3 27O-300 lbs 12.75¦ . 13.15-13 .70
270-300
.. 12. 1513 .15
13 50; 1-2 medium 160-190 lbs 13.00-14.00;
'
3OO-330
.. 11.75-12.15
lew 1-2 270-300 Ib sows 12. 25; 1-3 27O-4O0
330-360
11.25-1 1.75
lbs 11.25-12.00 ; 40O-500 lbs 10.50-11.25,
Good sows—
some near 4O0 lbs 11.50; feeder pigs
270-300
11.75
steady, choice 120-160 lbs 12.50-13.00.
300-330
11.5011 .25
Sheep 2,500; fairly active on slaughter
330-360
;
11.2511 .50
dosses, steady; feeder -lambs weak to
360-400
10.75 1 1.25
25 cents lower ; few lots choice and
4O0-450
10.50-1075
prime 90-99 lb wooled slaughter lambs
450-500
.... 10.25-10.50
19 .25-19.50; bulk choice and prime 9O-110
Stags—
lbs 18. 50-19.00 ; soms 121 and 124 lbs
450 down
1.50
18.00 ; good 80-95 lbs 17.00-18.00 ; cull
450 up
7.50- 8.50
tot good wooled slaughter ewes 5.50Thin and unfinished hogs discounted
7.50; choice and fancy 60-80 lb. wooled
feeders 16.50-17.50.
CALVES
CHICAGO)
Trie veal market Is steady.
CHICAGO im - ( U S D A ) — Hogs 6.000;
Top choice
_ 28.00
butchers
mostly
25 cents higher; largely
Choice
25.00-27.00
1-2 200,220 Ib butchers 15. 75-15.85; 24
Good
;... .... 20.00-25.00
he-ad at 15.90; mixed 1-3 1 90-230 lbs 15.00Commercial to good ...
1AOO-18.00
15.75; 220-250 lbs 14.25-15. DO; 2-3 240-260
Utility ,,
12.00-13 .00
lbs 13.75-14 .25; mixed 1-3 350-400 Ib sows
Canners and culls
12.00-down
12 .00-12.25; ' 400450 lbs 11.50-12.00 .
Cattle 700; calves none; trading about
CATTLE
steady in !a general clean-up trade; scatThe. callle market Is.steady.
tered lots of good and low choice 950Dry-fed steers and yearlings—
1,150 Ib slaughter steers 20.00-22.50; and
Extreme top
...21.50
Choice to prime
19.50-20.50
Good to choice
18.00-20 .00
Reporter BV

Swift & Companv

Comm. to-good

15.00-17 .50

Commercial

13.00-15.00

MINNEAPOLIS (AD-VTheat
receipts Wed. 46; y«ar ego 44;
trading basis unchanged ; prices
s a higher; cash spring wheat basis, No 1 dark northern 2.3iv4 ;
spring wheat one cent premium
each lb over 58-61 lbs; spring
. wheat one cent discount eacli \a
lb under 58 lbs ; protein prems;
: 11-17 per cent 2.32', .-2.41> ..
No 1 hard Montana winter
2.18' 4-2.38V4.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
' 2.18' .-2.33' ..
' No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 2.35-2.38 ; discounts , amber unchanged 5-7 ; durum unchanged 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow l.llVi .
Oats No 2 white 59V2 -63>£ ; No
13 white 541£-62I/i; No 2 heavy
I white 63-671-.; No 3 heavy
white 62-65.
i Barley , cars 48; year ago
' 89; bright color 94-1.24 ; straw
color . 94-1.24 ; stained 94-1.24;
I feed 84-92.
| Rye No 2 1.40^-1.44%. - "
l Flax No 1 3.05.
i Sovbeans No 1 yellow 2.67s/i.
tew standard and low good heifers U:J0
to 19.50; ulllily and commercial cowl
11 '. 5013.25.
Sheep 300; slaughter. Iambi- steady U
weaK ; good and diolc» 80-100 Ib wool«d
slaughter lambs 18.0O-19>.5O; utility and
good 16.00-18.00 ; cull to good WOOlrt
slaughter ewes 4, 50-6.50.

DENNIS THE MENACE

Utility . - .
14 .00-down
Dry-led hellersExtreme top
.. 20.75
Choice to prime
18.50-20.00
Good to choice
17.50- .9.50
Comm . to good . .. . . . . . . . . 14 .00-15.00
Utility
,
14.00-down
CowsExtreme top
.. 12.25
Commercial . . ;
11.50-12.00
Utility
11 .00-11 .50
Canners and cutters
11.50-cfown
BullsBologna
14 .50 15.50
Light

thin

13.50-down

Winona Egg Market

(These quotations apply as ot
10:30 a.m. today)
Grade A (iumbo)
Grade A (large )
Grade A (medium)

Grade A (smalt)

Grade B
Grade C

•_

,

38
32
.5

15

25
.ia

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 p.m. 1o 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays
Submit sample before loailinq
No. 1 barley
... $ I .OB
No. 2 barley
104
No. 3 barley
94
No. 4 barley
., .,
.86

Bay State Milling Company
Elevator "A" Grain Prices

No.
No.
No.
. No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Hours: 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays).
1 northern spring wheat .. . 2.23
2 northern spring wheat
2.21
3 northern spring wheat .. .. 2.17
4 northern spring wheat . . . . 2.13
1 hard winter wheat
2.10
2 hard winter wheal
2.08
3 hard winter wheat . . . .
2.04
4 hard winter wheat
2.00
1 rye
1 .36
2 rye
1.34

'*
. ... AN' I 'll LgAVE A r\mO' SMDiVpS CW TUB KlTCttH flgUL
'CA05aiC4N SK VOU'«ABl<36Am/'
By Alex Kotzky

By Saunde rs and Ernst

By Dal Curtis

By Ernie Bushmillor

By Ed Dodd

Want Ads
Start Here

Personals

NOTICE

This niwipip*. will tM rt.pomlbH
for only on* Incorrect Insertion of
in/
classified
advestiiemcnt published In the Want Ad section. Check
your ad and call 3321 If a correction must ba mad* .
BLIMD ADS UNCALLED FOR1-17, JJ, 15, U, 2J, 30, 31. »,' JJ.

Lost and Found

4

MAN 'S TOPCOAT Ta'kan Hy mistake Sit.
evening at 1h« Teamster' s , Exchonoe
by_ colling 8-1171.
IMALL BEAGLE DOGrircenseTiurnber
8B, strayed from 729 E. 5th. Reward.
Tel. «179.

Personals

j

'

7 Farm Implements

'

STRICTLY BUSINESS

48

NO NEED to wrestle apd struggle with
broken zippers. W A R R E N BETZINGER,
Iallor,_ «l. W. 3rd, replaces them.
~~
~
A GOOD BREAKFAST ' leaVM you viflih
a warm glow Inside and brightens up
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
the whole day. For your d«y brlghtener
Ind 8. Johnson
Tel. 5415
try Hie fluffy cakes, crispy bacon, an
•OS or two, tasty juice or a (teaming Hay, Grain, Feed
50
cup ol coffee at RUTH'S RESTA.U"
A TFA CFA HAY—500 bales, first crop]
RANT 126 E. 3rd,
co»rse, Alton Albrecht, Rt. 1, Wlnana,
"
ARE YOU A "PROBLEM DRINKER?MJnn. Tel. 8-4296.
M«n or woman, your drinking crettei
numerous problems. If you need end Antiques, Coins, Stamps
56
want help, contact Alcoholic. Anonym'k~dlf«i"rtnriclwfi
ous, Pioneer Group, Box »2S, Winona, ANTIQUES — Cli
¦
horse, school bells, Norwegian trunks,
Winn.
many other Items . Joe Wanlonk , InLOSE WEI&HT safely with Dex-A-DIH
dependence, wis.
tablets. Full week's njpply only nc
"
Ford Hopkins .
Articles for Sale
S7
~
"
"
OUGHfER RUTTER-5 ln7, U gaug*
CHILD'S John Deere tractor, 4 years
"K" gutter , prime coaled. Machine
old, 113. Eugene Stlever , 3735 4th St.,
made on |ob — any length,
JSoodvlew . Tel. 8-1446.
Julius Pellowski Tel. Lewiston 2SM
'
POOL ROOlvOype poollable. Tel. tTiti,
CONTINUAL HOUSE CUTTER CO.
Stockton, Minn.
BIG LOUNGE CHAIRS, 2, used] $20
each ; 2 tables, $10 each; dining table
TRUSSES — ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACRO-ILIAC SU PPORTS
_ and_ 4 chairs, S50. Sterling Motel .
B-FOOT double meat case and 2 compressors, SSO ; Toledo meat scale, oood
274 E . 3rd
Tel . 2547
Mj iew, J50. 376 Minnesota.
Tel. 4773.
_
^
"
TABLE TOP-5'J< f''r4»'' plyTransportation
8 r^NGPONO
wood , $12.95 ; folding legs, J7.50) complete set S19.50. Kendell-O'Brlen LumNEED REGULAR transportation to and
ber Co., US Franklin . Til. 8-3.67.
from Rochester from Dec. 23 through
Jin, 3, Working hours 8 to 5. Tel. 5321. BRIDAL DRESS with veil and hoop, size
9; alto saxophone; trumpet; guitar;
Auto Service, Repairing 10 electric kitchen range, new burners.
Tel. 5234.
j
____^_
ON DONNE R, on Blllzen, on Cupid, on
CHEVROLET _ 1940 4-door, overhauled
Comet: Regardless of what make you
last year; hog crate. In good shape:
- drive, have your service work done
heat houser for John Deere A or B
by the experts at GOODVIEW TEXACO,
tractor, like new. Alton Albrecht, Rt.
T450 Service- Drive ,
K Winona. Tel. 8-4296.

See the New 12-Lb.
Homelite XL-12 Chain Saw
Soon At

PLEASANT APT., close 'o downtown,,
drapes, carpeting, stove end refrigerator turnlshta. Not lultablt for children.
Tel. 8-301 1.

"
"

ELEGWI^ROTO "ROOTER

__

•CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Creaning Service

OK USED FURNITURE STORE
"

""
SANITARY

(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 12, 1963)

TO.E . - 3rd Sf.

-ft Boughs

C O U MT Y N OT I CE
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Help Wanted—Female
26
Sealed proposals w ill be' received by
~
GIRL
OR WOMAN experienced, In secreAuditor
of
Winona
County,
the County
tarlal work. Must know shorthand, typMinnesota, at his office in the Courth ouse
ing and be able to operate dictaphone,
In the City of "Winona,. AAlnnesota, up to
adding and calculating machines. VarIncluding
the
hour
of
10:00
o'clock,
end
ied work. W. F. White. Tel. 8-2330 (or
A.M., Wednesday, January eth, 1964 , for
Interview.
the publication of the Annual Financial
Statement, commonly cal led the Auditor 's EXPERIENCE-H-ADY — under 50 for
Statement, for the year 1963, in one issue
short day secretarial work and as)f a newspaper located in said County
sociated duties, 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
if UVInona but at a place outside said
•Must be proficient in shorthand and
£lty of Winona. Minnesota.
typing. Please do not reply unless you
A* evidence of good faith, and that the
are Interested In T2 months per year
bidder to whom the contract Is awarded
on a short day basis. Give all data
will enter Into a formal contract and
In first reply, age, education, experfurnish a bond , each bid must be acience, family information, etc. Write
companied by a certified check payable
E-34 Dally News .
to the County of Winona, Minnesota, for
BABYSITTER—wanted In my home for
the sum ot Fifty Dollars (S50.00).
2 children. Preferably elderly lady. Tel.
The County Board reserves the right
8-3080 after 4 p.m.
to relect any or all bids presented.
Dafed at Winona, Minnesota.
WAI TRESS WANTED—day work. Apply
this 9th day ot December, 1963.
Frank Cunningham, Steak Shop or Tel.
R I C H A R D SCHOONOVER,
3150.
County Auditor.
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec . 12, 1963)
COUNTY NOTICE
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed proposals will be received by
ihe County Auditor of Winona County,
Minnesota, at hlj office In the Courlnouse In the Clly of W inona. Minnesota,
W to and Including the hour of 10:00
o' clock A.M., Wednesday , January 8th,
1964, for the following designated prlnlVg lor the County of Winona for the
sear 1964 .
( 1 ) The publication -ol the official
proceedings of the County Board.
(2) The publication ol the official
proceeding, ot the County Board
of Egus llzallon
or Its substitute .
(31 The publication of the Annual
Stateme nt , commonly
Financial
called -fhte Auditor 's Statement,
lor Iho \- ear 1163
( 4 ) The publication of all m iscellaneous notices ordered by tho
County Board .
( 5 ) The publication ns regulred hy
law of the delinquent ta» list
ol Wlnnn. 1 County. Minnesota, the
sflnir bPing Hif dellnguonr list
lor the t a x of 196?
The bids may he tnr Ihe whole of the
foregoing or any part nt any combination
thrrcof
As evidence nf aonrt faith and that
the blddrr lo whom
Iho contract l<
awarded will enlm into a formal contract
end furnish a hnnri, each hid must he
accompanied by n certif ied check payable
to the .County ol Winona, Mlnnnsoln, 'or
Filly Dollars («O 00) .
The Counly Hoard msrrves the right
to relect any or nil the bids presented .
Dated nt Winona, Minnesota,
thli 9lh day ol Drr.nmh<v . 1961
R I C H A R D SCHOONOVER ,
County Auditor
(First

Pub.

Thurs day.

State ol Minnesota
Counly of Winona

I
)

Dec. J,

".
In Probate

No. H . 3*0

I9U>
Courl

Help Wanted—Male
"
SMGLTTAAVTW anted io help

HUFF & BELLEVIEW
DA ILY NEWS
MAIL

Houses -fo r Rent

Wanted to Rent
i i

i

-

.

"The weather forecast? Oh, about 35-26-35."
Busintst Equipment

27

on dairy
farm end with Installation of barn
equipment.
OAK R IDGE SALES &
SER VICE, Tel. Altura 7884.

WHAT DO VOU NEED?? Used commercial fountain equipment for sale. Complete setup or dishes , mixers, utensils,
appliances, you nam* Itl Write P.O.
Box 204, Winona.
DID YOlFKNOWlhar a B.T. L) . 1s the
measurement of the amount ot heat
It takes to ; raise 1 pound ol water
1 degree? Each pound of Commander
Coal contains 14,500 B.T.U.s. There is
no other coal quite tike It—try a load
today. East End Coal & Fuel Oil Co.,
901 E. 8th, "Where you get more
heat at lower cost!"

Coal,Wood, Other Fuel

MARRIED'MAN "- i

TO DISTRIBUTE literature end pick up
orders. 60 slops a day. Top pay plus
liberal fringe benefits. Send resume to
E-35 Daily News.

Help—Male or Female

Business Opportunities

37

"
service
station
FOR LEASE 2 stall
downtown Winona. Excellent opportunity lor mechanic. For details write
E-29 Dally News.
^_

Money to Loan

Loans — Insurance —

40

Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY

Tel. 5240
175 Lafayette St.
INc- .l to Telephone Office )

I^ANSlS^f

PLAIN
NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURE
170 E . 3rd St
rel. 7915
Hr» . 9 a m . to 5 p.m., Sat . 9 a.m. to nonn

Quick Money . . .
on nny article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S B A R G A I N STORE
121 E. 2nd St.
Tel 82131

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

REGISTERED
Treeing
Walker
pups,
proven crnss, 130, either sox , Bob Rolbleckl, Mlnnesola City, Minn.

In Re Estate of
Anna Rolling, Cecodent.
T E R R I E R PUPPIES , S10; Chihuahua puOrdor lor Hearing on Final Account
py, 115.
Lowell tJarkrlm, Stockton,
•nd Petition for Distribution,
Tel. Lewiston
Minn . I-I' i mllei S >
The representative ol the above nained
3731.
•stnle having filed his final account and
petition lor settlement
and allowance CHIHUAHUA PUPS J males, 6 weeks
thnrcol and tor distribution to Ihe persons
old, 120 end!. Georpa Goetimnn, East
.
Burns Valley. Tel. <_]B9,
thereunto entitled ;
IT IS ORtl EREn , TIMI Ihe hearing B R I T T A N Y Spaniel pups, AKC registerat
thureot he had on Drremhor 27, 1963,
I
ed Paul K, Bolduan. Mlnnelika. Winn,
11.15 o'clock A.M , before this Court In
Tel Rolllnostone ItOi.
the probate court room in Ihe court house
In Winona, M innesota, and that notice C H R I S T M A S PUPS - German Shepherd
and Cnllle cross Mike Waletikl, C ' 0
hereof be given hy publication of t his
George Daley, Rl, 2. I.ewlslon . Minn.
ord«r In flir Wlnnna D.illy Newt and by
mailed notice ns provided by law
DALMATIAN PUPPIES for Christmas
Dated December 4 , mi
Craven, Stockton,
Clarence
delivery.
F
n i i n i - RA ,
Minn . Tel. lewiston .1754
Prnhdlo Judge,
(n eonate C mirf Seal I
43
Horses, Cattle, Stock
Marlln A. (lenity,
Attorney (or Petitioner.
R E G I S T E R E D HOLSTEIN F.ULI. S--1 . to
IB months old . Herd average. SOO lbs,
Lester
ft erV tman, Houston,
butterlat.
(Plrst Pub. Thursday. Dec. 13, W61)
Minn
State nt Mlnmt'-o la ) s*v
FEEDER
PIGS 17, nvernge we ight BO
Counly of Winona
) In Probate Court
Un Wm. Kelley, rVMnnelska, Minn.
No. LU-W
In Rt Estate of
rrEDER
PIGS- 125, weight 60 to 70
Robert J. Bauer, Decedent
lbs M. II , Treder, Altura, Minn. Tel
. Order lor Hear ing on Petition lor Probate
L ewiston 1 741
of Will, Limiting Time to File Clolmi
FEEDER
PIGS ¦ AA , excellent quality,
and lor Hearing Thereon.
weight 40 lo 50 Ihs. Tel . Houston 896
Gwendoline Bauer linvlnu tiled a pall
3205 or 896-3 162.
tlon tor the prohnle of Ihe Will ol said
decedent and (or the .lppulnlrnenl ol PURf- Fl R E D DUROC BOARS and gilts
which
Gwendoline (Inner ns Cxe ci ilriK.
Also, Lnndrnce boars, end gills Cllllord
Will is on (III- In this Court and open
Hoff , l. nnesboro. Minn (Pilot Mound)
to Inspection,
IT IS ORnERHD, Thai tha hearing P U R E B R E D B E R K S H I R E BOARS-gooif
ones, come see Ihem. Wm. Haedlke,
thereof be had on Jnn.nry 9. 1964, al
Lewiston. Minn. Tel . 3711 .
Court
10:311 o' clock
A .M., before Ihlr
In the probate court morn In Ihe court
44
house In Wlnaiirt , Wlnun .i County, Min- Poultry, Eggs , Supplies
nesota , and Ihnl object ion . In Hit' nllow
DEKALB 20 weuk old pullets, fully vacbe.
«nce ol said Will, II nny, bo Med
cinated. Until controlled, raised on slal
forr said lin->c of hearing; thnt the
floors, Availab le year around . SPEI.T7
1lm<t within wMrh rrerlllnr . ol '.aid deCHICK
II A T C II E H Y. Rolllno-slnnf,
cedent may llle their tlnlms hn limited
Minn. Tel .J49
to tour monltM Irnm Ihe date hereof,
and Hint Ihn clnlnn so llled hi- heard Wanted—L ivestock
46
nn April 16, 1964 , nt 10 mo o 'clock A. M..
before this Court In the probate court
L E W I S T O N SALES BARN
room In Iho court house In Winona,
A real good auction market lor your
Wlr>ona Counly , Mliinosol" , and flint nolivestock. Dairy caiflle on hand , all
tice hereof bo olvrn tiy publicat ion nt
Trucks
week, hbgs bought «v«ry day
this order In Ihe Wlnnnn Clnlly News and
available. Salt Thur»„ 1 p.m. Tel. .667,
by mailed nnllce as provided by law.
Dated December 10, 196.1.
48
Farm Implement*
f. «) . I llll II*,
real
good,
VIM
10"
Mammorm
ill,
Grill.
I' robnlti J wioe .
hamiil''rniill
0" endless
:iV dou hit"
(Probata Court (.eel 1
Rt.
1,
hell, llkf new, VIS. I d fc'hiirf,
Brchmr-r and McMnlinn ,
Winona, Minn. (2 miles Ii. ol Wilson.)
Attorneys (or F' titltlont 'i .

l

Service Dept.
Tel. 3393

For your tree :
"-Light Multi ples

back.
Reversible zippered foam
cushion.
Solid walnut trim.
100% nylon frieze.
Brown , beige or orange.

15-Light Multip les

$2.88

Clamour Lites
in-light
$2.90

20-light

$4.39
Assorted
Miniature & Twinkle
Light Sets
re

iV

For the outdoors:
7-light series . . . $1.99
15-light. series . . . . $4.69
25-1ight series . . $6.95
Indoor & Outdoor
Light Set

ft

$1 .98
w

For Your Windows:
Gracious Single Candles

"

$2.69

Charming Flashing
Bell Quartet
(See them in our office
window)

$4 .45

A Trio of
Twinkling Rod Bolls

$2.98

ft
v
ft
Revolvin g Spotlights

BURKE'S

$3.99

SNOWKLOK
Complete Kit

119 W. 3rd

ft

H. Choate & Co.

ANNUAL
'FROZEN GROUND'
SPECIAL

$3.33

New Large Size
24-0/., Rofill

$2.95

ft
ft
ft
Tree t ops, tree stands , ornaments ornament , hooks ,
tinsel , roping, flameproof
cotton , I) II 11) s, extension
cords , replacement Christmns light fuses, flashlight
batteries for bnttcry operat ed toys and decorations , etc .

OIL SALE
Order Now For
Immediate
Or Future Delivery

APPLES
Harnisons , Greeninfis ,
Prairie Spy, Perkins.
F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"Breezy Acres," South on
Highway 61, Winona
Gum, Sporting Goods

66 j

SAVAGE 222 boll acllon repeater wllh
scope, $55. Eugene Stlever, 3735 -4th
SI., Goodview. Tel . 8 164..
'
DISTRIBUTOR for Hotvetf & Black Widow bows, complete line ol archerv
tackle. G I L C H R I S T ' S , 879 W. 5th . Open
week nlohls Jtlll lO.

67

BLUE LUSTRE not only rids carpets ot
loll bul leaves pile toll and lofty. Rent
eleclrlc shampooer, SI, H. Chcalo & Co.

Musical Merchandise

~
~
H AMMON D SplrjM Organ w tth
dork llnlsh , like new. 1795.
Losinski. Tel. 5550 or S173 S .

70
bench,
F. A.

CAPRI ACCORDION— I.MJIIM , •xceiient
condition . Tel. «227\

71

Radios, Television

Needles and Service
All Makes of Record Players

Hardt 's Music Store

vVlnona

Refrigerators

72

Refrigeration & Supp ly
Ed's
1
aid Domestic
T .I . 5532

Specials at the Store

CANDLES
CANDLES . . .
and more candles.

FOIL ICICLES
NOW REDUCED !

.' . iSlim and Regular size.
ft Bayr/erry a.nd Pino
scented.
ft Kel if. mii.; motifs ,
. v Exot ic Hawaiian Lites in
jowcltone colors.
ft Christmas Themes . ,

TED MAIER
DRUGS

TED MAIER
DRUGS

W, STAHR

374 W.

Tel.

Mark

I r %\* ¦
1^

6925

Tel- ^
St.

120 Center

Big Fenced Yard

One 30-Gal. Drum Or
Two 15-Gal. Drums
of

this story and a halt home has a
carpeted living room w ith fireplace,
dining area, bed room, tiled bath on
the first floor, plus two bedrooms
and half bath on the second floor;
plus attached greenhouse.

FARM OYL
MOTOR OIL OR
HYDRAULIC 6lL

Five Bedrooms

For th«
of room
oil heat,
distance

•COME IN•TODAV!•

large tamlly that needs lotson a budget Income. Timken
two-car garage . . . wa lking
to downtown.

Now Abu iIding!

In the city three and four-bedroom
colonials, split foyers, ramblers end
split levels, ceramic baths, with or
without fireplaces . Let- us give you
the details.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES" Deluxe Town House
South on New Highway 14-61
excellent West IWdress, carpeted living room and sunroom. Den, two
fireplaces, kitchen has
dishwasher
and disposal, ceramic bath with , tub
and shower stall. Four bedrooms, big
corner lot.

Closed Saturday Afternoons

75

Retirement Home

GAS OR OIL healers, ranges, water
heaters, complete Installations. Service ,
pnrts RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
E. 5th . Tel. 7<79. fcdolph Mlchaiowski.

$6500 buys this compact fwo-bedroom
home In south central location, walkInq distance to downtown. Full bath.
Oil heat.

77

Typewriters

Near the Lake

CHRISTMAS—The Ideal (j ilt for the student, wlf« or husband Is the Lettern 22
or Studio AA portable typewriter. Big
fr«de-ln Allowance wllh I year service
quar .ntee on all new and used typewriters .
WINONA
TYPEWRITER
S E RVICE, I61_ E. 3rd.

Two-slory frame home with two bedrooms and balh vp, one bedroom
down plus wood panelled dining room,
cnrpoled living room, kitchen and big
utility room. Total price $8900,

Open Plan

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent. Reasonable rales,
free delivery. Seei us tor all your of .
, flee sup-piles, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Ttl. 5222.

This very attractive rambler has an
open plan, good-sized living and dining
area, kllchen with mahogany cabinets
nnd stainless slecl sink, exhaust fan ,
Tile balh with built-in
vanity, attached garage . Exterior redwood and
stone with planter. A well planned
and maintained home .

79

Washing, Ironing Mach.

—
~
APPIJANCE S. TV SERVICE
1052 W . Broadway
e-17"87 ( K a r l ' s Rental Sorvlce)

GENE'S
Tel.

A F T E R HOURS CALL:
Leo & Bee Koll 4581
V« L. IWIb) Helicr 8-2181
Bob Selover 7827
Laura Fhk 211B

MAYTAG AND FRl&ToAFRE^Fast, expert service . Complete stock nnd part*.
H Choafe & Co. rel, 2B71.

81

Wanted to Buy

-

DRAFTING
6673,

1 InoB

MACHINE

wanted .

Tei,

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 8, METAL
CO . pays hlohost prices for scrap
Iron, metals , hides, wool end raw tur
322 W. 2nd
Tel , 20.7
Closed Safurdayi
~
"WANT [iO™:SCRAP IRON 7i."7v\ETAI-7~

cow m ors,

WOOL

&

RAW

HIGHEST PR ICES PAID
for icrn p Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool '

K I N G E.
5315,

Lots for Sale

WILL PAY HIGHEST
FOR
YOUR
CITY
~

i

(Winona 's Only Real
Tel. 63811 and 709.1

102

CA.SH PRICES
PROPERTY

E s t a t e tluyer)
P.O. Box 345

This space reserved

86

il«plno room, T«tl,

ROOMS FOR MEN. with or
kitchen prlvlleoas. Tel. 4B5».

A partments , Flats

for the sale of your home!
If you wnnt It sold . . .
Call

without

~
j ipl. "

90

S I X T I l 7 E. 77^-<lown^lnlr^
tlwlna
room, bedroom , kitchenette, twth. Heal
_ n<l water furnished , Tel. MM or «V60 ,
E A S T C E N T R A L , Mh St.,
Immediate
pnMr .Mon 5 room anl , partially fur.
nlitinrt , hot and rnW w/iter; 1 room
«|il .i
partially
lurnhhi-d
Rea«onl>l»
ri-nl to rollable party, r SHANK , 5 51
f. . ird

Luxury Apt.

Ground lloor. Lnroe carpelad llvlno
room w.llh benulllul llreplare.
Attractive kitchen wllh In fast conven|i;nce». Ceramic tile hath with shower. Two bedrooms. Draperies Ihrouohm/t .

Tel. 21A»

STEKFEN
ItRA L ESTATE AGENCY
Tel . 95G0 oc
Jtftor hours 8-1fl.'i.'i

Bonn. Motors, Elc.
IF

i

106'

IT'S llborglaai and you have the
pieces, wo car> repair II. WARRIOR
BOA.TS._Tol, « _IB6 ..

Motorcycle!, Bicycles

$1295

W ALZ

Winorta ' Truck
Service

Usedj Cars

109

¦

.WE'RE
OLD
FASHIONED...
We still enjoy doing business in a friendly way with
no high pressure—no gimmicks—just common sense
deaLs on good quality used
cars . We think you feel this
way too! Try us.

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday nights

1960 FORD

Country Sedan
4-door, radio , heater,
V-8 motor with automatic transmission,
tu-tone finish , and
one owner. Extra
V clean and special
priced at

$995

' VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon., Fri. Evenings

¦ ~"T95FPO
"NtiAC~~"
Chieftain 4-door, sedan , V-8
engine, automatic transmission, radio, heater and excellent tires . Tu-tone light
and dark green body . A lot
of car for the money.

WALZ

BUTCK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday nights

SANTA'S
HELPER

Four door hardtop, V-8 motor with
a u t o m a t i c transmission, power
brakes, power steering, r»dlo arid
heater.

'56 Ch evrolet
$3 95

Four d oor- t cylinder with standard transmission, radio, healer and
new -tires.

NYSTROM'S
y

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Frl- day Nltes

63 Ford V-8' s

If Santa would ever get
tired of riding in a sled—
he'd be extr a pleased to
make his rounds in one of
these fine wagons. He would
certainly have enough room
for all his gifts. We think
you'd be pleased to own
one too !
1962 Tempest 4-door Wagon,
economical 4 cylinder motor with automatic transmission, up to 31 miles to
the gallon, radio, and
heater. You can not tell
this wagon from a new
one. Stop in and see it
todayiy
$1798

Several to choose from. All
are Galaxie 4-doors with automatic transmission and
radio. Special deals. Special
trade in allowance. Special
guarantees. Special fvnaivcing and Specially priced.

$2, 195
_„ \rVe Advertise Our Prlcen

'

$895

'56 Oldsmobile
$495

1961 PLYMOUTH 4-door
Wagon, V-8 motor , standard transmission, radio,
heater, and less than 30,000 actual miles. Hurry
Hurry !
$1298

«^

39 years in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—F alcon
Comet—Fairlane
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

1961 CORVAIE W a g o n , 6
cylinder motor with automatic transmission, radio ,
heater , one owner. Sold
new by us. Excellent
shape
$1498 ,

1956 BUICK

1960 DODGE 4-door Wagon ,
V-8 motor with automatic
transmission , radio , heater , power steering, power
brakes. Sharp car—Sharp
price
$1198

Super, 2-door hardtop, power steering, power brakes,
tinted glass, white sidewall
tires, radio, heater, yellow
body with red and black interior. Driven a mere 42,000
miles. One owner . They
don 't come any cleaner than
this.

1960 CHEVROLET 4-cl o o r
Wagon , V-8 motor with
automatic
transmission ,
radio, heater , local one
owner car with less lhan
50.000 miles . Unconditionally guaranteed for one
,
year
$1798

W _A_L Z

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday nights

19(50 JEEP Wagon , 4 cylinder motor with overdrive ,
heater , 14.000 a c t u a l
miles. Perfect
$1398
19;-J 8 PONTIAC Wagon V-8
motor , automatic transmission , r a d i o. heater ,
power steerinR . Owned hy
prominent Winona business man.

4-door , radio , heater, straight transmis sion , fi-cylinder motor , solid
whi te finish. 1
V owner. Extremely low mileage.

$1095

1951! FORD VV;if,'un , V-fi motor with automatic transmission , r a d i o, hn aler ,
and power steering Above
average,
$ll»5

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel . 8-2711
Op-en Mon., Fri, Evenings

LOOK THEM OVER TODAV!

We 're Not Wearing
Red Suits but
^tl^CH r-VR Ol ll &CQa
We Should B e . . .
Rccause o n l y SanU Clans
would offer
these quality Used Cars
w i t h 1 yea r Guaranteed
Warranty
l !)fi l DODGE 4-door , full
power , n very clean car.
19137 ST1JDKI1AKER 2-door .
automatic
transmission ,
radio , heater. This car is
pm
priced at only

WINONA
107'
AUTO SALES

"
RIOE A MOTORCYCLE
In icrambltt
compatlflon and tasta real adventure.
ROIIft BROS. Motorcycle Shop, J76 E.
4lh . Tel . 4007.
SCIIWINN B I C Y C L E S - l a r g o s !
In Winona. Sain and service.
BICYCLE SHOP, 41) 1 Mankato.

1957 CADILLAC

4-door hardtop, power steering, power brakes, power
seat and windows, tinted
glass, white sidewall tires,
radio and heater.' Real luxury for only

(^*&o&&

SELLING??

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

.0 Main SI ,

and
St,

"HANK JEZEWSKI

INCORPORATED
3rd
T«l . 5847

127 —lnro«

100

Wanted—Real Estate

Sam Weisman & Son

450 W .

Tel. 2349
120 Center St ,J

GOODVI EW—5 ton, between 45lh
46th ,
along north side of 7th.
Tel. B-3079.

rims.

PRICES
PAID
IIIGHr.IT
M (I W IRON AND M E T A L CO
507 W 2nd, across Spur Ga^ Station
For your Convenience
W» Are Now Apjaln Open On Sal).

_ 0

. I b C- *-

DOERER'S

1078 W. 5th St.

1960 COMET
De luxe

! L ov^
EU

STOR/A WINDOWS - Slrii needed : 1
_ (l' n*_ l ,
«6x _8'/j,
4«V.x75' 3,
'8x72V .,
53x75 , 51x74 . Can use two window!
to Add up lo Ihe larger sl. ev A B T S
AGENCY - , INC., Realtors, 119 Wnlnul
SI. Tnl . 4242, or alter hours: 3184.

74 ! Rooms Without Meals

TOY CI.OSE OUI ' SAL El
S0'/» lo 50 1"! Sivintj s
Shop and save now al SIIUrvi_.KrS
Tel. 1-331)9
58 Wait 3rd,

4-BEDROOM, story-and-a-half home.
Alt oak Mooring and plastered walls.
Cedar shake siding. Full basement
with oil automatic heat. Cemented patio and fenced-in back ya rd: 1-car gar. age. Convenient to west end shopping
center and main line bus. Priced to
sell at SV.500. ABTS AGENCY , INC.,
Realtors, 159 Walnut St . Tel . 4242 or
after hours: E. R . Clay 8-2737; Bill
Ziebell 4854; E. A. Abts 31B4.

F.

VVEST HOWARD ST.—This Is one of the
belter tiomes. 7-roohn house with 3
large bedrooms, big wa lk-In closets,
spacious liv ing room wffh carpeting
and drapes, maple floo rs, full basement, oil heal; Dandy landscaped yard,
full lot and garage. On bus line. Close
to Madison School and stores. $!9,O00.
For appointment call

FREE-

Parts
65 Stove* , Furnaces,

Good things to Eat

Commercial
'5
«5 h 4th

Tel. 5802

with an order
for

For carpet counseling, samples and free estimates call
us. 2871.

3r1

$34.95

YOUR CHOICE

Famous Brand Names
f V Mohawk
¦fr Lee's
¦ft Gulistan
•f o W'unda Weve
f¦o Cabin Cra/t
f¦o Aldon
Wool — 501 Nylon® — Acrilan®

118 E

$34.95

$1050

All winterized, licensed
and ready to go.

"
FORO^Y.57, Fairlane 50o7 2-door hardtop, excellent cond ition, 53,000 miles.
Tel. 8-1122 before 3 p.m. or weekends
"
"
PLYMOUTH -^"1959 . 2-door7 Christmas
!
i special , $495, Home Oil Co., corner
|
"
2nd and Washington.
_
I
4-door, 6-cylln'der,
! PLYMOUTH — 1955,
j
automatic transmission, reasonable. Ini| quire ViO E. Broadway after 5 p.m.
|
| FUTURA—1963, -sports convertible. Sprint
engine. 4-speed, 7,000 miles; 1958 Chevrolet BelAIr, 2-door hardtop, new tlrei
and n eiv Powergllcde . 1954 Ford convertible, straight sMck, new red paint ,
new white top; 1959 Chevrolet Impala,
. 4-door hardtop, power steering, power
brakes. Lowell A . Ladsten , Mabel,
Minn.
.

EYOTA, M I N N .-Older ^-bedroom home,
new gas furnace, enclosed porch, garage, $7,500. Buy
on contract. $500
down. Steinmelz Realty, E yota, Minn.
~~
r
D7A C0UNTRY H0ME,7deal for couple. 1 bedrooms, most modern. IVt
baths. Full basement, with oil forced
air heat. Located iust west of Goodview Convenient to Warner Swasey
plant. F ull price. 312,600. ABTS AGENCY, INC. Realtors, 159 Walnut St ,
Tel . 4242, or after hours: E. R. Clay
B-2737 ; Bill Ziebell 4B54; E. A. Abts
3184.
_^
FOUNTAliN CITY—large \\ room building on N. Shore Drive.. Suitable for
apt- wareh ouse or store. For sale or
rent. Also large modern mobile home, .
sacrifice for quick sale; C. SHANK,
Homemaker 's _Exchange. SS2 E. 3rd.
—
"~
E GOOD EAST location . 6-room, 2-story
home. 1 bedroom down, 2 up. Large
kitchen, nice screened front porch. 1
block to St. Stan 's. Bus by the door.
Must be seen to appreciate this low
price of $6,800. Immediate possession .
ABTS AGENCY! INC., Realtors, 159
Walnut St. Tel . 4242, or alter hours.
E. P.. Clay B-2737; Bill Zlebell 4854 ;
.
E. A. A.bts 3184 ,

50 Ft. Steel Measuring
Tape or
General Electric Clock

$59.95 -t.

Household Articles

ft

$22.95
$15.95
$18.95
$10.95
$10.95
$19.95

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.

64

~
rARGEH/VWTE DUCKS, live—dressed.
White rock roosters . Joe Merchlewitz,
Tel . Lewiston 3845. (I mile N. ol Stockton)
_
'
L A R G E S ELECTION of Chrlsrm«r nuts,
candles end fruit baskels.
WINONA
POTATO MARKET, 118 Mkl.

99c

¦•¦

Hat Box Hair Dryer
Hair Dryer
Greenhouse
Steam Iron
Can Opener 7.
Fry Pan
Greaseless BroilerFry Pan
VC10 Canister
Vacuum Cleaner ..

63

Furn., Rogi, Linoleum

-* !

MA KETrA
WESTINGHOUSE
CHRISTMAS

DRY OAK WOOD, heater 7)r cook7 stove
size . 1 Lenox St. or Tel. 5583.
~
DRY BIRCH WOOD fireplace logs7East
E.
End Coal and Fuel Oil Co.^JOl
8th.
~
OAK WOOD
Good oak slabs saweO In stove lengths.
Suitable for ranae and furnace. Price
reasanbale. Haul It yoursell Or we will
deliver.
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Trempealeau. Wis .
Tel. 534-6316

Carpets and
Area Rugs

See Us For
All Your
Holiday Needs

28

~ "
^
COUPLE WANTED to malntaln cWoperaled laundry. Man should be mechanically Inclined 0nd woman willin g to
do HgW cleaning. Write E-32 Dally
News.

74 THREE-BEDROOM"ancl"Tbedroom homes
~
tor sale or rent. Cent»r of town, on
EZKT RA, EXTRA—Ladies Sunbeam hair ! bus line. Tel. 6059.
<lryer, Reo, J35.95, Christmas Special
:
319.95. BAAABENEK'S, 9th aV Mankato. " IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade
I be sure to see Shank, HOftAEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.

SS! $2500

IHC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tel . 4738

99

Houses for Sale

62 Specials at the Store

TED MAIER DRUGS

[WA RDS ]

96

IN 6R NEAR wiNCTNATl
^orTJ-bedrobm
home wanted for 3 adults, in near
future. . Best of r«ferenc es. Tel. 7043.

'

1957 CADILLAC

SANTA'S SPECIAL
Save $700

:

109

?-door hardtop, full power,
white wall tires, radio , heater, tinted windows. Clean inside and out.

'
TRUCK
HOISTS fnstalled at BERG7.,
3950 W. 4th, Goodview. Tel. ^33.

~
FOURTH E. 862 For sale or
bedroom house. Tel. 5751 or 22W.
~
'
WEST END LOCATION—S rooms Biid ¦ .
bath. Full basement , oil forced air :
furnace,
large
single car
garage.
Available at Once. 575 per month. ABTS
Realtors,
159
Walnut
INC.,
AGENCY,
St. Tel. 4242 , or alter hours: 318* .,

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin

"
EXPERT
TELEVISION , RADIO
and appliance repair service. Save on picture tube
replacement.

Tel. tM

Trucks ,Tract's,Trailers 108

New International 4-wheel
drive walk-thru Scout Cpt.
with new International *Vk'
snowplow.
95
¦
~
List Pric« $3200
rent, 2- .

S2'/ s B. 3rd
Tel . 6066 or lMt

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
'

FIRESTONE

_ »0_Wes.t 3rd

• Stirneman-Selover Co.

ROCKEI
I

¦& Ropin g

-fc Wreaths

Member National Assoc.
Plumbing Contractors

apt,

PRIME OOWNTT OWN LOCATIONS^**,
fall and cfflce space. Available now.

ELT
^36"WIV
high foam tufted

CHRISTMAS
TREES

NINTH E. 451—J-rooin furnished
utilities furnished. On bus lint.

Girls ' end Boys '
Priced from S34.95
Also • few Television sell leftpriced at only
J119.«»J

Business Places for Rent 92

"

Frank O'Loughlin

91

26"" mcrcLES

ACROSS F ROM WSC^-l, J or 3 men
to share lurnljhtd apt., 204 w. Sth .
j rej^J35«.
_
TWO BEDROOM furnished mobile h6m»,
42 ft., for rent by tht month. Tel.
a-3«.,
_
CENTRAL LOCATION—small attractive
3rd floor apt., llvlno room, bedroom,
kitchenette, private bath, utilities furnlihed.- 1 or 1 girls. Tel. 7702.

In Winona, Minnesota, and that ob|ections
Special truck. Sanita ry &> Odorless
CORNER SECTION AL — .-piece, red],
to tha allowance of said Will, if any,
G. S . WOXLA.ND CO.
273 E. 3rd St.
foam rubber cushions, very good conbe filed , before said time of hearing;
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. S64-92A!
We
Buy
We
Sell
dition, Herb Neldner, Lewiston, Minn,
that the time vrtthl n which creditors of
~
Furniture
—
Antiques
—
Tools
said decedent may file their claims be
¦USED " FURNITURE-]-3 pc. walnut bed^
and other used items
limited to four months from the date
room suite, %AS; walnut chest and bed,
Tel.
8-3701
627 E. 4th
Tel. 9394
hereof, and that the claims so tiled be
FURNITURE,
$30. 'BORZYSKOWSKI
heard on April 22, 1964, af 10:30 o'clock JACK OF ALL TRADES, master of none.
302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
STERE O
A.M., before this Court in the probate
It may be expensive to try to save by ! BEAUTIFUL MUSIC by a Motorola stereo WALNUT OR BLONDE cocktail tables,
court room In ttie court house In Winona,
"tinkering " with your plumbing. We
h I f l . We have the finest selection and
$5.95; 3 table groupings, Including 2
Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
have the answer lo your problem. No
largest supply of sets In the Winona
step and matching cocktail tables,
given by publication of 1his order in Ihe
lob too big or too small .
area.
Come
in
or
call
WINONA
FIRE
$19.95
. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
Winona Dally News , and by mailed notice
.
POWER
CO.,
54
E.
2nd.
Tel.
5065.
302
Mankato. Open evenings.
as provided by law .
(Across from the new parking lot.)
Dated December 17, 1963.
PLUMBING & HEATING
MARGARET AAcCREADY,
¦207 E. 3rd
.Tel. 3703
-Probate Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal )
Saviryer , Sawyer & Darby.
PLUMBING S, HEATING CO.
Attorneys for Petitioner.

Jerry's Plumbing

Apartmants, Furnished

107 Used Cart

Motorcycles,Bicycles

—

GOLTZ PHARMACY

wF WIS TTY OU ¦Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year. CURLEY'S CERAMIC TILE CO., A10 Vf. ' eth. ' William
"Curley" Slevers.
~
$TUFF THEiR^TOCKINGS with some
of the appealing toys and oames from
ROBB BROS.' TOYLAWD , 576 E. 4fri.
A good supply still available.
~
RTNGS~dlTHER FINGERS and'
your belle
will be on her toes giving . you the
warmest embrace .ever when she finds,
one ol the beautifully created dinne r
14 THREE, USED sewing machines, rerlnfiS from RA INBOW J EWELRY under Business Services
conditioned tor many years of sewher tree. Prices start as low as S7.9S . 'TWAS THE"WEElTbeforeChristmas
ing. Domestic portable, $35; Kenmore
and all -through the land.
MEMO > TO Oil Magnate 's AssTsfant;
with walnut cabinet, $45; Newhome
Gifts had been purchased
Ros: Leave my help alone! Ray Meyer,
portable, fully automatic, $79. Tel . 8and parties been planned.
Innkeeper, WI Lt!«AMS HOTEL.
_
_ 41jl0.
One look at her carpets
"
WHEEL CHAIRS—for every price range)
JUST A FEW leftl GE portable garbage
and Mom sighed in despair,
adlustable walkers. For rent or sale.
disposers. No -extra plumbing or wiring
For It looked like the devil
First two months rental credited toneeded. Just $19.95. B & B ELECTRIC,
and all had been there.
wa rds purchase price. Crutches, wood
J55_ E. 3rd.
Cheer up, good lady,
_ or adlustable aluminum. TED MAIER
we've an answer tor. you ; . .
GI RT^TNDOOR rolTeT sicafes, slie 10;
DRUGS.
For rug cleaning problems
new Items, nice for gifts; rummage.
dial . . . 3722.
Afternoons this week. 1114 W . 6th.
_
~
"
"
_ WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVIC E
A LIL' BIT of Elliott' s Sutler Satin Lamixed with "Elbow Grease", gives
(Flr»1 Pub. Thursday, Dec. 1», .?«)
Dressmaking, Sewing
16 tex,
your walls and woodwork that ''.Luxury
Stats of Minnesota ) ss.
Look" . P. S. Do It quick before CbrlstFOAM DECORATOR pillows !!) covTr
) In Probate Court
County of Winon a
mas. Paint Depot
. with fabrics of your choice. Heart~
~ ~
No. 15,700
shaped, square, contour or round. For CAS H R EG ISTE R S—elect rIic or ma nua7In lie Estate of
your own home or
a lovely gilt.
ly operated, ring up to $99. Write
Luclle Vlalch, Decedent.
CINDERELLA SHOPPE, 214 Mankato.
P. O. Box 204, Winona, Minn.
Order for Hearing on Petition for P robate I
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
WE HAVE a large assortment of apPlumbing,
Roofing
2
1
and for Hearing Thereon.
pliances. New and used at prices you
Thomas Francis Wa lct. having filed «
look
want to pay. Come In and
petition for the probate of the Will ot
LILLA & SONS, 761
around. FRANK
¦
jald decedent and for the appointment ot
E. «h. _ ._
For clogged sewers and drains
_
Thomas Francis Walch as Executor,
'
'
'
Tel, 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee
SNOW PLOWS—Meyers and Allis Chalwhich Will is on file . In this Court end
straight or V-body. Will fit every
mers,
open to Inspection;
make front end manure loader. Will
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
also fit Jeep or other 2 or 4 wheel
thereof be had on January 10th, 1964, at
drive Trucks. F. A. Krause Implement
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court in
Co. "Breezy Acres."
the probate court room In the court house

91

.Apartments, Furnished

RAMBLER - DODGE

3rd St. & Ma nknto Tel. 0-3049
selection
Open
Monday & Friday Nights
KOL.TER!

105 Johnson
Tel. 2?M
Open Friday Evening

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111
'
P R I C E S SLASH t o on all usnrl nioblia
honiBs . Snve 5100' s now. Rwl Tnn MoIIII K Home Sm«„ .
"

Auction Sal««

~
Al. V I N KOHNE II
A U C T I O Nf E k , < ily and ilnl« llmuw)
unci hnnrlftft , V' ..' I Ihnrly 51 iCornir
n. mi unit L i tir i lyi . I HI Ann.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Ev«r«|t J. Kclin«r
138 Wolnult. Tnl. 8-3710, nder houri 1814
'
DEC. 3D-Frl., 13:30 p m , I mils B.
of Blair and l< mllei S. Clnrenco Elland, oww i Rt»Y Arnosran. suclloiimri
Northt rn Inv. Co., Clerk ,
DEC. 21—Snt„ ^ mlln 5. E7 of OMI'O,
Wis., on Hwy. 71 lo Sou Hi Bod Kivir
Church, thin l' . _ mllon E, nn "Fl",
than Hi mlT« S. Non-nan Snvo rj on,
own»r r W. A. *«ck, tuctlonMn Northem lew. Co., cl«rk.

WINONA DAILY NEWS
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BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester GoulcP

By Mort Wa lktr

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
By Chic Young

BLONDIE

By Milton Canhiff

STEVE CANYON
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Complete with steel poles, ropes
Net
""^ '* a '< '*.
* nd ' shuttla
cocks and 4 rackets. With carryn9 casft

'

D -2»
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lAPIfFT
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• Shell lM". cotton laleon
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FOUL WEATHER

*
collar

'

P A N TS

and windproof

§m
"'

;:

Retail al $14.95!

100% All Woo l Wor sted

I

Retail at $11.50.

Double Knit ZEP HYR WOOL

I Men's Cardigans - $5.50 |
t

I Men's VESTS - - - $4 j
{ Mohair Cardigans $6.50 f
| Jacquard Sweaters $5.00 I

*

RCg'

S^ffl

Tou 9'' Aleutian cloth

W

^F
l

fiiiff™*^iWf

Brand New

DECK

\; \ > Winona Knitting Mills
*~ig«*. Factory Showroom

^_________.

4 PLAYER

^^Z ^^fMI
UtjilVmrMll I
i
li^M'II!<^_ P

/*j S HOPPING-^
L DAYS LEFT 7^

SSIAWM
W ^^^

Genuine U.S. Navy .Blue

VVT^^W

__k ¦

__ «

Brand New U. S. Air Force Style
JIW
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:'

BADMINTON SETS
#fe^s|
^1« C ,, -

clown ' colij r

.95

_____¦

By Al Capp

___^_^_^_-.

8 am " t0 9 P'm'

»

• Doeplone p.iller nj
•' Prrmam-ni collar

pockotl

•

^^

LI'L ABNER

EVERY NITE

• Made of 100"V Cotton

First Quality — Nationall y Famou.

Y^ ^~\.*

^—.

*kW I__AT ^HIRT^

STRETCH SOCKS

,0 r
• ° ' co,,on

^^^yj raMKg^KyjSJ^^

Men's Whit* or Grey

MEN'S DRESS
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m
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SPORT SHIRTS
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By Roy Crant

Thursday. December 19, 1963
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DICK TRACY

,

t Q SMt

?* I Sweaters - $2.50 to $6.50 |
}
^iSLACKS - - - - $6.75 g

v^Am\
»f^

V j L^.

^v ggjg^
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Cardigans - - - - $6.50 j
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SALESROOM OPEN

9 AM. to 9 P.M.
EVERY FRIDAY
AND MONDAY

7:

Men'.

I Cadet Cardigans - $8.50 3
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' Children's Sweaters $2.50 j

WINONA KNITTING MILLS

902 Easr Second
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Phone 3395

